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PREFACE

The National Center for Earthquake Engineering Research (NCEER) was established to expand and
disseminate knowledge about earthquakes, improve earthquake-resistant design, and implement
seismic hazard mitigation procedures to minimize loss of lives and property. The emphasis is on
structures in the eastern and central United States and lifelines throughout the c-ountry that are found
in zones of low, moderate, and high seismicity.

NCEER's research and implementation plan in years six through ten (1991-1996) comprises four
interlocked elements, as shown in the figure below. Element I, Basic Research, is carried out to
support projects in the Applied Research area. Element II, Applied Research, is the major focus of
work for years six through ten. Element III, Demonstration Projects, have been planned to support
Applied Research projects, and will be either case studies or regional studies. Element IV,
Implementation, will result from activity in the four Applied Research projects, and from Demon
stration Projects.

ELEMENT I
BASIC RESEARCH

• seismic hazard and
around motion

• Soil. and geotechnical
enall1Hrlng

• Structurea and systema

• RI.k and reliability

• Protective andintalllgent
systems

• Societal and economic
studies

ELEMENT II
APPLIED RESEARCH

• The Building Project

• The Nonatructurll
Componenta Project

• The Ufelln.. Project

The HlahWl~Project

ELEMENT III
DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS

Ca.. Studlea
• Active and hybrid control
• Hospital and data proceulng

fllGi11tin
• Short and medium span bridges
• Wat.r aupp~ systems In

Memphis and san Francisco
Regional Studies

• New Yortl City
• ..lululppl Valley
• san Frlnclaco Bay Area

ELEMENT IV
IMPLEMENTATION

• Conr.renceelWorbhopa
• EducatlonlTralnlng courses
• Publications
• Public Awe,..,...

Research tasks in the Lifeline Project evaluate seismic perfonnance of lifeline systems, and
recommend and implement measures for mitigating the societal risk arising from their failures or
disruption caused by earthquakes. Water delivery, crude oil transmission, gas pipelines, electric
power and telecommunications systems are being studied. Regardless ofthe specific systems to be
considered, research tasks focus on (I) seismic vulnerability and strengthening; (2) repair and
restoration; (3) risk and reliability; (4) disaster planning; and (5) dissemination ofresearch products.
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The end products ofthe Lifeline Project will include technical reports, computercodesand manuals,
design and retrofit guidelines, and recommended procedures for repair and restoration ofseismically
damaged systems.

The research described in this report plays an integral role in the Lifeline Project. The work was
sponsoredjointly by the Southern California Gas Company (SoCaIGas) and NCEER, and thereby
represents a cooperative undertaking with industry. which is an important frature 'Jf NCEER 's
programfor implementation ofresearch results. The work in this report has resulted in a definitive
database for the seismic performance ofa large andcomplex gas transmission system, spanning 61
years ofearthquake records and including a detailed assessment ofhighpressure pipeline response
to the Northridge earthquake. The report establishes a planfor identifying the most vulnerable high
pressure gas pipelines. based on seismic and non-seismic considerations. and demonstrates the
feasibility for implementing such a plan in a pipeline replacement program by an exaMple
application to part ofthe existing SoCalGas system.

iv
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ABSTRACT

A detailed and systematic review of the seismic performance of gas transmission

lines prior to the 199~ ~orthridge earthquake shows that all repairs in pipelines

affected by traveling ground waves occurred in areas which experienced seismic

intensities of HMI ~ VIII. A review of gas transmission line performance during

the 1994 Northridge earthquake discloses a similar pattern of seismic response.

Approximately 91% of all pipeline damage caused by traveling ground waves in the

1994 event occurred in areas with KKI ~ VIII. The earthquake-related damage

has heen predominantly in the form of ruptures at oxy-acetylene girth welds.

The potential for damage in such welds appears to increase considerably for

seismic intensities equal to a~d greater than MM VIII.

The type of pipeline most vulnerable to earthquake effects is the p~e-WWII oxy

acetylene welded pipeline. Eighty-two percent of all earthquake-related repairs

were caused by traveling ground wave effects in oxy-acetylene girth welded lines.

The preponderant form of damage was rupture at the oxy-acetylene welds, which

often are characterized by defects such as poor root penetration, lack of good

fusion, and overlapping and undercutting at the toe. The worst performers among

the oxy-acetylene welded lines have been those constructed before 1930, some of

which have experienced damage at a relatively high rate of over 1 repair/km

(1.61 repairs/mi). Oxy-acetylene welding for major transmission lines appears

to have been discontinued by SoCalGas after 1931.

In contrast to oxy-acetylene welded piping, pre-WWII pipelines with electric arc

welds have fared much better when influenced by traveling ground waves. Damage

under these conditions accounts for only 2.7% of the total repairs, which is 30

times less than the traveling ground wave damage in oxy-acetylene welded lines.

Prior to WWII, welding practices often involved the use of unshielded electric

arc techniques, which exposed the molten weld directly to the atmosphere.

Post-WWII electric arc welded pipelines in good repair have never experienced

a break or leak as a result of either traveling ground waves or permanent ground

deformation during a southern California earthquake. The lack of damage to post-
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WWII electric arc welded pipelines does not mean they are immune to permanent

ground deformation. On the contrary, there is substantial experience with modern

pipeline failures in areas of severe landslides. The repair record shows that

modern electric arc welded gas pipelines in good repair are the most resistant

type of piping, vulnerable only to very large and abrupt ground displacement,

and generally highly resistant to traveling ground wave effects and moderate

amounts of permanent deformation.

A general procedure for evaluating the relative risks from earthquake hazards

to steel pipelines was developed. The procedure account~ for the influence of

traveling ground waves, surface faulting, landslides, and soil liquefaction.

The procedure utilizes information, acquired primarily through reconnaissance

studies, on regional geology, groundwater conditions, aerial photos, and site

specific soil borings obtained principally through public agencies.

Two transmission pipelines. Lines 121 and 123, were selected for a feasibility

study. Both lines were constructed in 1930, and therefore represent older, more

vulnerable portions of the system which are joined with oxy-acetylene welds.

Emphasis in this work has been placed on characterizing the geotechnical and

earthquake hazards to these pipelines, especially the potential for surface

faulting and large ground deformation caused by liquefaction.

A general replacement procedure is recommended. It involves a three-step process

in which a system planning assessment is made, followed by a repair record cost

assessment, with a risk assessment completing the evaluation. At each stage in

the evaluation, a decision to replace or retain is made. If the pipeline is to

be replaced at any of the three stages, the flow chart shows, by means of dashed

lines, a return to specifying new pipeline characteristics and repeating the

three-tier decision process. It is recommended that an economic assessment about

the desirability of repair and retention versus replacement be made for steel

pipelines. Low leakage rates may obviate the need to make such an evaluation

for some pipes in the transmission network. It is recommended that the econom

ically-based model (or derivative thereof), which has been developed in-house

for distribution piping, be applied. Making an econc~i~ aS3essment based on

repair records fits logically within a comprehensive procedure. By predicating

part of the assessment on a review of the repair record, the procedure promotes
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a systematic collection and analysis of repair statistics which can have benefits

in determining medium and long-term trends in performance.
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SECTION 1

INTllODOCTION

1.1 BACItGI.OOND

The natural gas system in the Los Angeles metropolitan area is owned and operated

by the Southern California Gas Company (SoCalGas). It is the largest U.S. gas

system in terms of customers, with approximately 4.6 million metered services.

According to company statistics for 1993, there are 6,123 km (3,803 mi.) of

steel transmission pipelines and 43,162 ka (26,809 mi.) and 24,045 km (14,935

mi.) of steel and plastic distribution mains, respectively. The transmission

pipelines are predominantly 200 to 900 am (8 to 36 in.) in diameter and are

operated at pressures generally exceeding 1 MPa (150 psi). The distribution

system is co~posed of pipelines predominantly 50 to 300 am (2 to 12 in.) in

diameter, limited co pressures of 0.42 MPa (60 psi) or less. The plastic piping

is made of either medium or high density pulyethylene. SoCalGas identifies an

additional category of pipeline, referred to as distribution supply line, which

is predominantly 50 to 300 mm (2 to 12 in.) in diameter and is operated typically

in the range from 0.7 to 2.8 MPa (100 to 400 psi).

In this report, transmission and distribution pipelines are defined in accordance

with the Federal Code of Regulations [Office-ot the Federal Register, 1990] and

General Order No. l12-~ pertaining to the State of California [Public Utilities

Commission (PUC) of the State of California, 1988]. In essence, a transmission

line transports ~as from a gathering line or storage facility to a distribution

center or storage facility, and operates at a hoop stress of 201 or more of the

specified minimum yield stress (SKYS) of the pipe steel. A distribution line

is a pipeline other tllan a transmission or gathering line. Distribution supply

lines may be classified as transmission or distribution lines, depending on hoop

stress level and function.

The pipeline system exists in an area of high seismic activity. Since 1933,

there have been at least 11 major earthquakes of local magnitude (ML) 5.8 or

larger with epicenters inside the region of the gas transmission system. SerioW!

earthq~kes affecting areas of southern California serviced by natural gas
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pipelines include the 1933 Long Beach, 1952 and 1954 Kern County, 1971 San Fer

nando, 1979 Imperial Valley, 1986 North Palm Springs, 1987 Whittier Narrows,

1991 Sierra Madre, 1992 Landers, 1992 Big Bear, and 1994 Northridge earthquakes.

Clearly, earthquake effects need to be considered in the management of such a

large, diverse pipeline system, but the risks associated with earthquakes also

need to be evaluated in light of the many other factors affecting performance.

The expenditures associated with repair and replacement need to be prudently

managed, and, at the same time, need to be allocated in such a way that the

risks of damage and disruption are minimized throughout the system. Repair and

replacement strategies also must be implemented with an awareness of changing

regulatory policies I as well as the economics associated with natural gas distri

bution as a deregulated industry.

1.2 OBJECTIVES

This report has been prepared to help develop a strategy and overall procedure

to replace current and future steel piping within the SoCalGas system. To accom

plish this, the research program was divided into two phases, involving a feasi

bility and an implementation phase of the work. This report focuses on the fea

sibility phase in which a general methodology for making decisions about steel

pipeline integrity has been developed and applied to a relatively small portion

of the SoCalGas system. This feasibility phase is important for establishing

the practicality of the process as well as the benefits which will accrue to

SoCalGas from a system-wide implementation of the methodology. In the implemen

tation phase, the general methodology will be refined, tested for additional por

tions of the system, and implemented with SoCalGas engineers as a continuing

program to assess pipeline conditions and set cost-effective priorities for steel

pipeline repair and replacement.

The objectives of ~he feasibility phase of the project are two-fold:

• Develop a general methodology for evaluating the integrity of steel
piping within the SoCalGas system and for setting priorities regard
ing the repair and replacement of such piping. The assessment of
repair and replacement needs should be formulated to optimize public
safety, economics, system planning, and regulatory issues. The meth
odology needs to account for varying rates of deterioration, varying
depths of cover and pipe exposure, soil conditions, internal pressure
and hoop stress, proximity to populated areas and public facilities,
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age of piping. etc. The IIethodo1ogy will also account for earthquake
hazards associated with strong ground shaking. surface faulting,
liquefaction, landslides, and differential settlements.

• Assess the feasibility of applying the IIethodology by means of a costl
benefit analysis. The cost and time of developing databases. inte
grating these with appropriate risk and economic models, and applying
these on a systematic basis to the SoCalGas steel pipeline network
need to be evaluated and compared with the improved safety and cost
savings expected to result from the more comprehensive and accurate
assessments.

To accomplish these objectives. the following five tasks have been performed.

1 . Reviey Current SoCalC.. Progrg.

A review has been made of existing methodologies to set priorities for pipe

replacement pursued by the SoCalCas Transmission and Storage and Distribution

Departments. Input also has been received from the Engineering Design and Sys

tem Planning Departllents.

2. Improy• .,nt. 10 !zi.ting Program.

Work has been performed to develop a consistent, company-wide approach which

involves the best elements of existing program. and input from all departments

contacted. Special attention has been devoted to coordinating the best el'lIent.

of current procedures with Systell Planning. The intention has been to produce

an integrated approach to steel pipeline replacement and planning. which is

derived by modifying and combining e1ellents of the existing SoCalGas procedures.

3. "fin.4 ECOD9Ric an4 Bi.k H04.1s

New modeling techniques have been examined. including statistical procedures for

the time·dep~~~~nt occurrence of leaks in distribution pipelines. These models

have been tested for a saal1 portion of the SoCalGas systell. and used to show

how economic decisions can be improved when based on a refined projection of

future leakage events. The investigations. database. and model developllent for

this part of the work has been performed by EQE. Inc. and is contained in a com

panion report.

Current SoCalGas lIodels for identifying high-risk transmission and distribution

supp~y lines have focused on pre-World War ~I (pre-WVII) pipelines. which ar.
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deemed vulnerable to earthquake effects at their girth welds. Concern for these

types of pipelines has been generated by their performance during the 1971 San

Fernando earthquake [Eguchi, 1983; 1986]. As part of this research, additional

performance statistics for these facilities have been obtained by examining

records of pipeline behavior during the 1971 and other earthquakes. The results

of these investigations are summarized in Section 3 of this report.

4. ',lig,d S,i.mic H,z,rd Iod,l.

The research has taken advantage of the substantial case history data and new

findings resulting from research sponsored by the National Center for Earthquake

Engineering Research (NeEER) on soil liquefaction, 1urge ground deformation, and

effects on lifeline facilities [O'Rourke and Hamada. 1989; 1991; 1992; Hamada

and O'Rourke, 1992]. Specifically for the SoCalGas system, stereo pair aerial

photos have been used to identify local geomorphological features which provide

evidence for liquefaction potential and the likely patterns of ground deforma

tion in the event of soil failure. This information has been used to ascertain

whether or not, and with what pattern, ground defomation, such as lateral

spread. might develop during a future earthquake. Aerial photo interpretation,

in combination with geologic maps, groundwater studies. soll surveys, and select

soil borings have been used to refine existing knowledge about the susceptibil

ity of soil to liquefaction.

Two transmission pipelines, Lines 121 and 123, were selected for the feasibility

study. Both lines were constructed in 1930, and therefore represent older, IIOre

vulnerable portions of the system which are joined with oxy-acetylene welds.

Emphasis in this work has been placed on characterizing the geotechnical and

earthquake hazards to these pipelines, especially the potential for surface

faulting and large ground deformation caused by liquefaction. The feasibility

study for these lines is summarized in Section 6 of the report.

S. Oy,rall MethodolQgy

The results fro~ the previous four tasks have been combined to develop an ov~r

all methodology for the SoCalGas system to assess pipeline integrity and make

economically viable decisions about pipeline replacements which promote safety

under normal operation and future earthquakes. It should be emphasized that the
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feasibility phase has concentrated on developing a general methodology and dem

onstrating its potential. Additional refinements, testing. and feedback from

gas engineers are needed during the implementation activities which follow from

this work.

1.3 SCOPE

Earthquake magnitudes are reported herein on the basis of published information

in terms of local or surface wave magnitudes (HL or Hs • respectively), with sur

face wave values given for magnitudes exceeding 6.5. It should be recognized

that small adjustments in some originally reported magnitudes have been proposed

on the basis of a recent evaluation of earthquake records for southern Califor

nia [Hutton and Jones, 1993]. For the earthquakes covered in this work, the

newly proposed adjustments result in magnitudes which are within 31 of those

given in the conventional published sources.

This report is composed of eight sections of which the first provides introduc

tory and organizational information. The second section reviews the factors

affecting steel pipeline replacement, with emphasis on the transmission and dis

tribution supply lines of the SoCalCas system. The third section summarizes and

evaluates the performance of high pressure gas pipelines in previous southern

California earthquakes. The statistics of pipeline damage caused by previous

earthquakes are used to establish the relative risks associated with pipelines

of different age when subjected to either traveling ground waves or permanent

ground deformation. The fourth section summarizes the current procedures for

replacing transmission and supply lines, and the fifth section proposes improve

ments in the current methods. The sixth section summarizes the results of a

feasibility study for Lines 121 and 123. Lines 121 and 123 were originally con

structed in 1930 with 650-..- (26-in.)-diameter pipe; replacement pipe installed

primarily in the 1950s and 19605 has introduced diameters as large as 750-.. (30

in.) in certain sections of the lines. A methodology for assessing risks, espe

cially those associated with earthquake effects, is applied to these lines, and

the results are compared on an economic basis with the consequences of the cur

rent replacement program. Conclusions and recommendations are Fresented in the

seventh section, and references are listed in the eighth section.
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SECTION 2

FACTORS AFFECTING STEEL PIPELINE REPLACEMENT

There has been considerable work performed on hazard identification and quanti

fication [e.g., Ozog and Bendixen, 1987; Martinsen and Cornwell, 1991) in rela

tion to both process and pipeline applications. In addition, specific procedures

have been proposed for identifying and quantifying hazards and setting pipeline

replacement priorities [e.g., Kulkarni, et al., 1988; Muhlbauer, 1991; Kiefner

and Vieth, 1991; Day and Peck, 1992]. In all cases, the procedures for optimal

management and replacement begin with a systematic evaluation of the factors lIIost

influential in the performance of a given system.

This section concentrates on transmission and distribution supply lines, which

operate at higher pressures and larger diameters than pipelines in the distribu

tion networks. In many cases, the supply lines constitute single sources of

supply to large areas, many within the central portion of the Los Angeles region

[Strang, 1986]. In contrast to distribution piping, (for which economic replace

ment is the driving force), transmission and supply lines are influenced most

strongly by operational elements, such as future loads and supply for peak

demands. Transmission and supply lines, because of their relatively high

operating pressures, involve the potential for more serious consequences as a

result of damage than do distribution lines, so that risks to public safety need

to be minimized as a primary focus of the replacement program.

The factors affecting steel pipeline performance are reviewed in this section,

starting with the principal parameters embodied in the Code of Federal Regula

tions [Office of the Federal Register, 1990]. The review is extended to pipeline

proximity to buildings, hoop stress, brittle-to-ductile transition temperature,

pipe wall thickness, longitudinal and circumferential welds, pipe diameter and

pressure, corrosion, environmental factors, earthquake and natural hazards,

traffic loads, depth of cover, and pipe age. The section concludes with a

general scheme for organizing the factors affecting performance and selecting

the most important ones for a systematic program of replacement.
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2.1 FEDERAL JEGULATIONS AND IEPORTING IEQOIIEMENTS

The minimum standards for natural gas pipeline design and operation are specified

by Title 49, Part 192 of the Code of Federal Regulations. "Transportation of

Natural and Other Cas by Pipelines: Minimum Federal Safety Standards" [Office

of the Federal Register. 1990]. These standards establish statutory obligations,

and have been incorporated into all state public utility and service commission

codes. Accordingly, the minimum federal standards are a logical starting point

in the evaluation of factors affecting pipeline performance and of any pipeline

replacement program derived thereof.

The primary design equation in Title 49, Part 192 of the Code of Federal Regula

tions calls for the determination of a design pressure, P, by:

2 Stp - ---- . F . E . To (2-1)

in which S is the specified minimum yield strength of the pipe steel (SHYS) , t

is the nominal pipe wall thickness, D is the nominal outside pipe diameter, F

is the design factor, which depends on class location, E is the longitudinal

joint factor, which depends on the welding and fabrication process of the pipe,

and T is a temperature derating factor. Specific directions are provided for

the selection of each factor.

The Federal Code defines a transmission line as "a pipeline, other than a gather

ing line, that operates at • hoop stress of 201 or more of the SHYS." Accord

ingly, the preponderance of SoCalCas distribution supply lines qualify as trans

mission lines. In some cases, portions of older supply lines that have been re

placed with newer, higher strength pipe ...y operate at hoop stress less than 201

SKYS.

Ti tIe 49, Part 191 of the Code of Federal Regulations (Office of the Federal

Register, 1990] requires that reports be filed as a resulc of leaks which are

dee.ed significant by the operator, and/or comply with eriteria set forth in the

code. These criteria include events le.ding to fatalities, hospitalization,

removing pipe from service, gas ignition, and daaage exce.ding a specified

threshold. Before 1984, the property loss threshold was set at $5,000. After
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1984, the minimum reporting value was $50,000, which contributed to a sharp de

cline in the reportable gas line incidents.

According to the Transportation Research Board (TRB) [1988], more than 10,000

incidents were reported between 1971 and 1986 in hazardous liquids and natural

gas transmission and gathering lines. The great majority of reportable events

were associated solely with property or product loss. Approximately J% of all

reportable events were accidents involving deaths and injuries [TR!, 1988]. Hore

than 40% of the gas transmission and gathering line incidents occurred in the

four south central states of Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, and Texas, which

cover an area consistent with the highest density of transmission and gathering

systems.

The reasons for pipeline failures are recorded in Department of Transportation

(DOT) Annual Reports on Pipeline Safety as corrosion, outside force, defective

material or construction, and other. These subject headings are quite general,

and do not permit an in-depth assessment of C3use. Outside force, for example,

includes various causes of damage such as third party construction damage, under

mining, vandalism, and natural hazards.

The breakdown of failure statistics for 1971·1986, based on TRB analysis [TRB,

1988], is illustrated in Figure 2-1. An additional illustration of the failure

statistics for 1985-1989 is given in Figure 2-2, based on analysis of 1I0re recent

DOT data. The 1I0st prominent factors contributing to pipeline incidents are

outside fOLees, which account for roughly 40% of all ceportable events in both

reporting periods. Corrosion is the second most important factor contributing

to pipeline failure. A conspicuous rise in the percentage of corrosion events

can be seen in the 1985-1989 data set.

I t is interes ting to compare U. S. and European data. Information pertaining to

Eurupean r&8tural gas pipeline incidents has been sWIIII&rized for six gas cransmis

sian companies [European Cas Pipeline Incident Group, 1988], inclUding British

Cas plc, N.V. Distrigaz S.A., Caz de France, N.V. Nederlandze Gasunie, Ruhrgas

AC, and SNAH S.p.A. The incidents involve loss of gas in onshore steel transmis

sion lines, operating at pressures above 1.5 HPa (220 psi). The data were
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• Corrosion
• Outside Forces

• Defects
~ Other

FIGURE 2-1. Breakdown of Causes of Incident for U.S. Hazardous Liquids and
Natural Gas Transmission and Gathering Pipelines: 1971-1986 [after
TRB, 1988]

• Corrosion
• Outside Forces

• Defects
~ Other

FIGURE 2-2. Breakdown of Causes of Incident for U.S. Hazardous Liquids and
Natural Gas Transmission and Gathering Pipelines: 1985-1989
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recorded since 1970, and are representative of approximately 970,000 laD years

(603,000 mi. years) of operation.

Incidents were divided into three categories of leak size, including: 1) pin

hole/crack: equivalent defect diameter less than or equal to 20 mm (0.8 in.),

2) hole: equivalent defect diameter greater than 20 mm (0.8 in.) and less than

or equal to pipe radius, and 3) rupture: equivalent diameter of defect greater

than pipe radius. In estimating the equivalent diameter, a noncircular defect

was converted to a circular one with the saDIe area. The incidents were

identified according to cause in terms of external interference, construction

defect/material failure, corrosion, ground movement, hot tap by error, and other.

Hot tap errors involve cutting or other penetration by gas company personnel

of a live pipeline that was incorrectly identified.

Figure 2·3 shows the frequency of incidents by cause, in which frequency is ex

pressed per laD/year. Mechanical interference by external force is the main cause

of accidents and is responsible for the majority of incidents involving large

losses of gas, including ruptures. Approximately 50% of all incidents were

attributed to this cause. Construction defect/material failure and corrosion

are the second and third principal causes of failure, respectively. No ruptures

were attributed to corrosion.

Because of different reporting procedures and variations in the ways of identi

fying causes of damage, it is not possible to make detailed comparisons among

pipeline incident statistics for U. S. and European systems. Nevertheless, a gen

eral comparison, based on broad trends, shows consistent patterns. The European

database indicates that apprOXimately 50X of natural gas pipeline incidents are

caused by factors which most probably would be grouped under outside forces in

the U.S. reporting protocol for both liquid fuel and gas pipelines.

2.2 PIPELINE Pl.OXIJaTY

It 1s important to review the design factors associated with pipeline proximity,

which are embodied in the primary design equation of the Federal Code. Building

and population characteristics, type of t;ransportation route, and whether a pipe

line is cased or uncased are components used to choose the design factor. Four

cla.s locations are defined in accordance with Table 2-I, which reflect incr.ases
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Note:
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CB

Cause:

A - External interference
B - Hot tap error
C - Corrosion
D - Const. defect /matl. failure
E - Ground movement
F - Other
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B88 Pinhole-crack
fZI Hole
o Rupture
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FIGURE 2-3. Incident Frequency According to Cause of Incident [after European
Gas Pipeline Incident Group, 1988]

in building and population density as the class location number increases. The

class location number is assigned on the basis of the number and types of build

ings and areas of public congregation within a strip 0.4 km (1/4 mi.) wide and

1.6 km (1 mi.) long, centered on the pipeline. Consideration also is given to

location within the rights-of-way of transportation routes. According to the

class location number and proximity to transportation routes, the design factors

may assume values of 0.40 to 0.72. The design factors associated with each class

location and pipeline description are summarized in Table 2-11.

Although the class locations account for high density of occupied space, it may

be advantageous to identify special locations within service areas where there

is 8 high likelihood for people to congregate for significant periods of time.

Candidate locations are pipelines beneath or adjacent to lIajor thoroughfares and
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TABLE 2-1. Class Locations for Gas Pipeline Design [after Code of Federal
Regulations, Title 49, Part 192 (Office of the Federal Register,
1990)]

Cla.. Location

Cl... 1

Cl... 2

Cl... 3

Cla.. 4

De.cription

Any cl••• location unit· with 10 or 1••• building. intended
for human occupancy

Any cla•• location unita with DOre thaI. 10 but Ie•• than 46
building. int.nded for human occupa~cy

Any cl••• location unita with aore than 46 building. in
t.nded for human occupancy, or an ar.a where the pipeline
i. within 91 • (100 yds) of a building or ...11, well
defin.d out.ide area (•. g., playground, recre.tion area,
.tc.) occupied by 20 or acre p.rsons durina noraal use

Any cl••• loc.tion unita where building. with four or aer.
.tori.. .bov. ground .re preval.nt

·An are. which ext.nds 20 • (220 yds) on .ith.r .ide of the c.nt.rlin. of .ny
continuous 1.6l-ka- (l-ai.)-length of pipeline

TABLE 2-11. Class Locations and Associated Design Factors [after Code of
Federal Regulations, Title 49, Part 192 (Office of the Federal
Register, 1990)]

Occupancy, Traffic, and Exposur. Clas.ific.tions

Cla.. 1

Cl••• 1 with ••te.l pip.line th.t: .) era•••• without. c••ina
the right-of-w.y of an uniaprov.d public ro.d; b) cro•••• or _k••
• parallel encroachment without • ca.ing of the right-of-w.y of •
hard-.urf.ced road, highway, public .tr••t, or railroad; c) i••up
port.d by • v.hicular, p.de.tri.n, r.ilro.d, or pip.line bridl.;
.nd d) i. us.d in a fabricat.d ••••ably

Cl... 2

Cl••• 2 with an unca••d .teel pipeline that cro•••• the right-of
w.y of a h.rd-.urfaced ro.d, highway, public .tre.e, or r.ilro.d

·Cla•• 1 .nd 2 with a .teel pipeline in • coapr•••or, regul.ting,
or ....uring .tation; or on • platfora off.hor. or in inl.nd navi
gabl. w.t.rs

Cl••a 3

Cl... 4
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pipelines adjacent to schools, hospitals, shopping centers, and high density

housing. These locations could be regarded as equivalent to Class 4 Locations.

2.3 HOOP STRESS

The hoop stress generated by pipeline operating pressure has been shown eo affece

the ductile rupture of pipe steel. Figure 2·4 presents a plot developed by

Shannon [1974) in which hoop stress, as a fraction of SMYS. is expressed as a

function of the size of a pipe wall defect. The defect size is given in dimen

sionless terms as 2c/lRt. in which 2C is the length of the defect, R is the pipe

radius, and t is the pipe wall thickness. Test data are plotted in the figure

for defects which were induced artificially by machining slots in the pipe wall,

as well as defects which were induced either by cor~osion in the field or under

laboratory-controlled conditions.

As the internal pressure in the experimental pipe was increased. failure was

initiated at the defect by plastic flow through the remaining wall thickness.

If penetration of the full thickness occurred within the boundaries of the orig

inal defect, the resulting breach of wall was referred to as a leak. If a frac

ture was propagated beyond the boundaries of the original defect, ductile rupeure

of the pipe section occurred. Ductile rupture. as opposed to leak formation,

may be regarded as a potentially catastrophic event because disruption of the

wall spreads far beyond the confines of the original defect. Such rupture can

result in an explosive release of energy from compressed gas, and may be accom

panied by additional fire and explosion effects. if ignition takes place.

As illustrated in the figure, artificial defects led to ductile rupture at the

lowest percentages of SHYS. Artificial defects are representative of gouging

and scraping penetrations of pipe wall caused by third party damage, particularly

direct hits by excavation and agricultural machinery. Corrosion defects show

a different trend, with higher percentages of SHYS as the threshold for ductile

rupture. The lines marking the thresholds of ductile rupture for artificial and

corrosion defects are based on a theoretical formulation for the value of hoop

stress at which defect penetration of pipe wall becomes unstable and produces

a propagating rupture [Shannon. 1974).
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FIGURE 2-4. Hoop Stress as a Fraction of SMYS Expressed as a Function of
Dimensionless Defect Length [after Shannon, 1974]

Figure 2-4 shows that even large corrosion defects have not resulted in ductile

rupture at hoop stresses less than or equal to 50% SHYS. When large artificial

defects are considered, a hoop stress less than or equal to 30% SKYS is required

to prevent ductile rupture.

The experimental and theoretical results of Shannon [1974] have had a strong

influence on practices in the United Kingdom (U.K.), where substantial emphasis

has been placed on third party damage in the form of scraping and gouging buried

pipelines. In essence, British recommended practice for transmission pipelines

in suburban population areas calls for hoop stresses not to exceed 30% SKYS [In

stitution of Gas Engineers. 1984). The adoption of this limitation on stress

from oonsideration of brittle [Fearnehough, 1974] and ductile [Shannon, 1974]

rupture is explained by Knowles, et al. [1978], and is the greatest single dif·

ference between U.S. and U.K. practice for natural gas pipelines. Practice in

the U.S. emphasizes measures which prevent third party damage, including above

ground markings, one call systems, and special protective devices.
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Of particular interest for U.S. practice is the ductile rupture threshold for

corrosion defects. As mentioned above, the experimental results show no evidence

of rupture, even for large defects, given a hoop stress less than or equal to

SOX SMYS. Most corrosion defects, however, are relatively small, and are con

fined to localized pits and limited areas of wall thinning. European data, rep

resenting over 970,000 km years (603,000 mi. years) of gas pipeline operation,

indicate that corrosion defects are predominantly less than 25 mm (1 in.) in

equivalent diameter [European Gas Pipeline Incident Group, 1988). Even for the

smallest diameters and thinnest pipe walls, the dimensionless lengths associated

with these types of defects are likely to be less than 4. As mentioned in the

previous section, no ruptures because of corrosion are found in the European data

set.

Pipeline damage in previous earthquakes appears to corroborate the trends in

Figure 2-4. As explained in Section 3, two gas transmission lines experienced

damage in the form of leaking corrosion pits as a result of the main shock of

the 1952 and 1954 Kern County earthquakes. Both Lines 80.90 and 1134 have a wall

thickness of 6.4 mil (0.25 in.) and an SHYS of 241 MPa (35 ksi). Line 80.90 is

550 mil (22 in.) in nominal diameter, with a current maximum allowable operating

pressure (KAOP) of 2.8 MPa (400 psi); Line 1134 is 450 mm (18 in.) in nominal

diameter, with a current KAOP of 2.5 MPa (360 psi). It is assumed conservatively

that the corrosion defects on these lines were 1 to 2 in. (25 to 50 mm) in equiv

alent diameter. The dimensionless hoop stresses and defect lengths for these

pipelines, which are plotted in Figure 2-4, are well below the threshold of duc

tile rupture for corrosion defects.

2.4 BRITTLE-TO-DUCTILE TRANSITION TEMPERATURE

Brittle fracture occurs with relatively little deformation on specific metallur

gical planes by a cleavage process. It differs from ductile rupture, which is

accompanied by relatively large deformation in accordance with a shearing proc

ess. Brittle rupture can propagate a substantial distance, and thus represents

a potential source of severe pipeline disruption and vigorous release of gas

energy. The brittle-to-ductile transition temperature is a property of the pipe

steel, which defines a thermal operating level below and above which brittle and

ductile rupture, respectively, will occur. Most modern pipelines have relatively
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low Lrittle-to-ductile transition temperatures [below O·C (32·F)], but older

pipelines may not.

Work by Fearnehough [1974J has shown that brittle rupture not only depends on

temperature, but on the level of stress in the pipe. Experimental data summa

rized by Fearnehough indicate that, if the hoop stress declines as a fraction

of SMYS, the brittle fracture threshold will change to a temperature lower than

the transition temperature, thereby extending the range of ductile behavior.

Knowles, et al. [1978 J show that ductile behavior can be extended to temperatures

as low as 40·F (25·C) below the transition temperature, provided hoop stress is

reduced from approximately 60 to 30% SMYS in direct proportion to the increasing

temperature difference.

2.5 PIPE WALL THICKNESS

Pipe wall thickness may alternatively be viewed as providing a buffer against

corrosion penetration, capacity to sustain permanent ground deformation, and

resistance against impact by excavation and agricultural equipment. Given that

wall thickness has been sized properly for the required percentage of SMYS, the

principal benefit of increased wall thickness appears to be additional resistance

to external interference and construction hits. This aspect of pipeline perform

ance is well illustrated by the European data set discussed in Section 2.1.

Figure 2-5 shows the incident frequency for all pipelines damaged by external

interference plotted as a function of pipe wall thickness. Please note that the

incident frequency for pipe with wall thickness less than 5 mm (0.20 in.) exceeds

the incident frequency for all external interference in Figure 2-3. There are

a smaller number of thin wall pipes relative to others in the European ~ystems.

As a result, the km years associated with thin wall pipes are less than the

970,000 km years (603,000 mi. years) for the entire database, thereby yielding

a higher frequency of incidents.

Figure 2-5 shows that the incident frequency decreases dramatically as a function

of pipe wall thickness. The incident frequency for wall thickness between 5 and

10 mm (0.20 and 0.39 in.) is approximately 2.5 x 10.4 per km year. The incident

frequency for pipe wall thickness exceeding 10 am (0.39 in.) is very low. It
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FIGURE 2-5. Incident Frequency Associated with External Interference According
to Wall Thickness [after European Gas Pipeline Incident Group, 1988]

also is interesting to note that there are no ruptures associated with wall

thickness equal co or greater than 10 mD (0.39 in.).

Research undertaken by the British Gas Corporation on the forces and associated

construction equipment required to dent and fracture steel pipelines has been

discussed by Knowles, et al. [1978]. Figure 2-6 summarizes some of the research

results by showing the force required to dent pipe as a function of wall thick

ness. Forces associated with backhoe-type equipment, commonly used at the time

the research was conducted, are marked on the figure. The denting force in

creases at an acceleratLng rate as the wall thickness increases. Because the

force required to rupture the pipe exceeds the denting force, Figure 2-6 illus

trates that wall thickness can be specified to reduce substantially the risk of

third party damage leading to failure.
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FIGURE 2-6. Force Required to Dent Pipe as a Function of Pipe Wall Thickness
[after Knowles, et al., 1978)

Knowles, et al. (1978) provide the following comments:

"The general conclusion has been reached that mobile diggers ... can
not exert more forces than that required to dent a pipe 0.375 in.
(9.52 mm) thick. It seems reasonably clear that either wall thick
nesses greater than these, or special protective covers, will pre
vent the occurrence of any defect liable to fail the pipeline. By
considering the effects of greater wall thickness, there is enough
confidence to use a pipe wall of 0.469 in. (11.91 mm) instead of
sleeves (casings)."

The wall thickness limits of 9.52 mm (0.375 in.) and 11.91 mm (0.469 in.) de

scribed by Knowles, et al. (1978) are the same as those for which special provi

sions are made in British recommended practices for natural gas pipelines, spe

cifically ICE/TD/1: Edition 2 [Institution of Cas Engineers, 1984) and B58010:

Part 2, Section 2.8 [British Standards Institution, 1992). For example, IGE/
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TD/l: Edition 2 allows hoop stress to be a. high a. SOX SKiS in relatively clo.e

proximity to buildings. if pipe wall thickness exceeds 11.91 mm (0.469 in.).

Again, it should be emphasized that U.S. practice is oriented towards preventing

third party damage. The risks associated with wall thickness are conditional

and are derived from events which involve primarily third party damage.

2.6 LONGITUDINAL AND CIRCUMFERENTIAL VELDS

Welds can have a very important effect on pipeline performance because they are

potential locations of flaws from which fractures may propagate, resulting in

pipeline rupture. As discussed in Section 2.1, the primary design equation of

the Federal Code [Office of the Federal Register. 1990) accounts for the quality

of longitudinal pipe welds by means of a joint factor, E, which may reduce the

allowable hoop stress to as little as 60X of that associated with a seamless

pipe for any class location. Circumferential, or girth. welds require careful

evaluation, depending on the type and date of the weld. A statistical analysis

of pipeline rupture during past earthquakes, presented in Section 3, shows sub

stantially increased vulnerability to traveling ground waves for pre-1930 oxy

acetylene welded pipelines, compared with unreconditioned post-l930 pipelines.

which were constructed principally with electric arc welds.

2 . 7 INTERNAL PRESSURE AND PIPE DIAMETER

The internal pressure, P, and pipe diameter, D, contribute directly to the hoop

stress, and thus are involved in the primary design equation of the Federal Code

[Office of the Federal Register, 1990) (see Equation 2-1). For a given diame

ter, the design pressure is adjusted so that hoop stress will not exceed a per

centase of SMYS consistent with the design factor for a given class location.

Hence, the relative risk of exceeding SHYS should vary in direct proportion to

the design factor. Risks, however. are more strongly influenced by the conse

quences of damage, and will be especially sensitive to pipeline proxL.lty to

buildings, public areas, and transportation routes. The consequence. of damage

also will depend on the cratering potential of the pipe, which in turn depends

on the energy stored in the compressed gas. Should a rupture occur, either by

lonsitudinal propagation from a pipe wall defect or by a circumferential break
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at a girth weld, the sudden release of energy from the pressurized gas can cause

cretering and substantial outflow of gas.

In Appendix A, an equation is derived for the energy, W, per unit length of

pipeline, which is liberated by pipe rupture, as:

p 0.242

W-2.45PDi2[lo(pa) ] (2·2)

in which Di is the internal pipe diameter, P, i. the internal gage plus atmos

pheric pressure, and Pa is atmospheric pressure.

Equation 2-2 provides a means of normalizing internal pressure and pipe diameter

to express the relative potential for an explosive release of contents, should

a rupture occur at a weld or along the pipe wall. In Section 5, it is explained

how this equation can be used to judge the relative risks of pipelines subject

to rupture at oxy-acetylene girth welds, and thus establish a means of setting

priorities in a steel pipeline replacement program.

2.8 CORROSION

As evinced by the TRB and DOT data summarized in Section 2.1, pipeline corrosion

is the second ranking cause of reportable leakage. The potential for corrosion

depends on diverse factors, including those related to the pipeline environment

such as soil type, location of groundwater, groundwater chemistry, soil moisture

content, resistivity, pH, chloride content, presence of sulphides, sulphites,

and sulphates, and stray currents. In some cases a standard index, known as

Langelier's index, can be determined to provide an assessment of groundwater

corro.ivity in terms of its tendency to dissolve or deposit calcium carbonate.

The condition of the pipeline also influences the potential for corrosion such

that consideration needs to be given to the presence, absence, and efficiency

of cathodic protection and pipeline coating.

Given the complex, multivariate factors influencing corrosion, it often is best

to let the pipeline measurement and repair record provide data directly related

to the location, frequency, and characteristics of corrosion. Checks on
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sacrificial anodes, transformer outputs, and pipe-co-soil pocencials at test

posts, casings, and ancillary equipment result in measurements which directly

reflect the efficiency of the corrosion protection system. Closely spaced sur

veys of pipe-to-soil potentials [approximately on l5-m (50-ft) spacings] can

provide detailed information in special areas. Repair records, if taken prop

erly and evaluated systematically, provide a good means of assessing corrosion

problems, because they are tuned to problem areas and collectively can provide

a statistically valid sample for projecting future difficulties. A proper sys

tem of repair records and pipeline measurements is likely to be more finely

focused and comprehensive than any data set on soil, groundwater, and associated

chemistry.

The collection and use of repair records and pipeline measurements are discussed

in Section 5 as part of an integrated package of improvements which should be

considered for implementation in a pipeline replacement program. Direct obser

vations of pipeline conditions should be recorded so that information is on file

with respect to visible corrosion effects and quality or absence of pipe coat

ing.

2.9 ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

Environmental factors have been discussed by Day and Peck [1991] with respect

to transmission line replacement strategies developed in the San Francisco Bay

region. In this report, environmental factors are ~efined on a broad basis with

reference to Day and Peck [1992], and are taken to include proximity of special

plants and wildlife, stream crossings, public parks and wetlands, potential lo

cations of hazardous waste, and Native American burial grounds and other impor

tant cultural sites.

In some cases, replacement will not be feasible within an existing right-of-way

(ROV) such that an alt6rnative ROV needs to be used. The feasibility of re

placement under these circumstances must be assessed carefully with respect to

the potential for disturbing 6ndangered plants and wildlife, cultural sites, and

locations of buried hazardous waste. Especially in urban and suburban environ

ments, a potential ROW may involve previous commercial and industrial areas.
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Buried tanks at previous service stations are prime locations for potentially

contaminated soil.

In a broad context, environmental factor. may be taken to include current and

future development over existing pipeline.. Pipeline construction moratoriums

because of recent or upcoming street paving can create a signific.nt economic

incentive either to avoid or schedule replacement in advance of the pavement

construction.

2.10 EARTHQUAKE AND NATURAL BAZAllDS

There are a v.riety of earthquake .nd natur.l haz.rds which c.n .ffect pipeline.

operated in southern California. The principal earthquake hazard. generally are

distinguished as being associated with tr.veling ground waves and penaanent

ground deformation. O'Rourke and McCaffrey [1984] and Hall and O'Rourke [1991)

discuss these factors and note that the preponder.nce of pipeline damage from

traveling ground w.ves in previous earthquakes has occurred in brittle materials

or pipelines we.kened by corrosion and other defects. With a single exception

(O'Rourke, 1988), there .re no documented inst.nces of tr.veling ground wave

damage to steel pipelines in good rep.ir, constructed with ..odern welding

t.chniqu•• and quality control ....sur••.

The principal earthquake hazards for steel tr.nsmission and supply lines are

those which can cause large permanent ground move..ents. O'Rourke [1986) and

O'Rourke and McCaffrey [1984] identify the principal cause. of earthquake-in

duced permanent ground deformation as surf.ce faulting, soil liquefaction, and

landslides. Liquefaction effects are subdivided further into flow fanures,

later.l spreads, subsidence, loss of be.ring capacity, and buoyancy effects.

Natural hazards affecting trans..ission and supply line syste.s include land

slides, flooding, and erosion and undermining associated with heavy rainfall.

As pointed out by O'Rourke (1986), the identification of potential landslide

areus under static conditions is one of the first steps in evaluating the ris~

of landslide activity under s.is.ic conditions.
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In Section 5, a simplified method for evaluating earthquake hazards, particu

larly those ass~ciated with liquefaction, is proposed as a means of improving

current replacement procedures. In Section 6, the method is applied as part of

a feasibility study for deciding on retention or replacement of two pre-VWII

transmission lines.

2.11 TRAFFIC LOADS

The three-dimensional stress system imposed in pipelines from internal pressure,

soil load, and traffic-induced loading at highways and railroads has been

evaluated in detail in recent work performed for the Gas Research Institute

[O'Rourke, et al., 1988; Stewart, et al., 1991; Ingraffea, et al., 1992]. This

work was undertaken in response to concerns expressed about the use of casings

at highway and railroad crossings, and the consequent need to have a comprehen

sive methodology for evaluating pipeline stresses in the absence of casings.

The analytical methodology could be applied in a rigorous way to the types of

vehicular loading anticipated at road crossings in the SoCalGas operating

region. On the basis of general experience with the methodology, however, it

does not appear that longitudinal and circumferential stress increments from

highway and street traffic will be sufficiently large to use traffic loading as

an effective index for the system-wide performance of pipelines. As pointed out

by O'Rourke, et al. [1988], the use of casings at highway and railroad crossings

may introduce difficulties with respect to cathodic protection such that the

risks from corrosion would be larger than those associated with traffic-induced

stresses in an uncased pipeline. Highway and railroad crossings involve poten

tially greater consequences with respect to damage than pipe damage at other

locations, and this aspect of potential response is reflected in the Federal

Code [Office of the Federal Register, 1990] by means of reduced design factors

for Class I and 2 locations.

2.12 DEPTH or COVEl

Minimum depth of cover requirements are set forth for transmission lines by the

Code of Federal Regulations, Title 49, Part 192 [Office of the Federal Register,

1990] as varying from 762 to 914 am (30 to 36 in.), depending on class location

and crossing of transportation routes. Variations in depth of cover can be

important when substantial reductions are planned because of new developaent
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or significant additional loading is anticipated because of embankment construc

tion. These cases are special conditions, sometimes accompanied by a change in

class location, which need to be evaluated on a site-specific basis. Accord

ingly, depth of cover is not an especially sensitive parameter for assessing

pipeline system performance, and is likely to be of limited value when used on

a recurrent basis for repair/replacement decisions.

2.13 PIPELINE AGE

Age provides a convenient means for identifying pipelines according to the

amount of time they have been subjected to service loads, various deterioration

processes, and externally applied loads. Age, in itself, is not a direct cause

of difficulties, but an index which often can be correlated with exposure to

processes having the potential to affect pipe integrity. Corrosion is an

electro-chemical process leading to metallic det~rioration which, if not

corrected nor protected against, will result in increasing difficulty with age

for pipelines in corrosive surroundings.

Hazardous liquid pipeline studies for the California State Fire Karshal (EDM

Services, Inc., 1993) have shown a strong correlation between leak incident

rates and age. This work indicates that pipe constructed before 1940 had a leak

incident rate nearly twenty times that of pipe constructed in the 1980s. The

report points out that modern pipeline coatings are more effective than older

coatings, especially those installed before the 1940s so that the older pipe,

based on this observation, would be more likely to experience a higher external

corrosion rate. The report also shows that the trends in overall leak incident

rates relative to age are very similar to leak rate trends for pipe affected by

external corrosion.

A study cOlllllissioned by the Pipeline Research COlDlllittee of the AIIer,ican Ga.s

Association (AGA) [Jones, et a1., 1986] came to similar conclusions. This

investigation includes an examination of the relationship between failure. in

gas transmission and gathering lines with age of pipe. Older pipelines,

particularly those installed in the 1930s and 1940., have the highest failure

rates.
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Age also is an indication of date of installation. The installation dates

sometimes can be linked to a particular type of construction characteristic,

such as the poorer quality of coating in pre-l940 pipelines mentioned in the

work by EOM Services, Inc. (1993). As shown later in this report (see Section

3). the date of installation is used as an index of potential problems

associated with the seismic performance of oxy-acetylene welded pipelines.

Age, therefore, can be used to make judgments about relative vulnerability, but

its use should be conditioned by the recognition that age often reflects the

potential severity of a specific process, such as corrosion. Accordingly, a

more appropriate strategy for assessing risk may be to identify locations

wherein repair statistics show the potential for corrosion and then use age as

the index for evaluating replacement priorities on a more local basis. In other

instances, dates of installation, rather tnan age, may provide a more effective

parameter for deciding about repair/replacement measures.

2.14 RE~ULATORY ISSUES

Regulatory trends reflect the involvement of government, communities. and

industry in ways which constantly change and are difficult to predict.

Regulatory issues, however, can have a profound influence on the economies of

pipeline system management and therefore should be part of the decision process

when establishing a repair/replacement strategy. Because of the change inherent

in regulatory issues, it is advisable to promote close communication and

systematic input from the regulatory affairs personnel within the gas company.

Only by establishing continu~ng interaction with the Regulatory Affairs

Department or equivalent company group can an evaluation process be developed

which responds to new measures and adjusts over time to governmental and

community activities.

Although regulatory trends are difficult to forecast, there are two regulatory

activities underway which are likely to influence public and governmental

perceptions of ha~ardous pipeline systems and affect the economics of pipeline

replaeement. The first of these activities is specific to California and

involves the Seismic Hazards Happing Act (California State Legislature. 1990).
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The Act calls on the State Geologist to prepare a time schedule and compile maps

identifying seismic hazards zones, which are submitted to an oversight board and

all affected cities, counties, and state agencies for review and comment. Cities

and counties are to account for the effects of mapped seismic hazards when

adopting or changing land use plans, and to require a geotechnical report

delineating any seismic hazard before approval of a project located in a seismic

hazard zone. Although little comment has been made to date about the effects

of such mapping on the planning and operation of lifeline systems, these large,

geographically extensive networks are likely to be influenced by the legislation

in a variety of locations. Moreover, the locations of gas pipelines in mapped

zones of seismic hazards are likely to change the perceptions of communities and

governmental agencies with respect to the risks associated with nearby pipelines.

The California Seismic Safety Commission (1991) has developed an earthquake

hazards reduction program, which specifically identifies the improvement of gas

system earthquake performance as one of its goals. Program milestones include

draft standards of acceptable performance levels and, if required, the

enforcement of acceptable levels of risk, including seismic safety standards and

emergency response and recovery plans.

A second regulatory issue of considerable interest for deciding on

repair/replacement alternatives involves the Pipeline Safety Act of 1992 (U.S.

Congress, 1992). The Act amends and adds to provisions in the original 1968 Act

(U.S. Department of Transportation, 1980). Specifically, the 1992 Act calls for

the identification of all transmission pipeline facilities in high-density

population areas and increases the inspection requirements for them. A short

summary of the recent legislation has been prOVided by AGA (1993):

"This rule does not actually require pipelines to use smart
pigs. The recently passed Pipeline S~fety R~authorizationAct of
1992, however, does require DOT. in a aepar~te rulemaking. to pro
mulgate regulations requiring the period1c inspection of transmis
sion lines located in high-density population areas. During the
course of that rulemaking. DOT will examine the issue of whether to
require smart pig use. DOT must promulgate that rule sOlletime
within the next three years.

The rule currently under consideration is required by section
l08(b) of the Pipeline Safety Reauthorization Act of 1988 .. Section
l08(b) requires that new and replacement transmi.sion faeilities or
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equipment be designed and constructed to accommodate the pa.sage of
smart pigs, but only 'to the extent practicable'. DOT's Office of
Research and Special Programs Administration (RSPA) is responsible
for implementation of this rule."

The requirements being developed with respect to inspection by smart pigs can

have a significant p.ffe~t on repair/replacement strategies. The extent to which

replacement transmission facilities are required to be designed and constructed

to accommodate smart pigs affects cost and, therefore, the order of replacement

priority assigned to various pipelines. Information regarding these emerging

regulations needs to be integrated into the decision process.
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SECTION 3

PEllFOlUlAHCE DUllING PREVIOUS EAllTHQUADS

This section provides a review of gas transmission and supply line performance

during past earthquakes. Major earthquakes which have occurred in the SoCalGas

operating area are summarized, and the earthquakes which affected transmission

and/or supply line operation are identified. Case histories of pipeline perfom

ance during severe earthquakes are presented. Statistics pertaining to pipeline

response and pipe characteristics are summarized and used to show important

erends in pipeline behavior.

3.1 SUlIMAllY OF KAJOR. EAllTHQUAltES

Table 3-1 summarizes information pertaining to ten of the most severe earthquakes

which have occurred in southern California prior to the Northridge earthquake.

The table provides data on the earthquake magnitude and maximum intensity, epi

central location, portion of pipeline network subjected to strongest shaking,

and general observations about gas transmission and supply line response. The

1940 Imperial Valley earthquake is not included in the table because this area

was not serviced with natural gas pipelines at the time of the earthquake.

No damage or disruption of transmission and supply lines were experienced in

six of the earthquakes. In some of these cases, the earthquake epicenter and

location of surface faulting were relatively close to transmission pipelines.

For example, the epicenter of the 1986 North Palm Springs earthquake was approxi

mately 5 km (3 mi.) from Lines 2000, 2001, and 5000, which are post-WWII lines

of 750 to 900 mm (30 to 36 in.) diameter. In addition, surface faulting caused

by the 1992 Landers earthquake has been traced to within tens of meters of alSO

mB- (6-in.)-diameter line conveying gas to Yucca Valley and Joshua Tree and a

similar distance from Line 4000, a post-WWII 900-mm- (36-in.)-diameter pipeline.

Four earthquakes resulted in significant damage to the gas pipeline system.

They are the 1933 Long Beach, 1952 and 1954 Kern County, and 1971 San Fernando

earthquakes. Although the 1979 Imperial Valley earthquake did not damage any

gas transmission lines, three lines were crossed by surface ruptures along the

Imperial fault and excavated for observation and stress relief. Case histories
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TABLE 3-1. Summary of Major Earthquakes in the Area of the Southern California Gas System

""I
N

Earthquake

1933
Lonl &each

1952; 1954
Kem County

1971
San Fernando

1979
I~rlal

vanay

1986
North Pal..
Sprll\&s

1987
Whittier
Narrows

Kaplitudel /
Intensl ty2

ML - 6.3
MM VIII· IX

Ks - 7.7
MM VIII - X

ML - 6.4
14K VIII - X

Ms - 6.6
MM VI • VII

ML - 5.9
MM VII

"L - 5.9
MM VIII

Location of
Epicenter

5 ,6 lcm (3, 5 ..1.)
southwest of
Newport Beach

40 laa (25 mi.)
south of Bakers
field near
Wheeler Ridge

13 Iaa (8 m1.)
northeast of
San Fernando

3 kIs (1.9111.)
south of U.S.
Mexico border and
10 Iaa (6.2 111.)
froll Mexicali

16 kIs (10 m1.)
northwest of
North Palm
Springs

5 kII (3 m1.)
ealt of Rose
mead

Area Kost
Severely Affected

Long Beach, Compton,
and shore areas from
Manhattan to Laguna
Beach

Area of apprOXimately
10,000 km2 (4000 mi. 2 )
south of Bakersfield

Area of approximately
520 km2 (204 mi. 2)
around San Fernando

Imperial Valley from
Brawley to Calexico
and Holtville

Area of approximately
250 km2 (9.6 mi. 2)
centered on epicenter

Crescent-shape area of
approximately 500 km2
with HM VII· VIII
centered on Konterey
Park

Gas Pipeline Performance

Extensive damase to pipe
lines of Long Beach Muni
cipal Gas Department,
particularly areas of
liquefaction

Danage to several trans
mission lines within 10
to 25 lcm (6 to 16 mi.) of
Wheeler Ridge

Serious damage to trans
mission and supply lines
and disruption of service
in San Fernando and Sylmar

No damage to transmission
lines, although three
transmission lines were
crossed by surface rup'
tures along the Imperial
fault. The lines were ex·
cavated for inspection and
stress relief

No damage or disruption
reported. Epicenter was
8 km (5 mi.) froll three
750- to 900'1Im (30- to 36·
in.) transmission lines

No d...ge to transmission
and supply lines

Selected
References

\lood [1933)
Bryant [1934]
Hoff [1934)

Oakeshott [1955)
Newby [1954J
Steinbrugge and

Moran [1954J

Southern Cali
fornia Cas CO.
[1973J

O'Rourke. et al.
[1992J

Dobry, et al.
(1992)

KcNorgan [1989)

EERI [1986)

Schiff (1988)
Leyendecker,
et a1. (1988)

Jones and Hank
son [1988J



TAiLE 3-1. Su.mary of Major Earthquakes in the Area of the Southern California Gas System (completed)

lKasnltude reported as NL - local masnitude and Ks - surface wave magnitude
2Kax~ Modified Marcslli Intensity or range in intensities as reported or inferred from descriptions of damage

W
I

W

Earthquake

1991
Sierra Madre

1992
Landers and
1992
Ilg lear

Kagnl tude1/
Intensity2

ML - 5.8
MM VII

Ns - 7.S
MM VIII· IX
and Ns - 6.5
MM VII

Location of
Epicenter

20 laa (12 m1.)
northeast of
Pasadena between
Cogswell Reser
voir and Mt.
Wnson

centered between
Landers and
Yucca Valley

Area Host
Severely Affected

Area including Pasa
dena, Sierra Madre.
Monrovia, and Arcadia

Area including lan
ders, Joshua Tree.
Yucca Valley, and Big
Bear Lake

Ca. Pipeline Performance

No damage to transmission
and supply lines

No damage to transmission
lines; 900-mm (36-in.) and
150-mm (6-in.) transmis
sion lines were located
just north and south, re
spectively, of the main
surface faulting

Selected
References

EERI [1991]

EERI [1992]



of these earthquakes and associated pipeline response are provided in the next

several sections.

3.2 1933 LORG lEACH UllTHQUAU

3.2.1 General Earthquake Characteristics

The Long Beach earthquake occurred on March 10, 1933 at 5:54 p.m. PST. A local

magnitude of 6.3 has been assigned to the earthquake [Barrows, 1973J. Strong

ground shaking was reported to have lasted from 5 to 15 seconds [Wood, 1933J,

with considerable variation in duration experienced as a funetion of location.

The earthquake was felt over an area of 260,000 ka2 (100,000 mi. 2). Maximum

seismic intensities were reported as MK VII to VIII, with a few isolated areas

of MK IX [Barrows, 1973]. Damage consistent with MK VII to VIII was produced

in an area roughly bounded by an elliptical curve through Manhattan Beach,

Inglewood, Norwalk, Fullerton, Santa Ana, and Laguna Beach, with the greatest

concentration of damage being in and near Compton and Long Beach [Wood, 1933J.

The earthquake originated on the Newport-Inglewood fault, which is a zone of

folds and ruptures comprising a northwesterly trending belt of dome-shaped hills

from Newport Mesa in Orange County to the Baldwin and Cheviot Hills north of

Culver City in Los Angeles County [Barrows, 1973]. The epicenter was located

about 5.6 ka (3.5 mi.) southwest (offshore) of Newport Beach, California at geo

graphical coordinates 33- 34.5'N latitude. 117- 59'W longitude. The focal depth

of the earthquake was 9.7 ka (6 mi.) [Barrows, 1973].

3.2.2 Liquefaction, Landslide., and Surface raultina

Liquefaction was reported in areas of saturated artificial fill and loose allu

vial deposits. Considerable damage occurred in parts of Long Beach, Compton,

Willowbrook, Lynwood, Southgate, and Huntington Park, and was particularly severe

at locations whieh were formerly marshy along Compton Creek and the previoua

courses of the Los Angeles River [Wood, 1933]. Nwaerous sand boils and JaUd vol

canoes were observed in the area west of Santa Ana and north and northwest of

Newport and Huntington Beach, as well as in the vicinity of Compton. Oakeshott

(1973] noted that fracturing and dislocation of streets and curbs were extensive

in the saturated lowland sediments of the Compton basin. Wood [1933] reported:

-Along the shore between Long Beach and Newport Beach, and in a few
localities nearby a short distance inland, road fills across aarshy
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land, and similar earth construction resting on wet sand or mud,
settled, shook apart, or moved laterally, caU8ing considerable dam
age to the concrete highway surfaces, and to the approaches to high
way bridges, which, being better founded, were less affected. Anal
ogous phenomena were observed where piers and landings adjoin the
shore. In a few places elsewhere the roadway was buckled,-

Barrows [1974] pointed out that the greatest damage to any of the bridges

affected by the earthquake was sustained by the Anaheim Bridge. The overall

length of the bridge was reduced about 225 mm (9 in.), with the most prominent

contribution to the shortening being the shifting of the south end of the bridge

to the north.

A few small landslides and falls of earth and loose rock material were observed

at artificial embankments, road cuttings, and steep cliffs. According to Wood

[19331, effects of this kind were too few and small to be characteristic of the

shock. No surface faulting was detected.

3.2.3 Locations of Liquefaction and Pipeline »a..ge

Figure 3-1 shows the locations of main line repairs of water, gas, and oil lines

as plotted by Hoff [1934], and superimposed on a map of liquefaction suscepti

bility prepared by Tinsley, et al. [1985]. The liquefaction susceptibility map

[or the area west of the San Gabriel River was based on groundwater data from

Mendenhall [1905] and Conkling [1927]. These sources of groundwater data refer

to water levels which existed in the years prior to the 1933 earthquake. Subse

quent development in the Los Angeles area has resulted in the lowering of

groundwater levels to elevations significantly below those reported by Menden

hall and Conkling. Accordingly, Tinsley, et al. also have prepared a liquefac

tion susceptibility map that represents the more recent groundwater data. The

liquefaction susceptibility map for the area east of the San Gabriel River. also

prepared by Tinsley, et al., was based on groundwater data from Sprotte. et al.

[1980]. and reflects more current groundwater elevations. The shaded area. in

Figure 3-1 are areas Tinsley refers to as having -very hi.gh- and -high- suscep

tibility to liquefaction on the basis of geologic age. type of sedimentary

deposits, and groundwater depth. Youngest Holocene deposits of fluvial origin

are ~ost sU8ceptible.
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Legend:

Areas of high or very
high liquefaction
susceptibility
(Tinsley et 01., 1985)

Location of water, gas,
and oil pipeline breaks
(Hoff, 1934)

•

o IOkm...,--1-,-......'o 6mi.

N

f

PIGDIE 3-1. Pipeline Damage Caused by the 1933 Long Seach Earthquake [adapted
from Hoff, 1934J

As shown in Figure 3-1, the areas with the greatest number of repairs were the

mouth of the San Gabriel River (Naples and North Seal Beach) and the North Long

Beach/Compton/Clearwater area. About 85% of all plotted repairs fall within

these areas of high and very high liquefaction susceptibility.

The Naples area is located at the mouth of the San Gabriel River and, before

being settled, was a swampy lowland. The development in this area was entirely

on artificial flll or -..de ground. - At the time of the Long Beach earthquake,

this area was characterized by high groundwater, depths less than 1.3 m (4 ft),

and silt, loam, and sand deposits. It is in this area where aore than one-third

of the pipeline failures attributed to the earthquake occurred.

The North Long Beach/Compton/Clearwater area is located near a previous conflu

ence of the Rio Hondo River, Compton Creek, and the Los Angeles River. The high
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concentration of breaks near North Long Beach (see Figure 3-1) was adjacent to

the Los Angeles River and was located on part of the floodplain. This area is

characterized by deep alluvial deposits and, at the time of the earthquake, also

was characterized by shallow groundwater levels.

Figure 3-2 shows a portion of a 1928 aerial photo of North Long Beach. Several

abandoned river channels are indicated by arrows. As discussed in the section

of this work on improvements in pipeline replacement procedures, river channel

deposits have been shown in previous earthquakes to be susceptible to liquefac

tion. In the photograph, river channels can be traced into partially developed

portions of North Long Beach, thereby implying the presence of sediments which

have the potential for liquefaction when saturated. A scarp also is indicated

in the photograph, which was cut by the Los Angeles River. The entire area

northwest of the scarp, at one time, has been either channel, bar, or overbank.

The liquefaction and high concentration of pipeline damage reported in the North

Long Beach area demonstrates the close correspondence between this type of depo

sitional environment and the potential for buried piping problems during an

earthquake.

3.2.4 Pipeline Perforaance

Pipeline damage caused by the 1933 Long Beach earthquake has been described by

Bryant [1934) and Hoff [1934). There were more than 500 main line breaks of

water, gas, and oil lines in the areas of maximum seismic intensity [Hoff,

1934]. Within the City of Long Beach gas distribution system, there were a

total of 119 main breaks, 91 of which were in the high pressure feeder mains

[Bryant, 1934). Approximately 40 km (25 mi.) of the pipeline network, referred

to as the high pressure system, were composed of 200- to 500-..- (8- to 20-in.)

diameter feeder mains operated at 0.21 MPa (30 psi). There were 620 km (385

mi.) of 50- to 300-am- (2· to l2-in.)-diameter low pressure pipelines operated

at between 0.02 and 0.03 MPa (3 and 5 psi).

The National Board of Fire Underwriters [1933) provided the following descrip

tion of Southern California Cas Company pipeline response:

"Five major and ten minor breaks were experienced in the company's
welded steel transmission mains. The company's private telephone
system connecting all parts of the gas system remained in service.
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a) View of North

.-: ,..
'.: ......

FIGURE 3-2. Aerial View of Channel Deposits in North Long Beach from 1928
Ph~tograph (Fairchild Aerial Photography Collection at Whittier
College, Flt. C-300, K:154)
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All aains south of Manchester Avenue in Los Angeles were shut off
soon after the first shock. A large crew of lien was kept busy about
five days following the earthquake restoring gas service,-

It is not known which SoCalGas transmission lines experienced difficulties, nor

where the breaks referred to by the National Board of Fire Underwriters were

located. A detailed investigation, however, was performed for Line 765, the

approximate location of which is shown in the figure.

Line 765 was constructed in 1931. It was 650 am (26 in.) in di...ter, with 6.4

mm (0.25 in.) wall thickness. It was composed of Grade A and B steel with elec

tric arc welded, belled end pipe according to the .... procedures u.ed for por

tions of Line 85, which are described in the forthcoming sections on the 1952

and 1954 Kern County and 1971 San Fernando earthquakes. It had been operated

at an MAOP of 1.0 MPa (150 psi) just before it was removed from service in 1992.

Although the pipeline was located in the region of maximum seismic intensity,

including locations of known liquefaction adjacent to the Los Angeles R.iver,

there are no records of pipeline damage or repair to this line dating from the

time of the 1933 earthquake. The work orders associated with this line were

collected and reviewed by SoCalGas personnel. A detailed review of existing

records indicate that no repairs were reported on Line 765 from 1931 to 1946.

A study of the aain repairs in the distribution systems operated by the Long

Beach Municipal Gas Departllent reveals that ground type and weld quality were

the factors which contributed most to failure. Every failure discovered in the

high pressure .yst.m occurr.d at a welded joint, and IIOre th.n 50 of the 91

bre.ks were in .rtifici.lly-filled .r.... Forty-six bre.k. were di.covered in

the large di_eter aain. [460 to 510 .. (18 to 20 in.») th.t supplied the H.rbor

District of Long Beach, which was an area where artifici.l fills were predomi

nant [Bry.nt. 1934). R.epair crews reported that the original welds lacked prop

er penetration and proper bond with the pipe body [Bryant, 1934].

Other daaage to the gas system included about 1,650 service risers broken off

below ground at the elbow, and about 1,000 services sheared off .t their connec

tions to the ..ins. Over 901 of the ..in connection f.Uure. were loe.ted in

the loo.e. artificially-filled ground in the N.ple••re. [Bryant, 1934). The
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majority of the services in this area had screw-type fittings and were laid in

shallow di tches .

3.2.5 Estimated Peak Acceleration and Liquefaction Potential

It is of interest to review the pipeline damage resulting from the 1933 earth

quake in light of the estimated peak ground accelerations and the potential for

soil liquefaction derived from empirical prediction procedures. Attenuation

relationships developed by Idriss [1985] were used to estimate peak ground accel

erations, and relationships proposed by Kuribayashi and Tatsuoka [1975] and Youd

and Perkins [1987] were used to estimate the maximum areal extent of soil lique

faction.

Kuribayashi and Tatsuoka [1975] established for various Japanese earthquakes a

linear relationship between earthquake magnitude and the logarithm of the maxi

mum epicentral distance at which liquefaction was observed. Their relationship

provides a remarkably good average trend for a much larger database developed

by Ambraseys [1988] for worldwide earthquakes. The Youd and Perkins relation

ship links a parameter, known as Liquefaction Severity Index (LSI), with the

moment magnitude of an earthquake and closest distance from the seismic source.

The LSI is the general maximum horizontal displacement, expressed in inches,

associated with liquefaction-induced lateral spreads on active floodplains, del

tas, or other areas of gently-sloping late Holocene fluvial deposits. An advan

tage of using LSI is that it provides an estimate of the magnitude of potential

lateral displacement, and thus can be used to judge liquefactlon effects on bur

ied gas pipelines. 80th the moment magnitude, Ky, and surface wave magnitude,

"s' were taken as 6.2 in using the attenuation and liquefaction relationships.

These values are consistent with the interrelationships among magnitude scales

described by Hanks and Kanamori [1979].

Figure )-3a shows circular contours of equal peak ground acceleration, LSI - 2,

and maxillUll distances to liquefactlon as deterained from the empirical relation

ships described above, all with reference to the coordinates generally taken a.

the actual epicenter of the earthquake [Wood, 1933; Richter, 1958]. Renioff

[1938] has pointed out that these coordinates, in fact, represent the location

at which fault rupture originated and then propagated northward. Benioff
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concluded that faulting extended from the generally assigned epicenter a distance

of 27 km (17 mi.) to the vicinity of Signal Hill. The zone surrounding the fault

trace from the origin of rupture off Newport Beach to Signal Hill is the area

within which most aftershocks occurred [Toppazada, et al., 1989].

The radial distances centered on the coordinates generally associated with the

main shock result in circular contours of equal peak acceleration and farthest

extent of liquefaction, which are inconsistent with the pattern of pipeline daa

age. The preponderance of liquefaction effects and pipeline damage fall well

beyond the limits of LSI - 2 and maximum epicentral distance derived from the

Kuribayashi and Tatsuoka relationship. Moreover, the locations of concentrated

liquefaction and pipeline damage at North Long Beach and Compton are outside the

radial distance for 0.1 g peak acceleration.

Figure 3-3b provides an alternative plot in which the seismic source i~ chosen

as the northern limit of surface faulting near Signal Hill. The resulting con·

tours of equal peak acceleration, LSI - 2, and farthest extent of liquefaction

are consistent with the locations of pipeline damage and reported incidents of

liquefaction. The pipeline damage apparently prOVides supplemental evidence

regarding the direction and dispersion of seismic energy. Taking the seismic

source as the northern limit of faulting results in a damage scenario which is

conformable with the peak accelerations and liquefaction occurrences extrapo

lated from empirical data.

Also shown in Figure 3-3a and 3·3b are the locations of Lines 121 and 123, which

are the subjects of the feasibility study described in Section 6. Both lines

were constructed in 1930, and company ~ords indicate that neither was damaged

as a result of the 1933 earthquake. By selecting the seismic source closest to

the lines in Figure 3-3b, it can be seen that both pipelines fall well beyond

the distance at which liquefaction would be anticipated and at a distance at

which peak accelerations of approximately 0.1 g would be forecast.

3.3 1952 AlID 1954 DO COUITY UI.'lIIQtJADS

3.3.1 aeneral Earthquake Characteristics

The principal Kern County earthquake occurred on July 21, 1952 at 4:52 a .•. PDT.
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It has been assigned a surface wave magnitude of 7.7 [Hanks and Kanamori, 1979]

and was felt over an area of 415,000 km2 (160,000 mi. 2) [Steinbrugge and Horan,

1954], including most of southern and central California, southwestern Nevada,

and western Arizona. Seismic intensities greater than or equal to HM VIII have

been assigned to an area of approximately 10,000 km2 (4,000 111. 2) in the

vicinity of Bakersfield, CA [Neumann and Cloud, 1955]. Richter [1958] reported

that HM IX "was manifested over lIuch of the area near the fault, and effects due

to shaking assignable to X (such as large fissures and damage to underground

pipes) were developed at many localities." The epicenter was located about 44

km (27 mi.) south-southeast of Bakersfield near Wheeler Ridge [Degenkolb, 1955]

at geographical coordinates 35° OO'N latitude, 119° 02'Y longitude. The focal

depth of the earthquake was about 16 km (10 mi.) [Oakeshott, 1955].

The causative fault of the 1952 Kern County earthquake is the White Yo1f fault.

This fault is at least 52 km (32 mi.) in length [Buwalda and St. Amand, 1955],

trends N 43° E, dips 20 degrees [Stein and Thatcher, 1981], and extends from

west of Wheeler Ridge to the vicinity of Harper's Peak [Buwalda and St. Amand,

1955]. According to Oakeshott [1955], the fault rupture was a left lateral

reverse movement. The primary movement was reverse, with lesser lateral dis

placement.

3.3.2 Liquefaction, Landslides, and Surface Faulting

There is little evidence of liquefaction associated with the earthquake. Stein

brugge and Horan [1954] reported that minor ground slumps, subsidence, and hori

zontal offsets in cotton rows were observed. These deformations were referred

to as "earth lurching," and involved horizontal displacements of several centi

meters to a half meter. Yat:ne [1955] observed that the ground fracture patterns

occurred in looped and hooked patterns, and often were associated with sloughs,

which are undrained marshy depressions. Although the occurrence of these defor

mations in irrigated fields and saturated depressions implies some relationship

with liquefaction, there were no specific investigations undertaken to substan

tiate that liquefaction contributed to the movements.

Large numbers of landslides occurred as a result of the main 1952 Kern County

earthquake and its aftershocks. Hundreds of large and small landslides occurred

on the day of the main shock. The slides were most numerous near the White \lolf
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fault, but many occurred as far away as 80 to 100 laa (50 to 60 a1.) [Buwalda and

St. Amand, 1955J. Several types of slides resulted, including rock falls, rock

slides, loose and shallow soil flows, and aassive landslides. The hummocky

topography in the area along the northwest face of Bear Mountain is typical of

landslide areas. The White Wolf fault zone, an active reverse fault that has

created a high scarp, was described by Buwalda and St. Amand aa a -very favor

able zone for landsliding on a large scale.-

The White Wolf fault ia known to extend for 27 ka (17 mi.) along the northwest

slope of Bear Mountain to Comanche Point, and has been projected across the San

Joaquin Valley to Wheeler Ridge for a total le~gth of about 50 ka (32 mi.) [Dib

blee, 1955J. Surface ruptures were mapped over a distance of approximately 35

to 39 kg (22 to 24 mi,) along the northeastern sector of the fault [Buwalda and

St. Amand, 1955J. Richter [1958J reported that the principal expression of sur

face faulting was in the form of a 1.2-m- (4-ft)-high surface scarp on the west

flank of Bear Mountain, which was downthrown to the west. The faulting did not

occur as a clean rupture along the trace, but developed as a series of ruptures

with different trends and diverse displacements. The fault zone crossed the

Southern Pacific railroad tracks in three places. and three tunnels at two of

these crossings were severely damaged.

3.3.3 ripeline rerfora&nce

Gas pipeline damage caused by the 1952 and 1954 Kern County earthquakes has been

d~scribed by Newby [1954] and Lind [1954]. As a result of this earthquake and

a subsequent smaller Kern County earthquake in January, 1954, there were ten

incidents of daIIage at welded transmission line joints and two incidents of

leaks at locations of external pipeline corrosion. Nine of the dallaged welda

were oxy-acetylene, and one was at an electric-welded band positioned at the

location of an original oxy-acetylene weld. Figure 3·4 shows the locationa of

the damage relative to the epicenters of the main shock and the January 12, 1954

earthquake, which had a local magnitude of 5.9. Newby [1954J described the daII

age with reference to the figure as follows:

-It developed that the l2-inch acetylene welded line installed in
1921 had broken welda at the three locations ..rked 1 on Figure No.
1 (Figure 3·4). The ends of the pipe were fro. 1/2 to 2 inches
apart at the different breaks. The 12-inch line that had been re
conditioned in 1932, and electric-welded using chill rings, f.iled
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FIGURE 3-4. Gas Pipeline Damage Caused by the 1952 and 1954 Kern County
Earthquakes [adapted from Newby, 1954J

at location marked 2. This weld evidently failed from compression
and then from tension... ,

Pit hole leaks popped out on a 22-inch line near Taft and on an 18
inch line at Wheeler Ridge, locations 3 (Figure 3-4). These leaks
were from external corrosion. Location 4 shows where 275 feet of
l8-inch line was uncovered to relieve strain from the 1952 quake.

We experienced another of our many quakes on January 12, 1954 that
was not considered serious. However I it evidently centered near our
two l2-inch lines in the Maricopa Flat area.
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As shown on Figure 3-4, this quake parted the acetylene-welded line
at four welds at locations marked 5, and cracked an acetylene weld
20X at location marked 6, and on the electric-welded line, a lone
acetylene weld cracked 20X at location 7.-

Newby also reported that the l50-ma- (6-in.)-diameter line providing gas to

Tehachapi was deformed upward from the ground at two locations along a steep

hillside where ground ruptures were observed. The line was intact. The line

had been installed in 1926 with oxy-acetylene welds. A supplemental pipeline

(referred to as a loop in Figure 3-4) was installed to provide a parallel emer

gency path. The original was kept in service without any repairs.

Company records indicate that Lines 100 and 101 were installed in 1913 and 1921,

respectively. The wall thickness of each pipe is 6.4 mm (0.25 in.), and the

grade of steel is unknown. Maximum and minimum operating pressures for these

lines are 2.69 and 1.31 MPa (390 and 190 psi), respectively, with a maximum

allowable operating pressure (HAOP) of 2.76 MPa (400 psi). Both pipelines were

constructed with oxy-acetylene welds. Line 100 had been partially reconditioned

in 1932 with electric-welded steel bands positioned at the locations of many

original oxy-acetylene welds. Line 85 in the vicinity of the earthquake was

installed in 1931 with a diameter of 650 mm (26 in.) and wall thickness of 6.4

mm (0.25 in.). The tensile strength of the steel is rated as 228 MFa (33 ksi)

with an HAOP equal to 2.19 MPa (317 psi).

The section of Line 85 south of Grapevine was constructed originally with oxy

acetylene welds. In 1932, this section was partially reconditioned by rein

forcing selected oxy-acetylene welds, especially those at angles and bends.

The oxy-acetylene welds were reinforced with steel bands, plates, or by over

laying the original weld with an electric arc weld. A detailed review of appro

priate pipeline strip maps indicates that approximately 301 of all initial welds

were reinforced in this manner.

The section of Line 85 north of Grapevine was constructed originally with elec

tric arc welds. The welding process differed from modern procedures for butt

welded transmission pipelines, such as those specified in API Standard 1104

[American Petroleum Institute, 1987]. Archer [1931] has described the electric

arc welding procedure as follows:
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"The ends of the joints were all of double bell type, using a heavy
liner, or chill ring, which, after being tack-welded, fits inside
the ends as they are brought together. The principal function of
this liner is to provide for proper penetration of the electric
weld, and to eliminate the danger of 'burning through' of the are,
thus avoiding the formation of slag or icicles protruding on the
inside of the pipe."

Line 80.90 was constructed in 1930 with Grade R steel. It is 550 .. (22 in.)

in diameter, with wall thickness of 6.4 mm (0.25 in.). Company records do not

indicate the type of welds. The line had an MAOP of 2.76 KPa (400 psi).

Line 119 runs parallel to Line 85 in the area affected by the earthquake. It

was constructed in 1930 of pipe with 7.92-mm-(O.3l2-in.)-thick, Grade A steel

wall, and 550 mm (22 in.) nominal diameter. Records could not be found of the

type of girth welds.

Line 1134 was constructed in 1941. Its diameter varies from 450 to 500 8m (18

to 20 in.), and its MAOP is 25 MPa (360 psi). It was composed at the time of

the earthquake of Grade R steel, with 6.4-mm- (0.25-in.)-thick wall and electric

arc welds. Leaks from external corrosion were observed at Location 3 in Figure

3-4. Landslides along Wheeler Ridge caused an elbow to deform. Approximately

84 m (275 ft) of the line were uncovered to relieve strain along the northwest

flank of Wheeler Ridge.

Lind [1954] described the earthquake perforaance of a 864-mm- (34-in.)-diameter

transmission line owned by the Pacific Gas and Electric Company. The pipeline

was of post-WWII vintage with ll-mm (0.43-in.) wall thickness, minimum trans

verse yield strength of 330 KPa (48 ksi), and minimum transverse ultimate

strength of 448 KPa (65 kai). The MAOP at the time of the earthquake was 5.5

MFa (790 psi).

As shown in the figure, this line crossed the White Wolf fault about 9.7 kIl (6

mi.) southeast of Arvin [Lind, 1954]. about 30 km (19 mi.) from the epicenter.

Estiaations by Stein and Thatcher [1981] indicate that strike-slip IIOveaent near

the point of crossing was 1.0 • (3.3 ft) and reverse slip was 0.40 • (1.3 ft).

The pipeline crossed the fault at an angle with respect to the strike of approx

imately 100· and was covered by about 0.75 • (2.5 ft) of aediua to dense
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material [Lind, 1954]. The pipe did not buckle, nor was it compressed suffi

ciently to cause shell wrinkling. Removal of cover during stress relief opera

tions caused the pipe to lift as a beam a total of 720 mm (28 in.) over an

uncovered length of 170 m (558 ft) [Lind, 1954].

Using the epicentral coordinates and the attenuation relationship proposed by

Idriss [1985] for California earthquakes, it is possible to estimate the peak

ground acceleration at locations of pipeline damage from both the 1952 _in

shock and 1954 aftershock. As shown in Figure 3-4, all locations of weld damage

in 1952 were within 10 kID (16 mi.) of the epicenter, and would have been sub

jected to between 0.5 and 0.6 g peak ground acceleration on the basis of the

above att"enuation relationship. All locations of weld damage in 1954 were

between 10 and 24 kID (16 and 39 mi.) of the epicenter, and are associated with

peak ground accelerations of 0.11 to 0.23 g, as estimated by the same attenua

tion relationship. The damage in 1954, which was comparable to that in 1952,

was triggered by an earthquake of much lower magnitude than the 1952 main shock,

and apparently is associated with considerably lower levels of peak accelera

tion. It is not clear why comparable levels of pipeline damage resulted from

such significantly oifferent earthquakes. There were ten aftershocks within one

month of the main 1952 earthquake, with magnitudes ranging from 5.5 to 6.4

[Richter, 1958]. There were no additional aftershocks exceeding a magnitude of

5.0 until the January, 1954 event. The seismic activity following the main

shock may have contributed to the weakening of certain joints on Lines 100 and

101, thereby increasing their vulnerability to the 1954 earthquake.

3.4 1971 SAB FDIWmO EAllTHQUAD

3.4.1 Ceneral Earthquake Characteristics

The 1971 San Fernando earthquake occurred on February 9, 1971 at 6:01 a.m. PST.

It has been assigned a local magnitude 6.4 and affected an area of 220,000 km2

(85,000 mi. 2) including southern California, western Arizona, and southwestern

Nevada [Coffman, et aI., 1982]. Seismic intensities of MK VIII to XI were

assigned to an area of approximately 530 km2 (204 mi. 2) in the vicinity of s·~

Fernando. An MM X was assigned to zones of large permanent ground deformation

associated with surface faulting within the Sylmar section of the San Fernando

fault and liquefaction-induced lan~lides and lateral spreads in the Lower and
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Upper San Fernando Dams. The epicenter was located about 13 km (8 mi.) north

northeast of San Fernando in the western San Gabriel mountains at geographical

coordinates 34· 24'N latitude, 118· 23.7'W longitude. The focal depth of the

earthquake was 8.4 ± 4 km (5.2 ± 2.5 mi.) [Bolt and Gopalakrishnan, 1975J.

The strong mot10n record closest to the ep1center was acquired at Pacoima Dam,

8 km (5 mi.) south of the epicenter and 4 km (2.5 m1.) north of the surface

faulting. The record from the main shock showed vertical accelerations of 0.72

g and horizontal accelerations of 1.25 g. the highest recorded at that time for

an earthquake [Cloud and Hudson. 1975J. Another important source of strong

motion data was the seismoscope, located about 17 km (10.5 mi.) south of the

epicenter on the east abutment of the Lower San Fernando Dam. The seismoscope

recording, its interpretation, and conversion to acceleration history are

described by Scott [1973J and Seed, et al. [1975J. Allowing for the uncertain

ties involved in the seismoscope record interpretation, Scott suggested that

peak accelerations of 0.55 to 0.6 g could be inferred from the record.

3.4.2 Liquefaction, Land.lid•• , and Surface 'au1tina

Large ground deformations caused by the earthquake have received considerable

attention in the technical literature, and have been described in detail in a

case history study of the earthquake and its effects on buried lifeline facili

ties [O'Rourke, et a1., 1992J. Only a brief summary of the large ground defor

mations triggered by the earthquake is given here, with the understanding that

additional information may be obtained by reference to the above-mentioned case

history.

Considerable ground deformation caused by liquefaction was observed near the

Upper Van Norman Reservoir. On the west side of the reservoir, cracks extended

from the Van Gough School to the west edge of the reservoir. Severe ground

deformation occurred at the Joseph Jensen Filtration Plant, triggered by lique

faction of a layer of underlying loose alluvium [Dixon and Burke, 1973; Youd.

1973]. Aerial photo analyses have disclosed as much as 2 to 3 m (6 to 9 ft) of

lateral soil movement along the western edge of the reservoir [O'Rourke, et a!. •

1992]. The area east of the Upper Van Norman Reservoir was subjected to large

ground deformations as a result of the earthquake. Lateral spreading caused by
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soil liquefaction has been identified as the primary source of ground movement.

The large ground deformations and associated soil conditions have been described

in various published papers [e.g., Youd, 1971 and 1973; Fallgren and Smith, 1973

and 1975; Weber, 1975; O'Rourke and Tawfik, 1983].

Ground cracks caused by soil liquefaction also were seen around the tail race

pond and near the San Fernando Powerhouse. Permanent ground movements resulting

from soil liquefaction also were noted northeast and east of the Lower Van Nor

man Reservoir at Blucher Avenue [Lew, et a1., 1971].

There were thousands of landslides in the hilly and mountainous terrain above

San Fernando Valley [Korton, 1975], but for the most part, they occurred in

relatively remote areas where there was little impact on lifeline facilities.

A few landslides were significant and deserve some co....ent. Soil slumps occurred

near the First Los Angeles Aqueduct, and a large landslide caused extensive

damage to a 1,900-mm- (76-in.)-diameter welded steel pipeline conveying water

as part of the Second Los Angeles Aqueduct [Subcommittee on Water and Sewerage

Systems, 1973].

Five principal zones, or segments, of surface displacement have been identified

along the San Fernando fault [Weber, 1975], extending from the Lower Van Norman

Reservoir to Big Tujunga Wash. Offset measurements and descriptions of surface

displacements have been reported by numerous investigators [e.g., U.S. Geologi

cal Survey Staff, 1971; Barrows, et al., 1973; Sharp, 1975; Weber, 1975]. The

actual rupture surface was relatively complex. There was a marked thrust, or

compressive, component of movement along the Tujunga segment, whereas the Kis

sion Wells and Sylmar segments were characterized by smaller thrusts with larger

vertical components of movement [Sharp, 1975]. All segments displayed prominent

left lateral components of slip.

The l-ka- (0.62-mi.)-10ng Kission Wells segment of the fault dipped 60· north,

with the northern block uplifted 250 _ (10 in.), thrusted 200 11II (8 in.) to the

south, and left laterally displaced 30 11II (1.2 in.) [U.S. Geological Survey

Staff, 1971; Weber, 1975]. In the central part of the 3-b- (1.9-m1.)-10ng

Sylmar segment of the fault, displacements across the entire fault zone were

composed of 1.9 m (6.2 ft) of left lateral slip, 1.4 m (4.6 ft) of vertical
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offset, and 0.6 m (2 ft) of thrust [U.S. Ceological Survey Staff, 1971J. The

largest individual ground ruptures showed displacements approximately one-half

of the maxilNlll displacements across the entire width of the zone. Host of the

left lateral slip and thrust was concentrated along the southern 25· to 80·.·

(82- to 262·ft)·wide section of the fault zone. North of this section, vertical

offsets and extension fractures were the predominant forms of ground rupture

[U.S. Geological Survey Staff, 1971J.

3.4.3 Pipeline Perfo~ce

Cas transmission and supply line damage as a result of the San Fernando earth·

quake has been described by the Southern California Cas Company [1973J, O'Rourke

and Tawfik [1983J, O'Rourke and McCaffrey [1984], and O'Rourke, et al. [1992].

Figure 3- 5 shows a map adapted from the Southern California Gas Company [1973 J

on which are plotted the gas trans.ission and supply lines most significantly

affected by the earthquake, locations of damage between San Fernando and just

north of Clampitt Junction, and the approximate zones of permanent ground defor

mation associated with liquefaction adjacent to the Upper Van Norman Reservoir,

as well as surface faulting along the Sylmar and Mission Wells segments of the

San Fernando fault.

Substantial dallage was sustained by Lines 1001 and 115. Line 1001 was a 300

ma- (12-in.)-di..~~er steel pipeline, constructed in 1925 with oxy·acetylene

welds and operated at KAOP of 2.4 MPa (345 psi). The pipe wall thickness was

5.6 1m (0.22 in.) of unknown grade steel. Becauae of m.aerous breaks, predoai

nantly at welds, over 8 1Iaa (5 .1.) of the line were abandoned. Line 115 W68 a

400-..- (16-in.)·diaaeter steel pipeline of unknown grade, constructed in 1926

with oxy-acetylene welda. It had an KAOP of 1.4 HPa (205 pd) with a pipe wall

thickness of 7.9 .. (0.312 in.). In the approximate 9.7-ka- (6·ai.)·length of

pipeline between Clllllpitt Junction and San Fernando, there were 52 breaks.

Shell buckling of the pipeline occurred in the vicinity gf its crossing of the

Sylmar sepent of the San Fernando fault [Southern California Cas Coapany,

1973].

Line 85 was a 650·..• (26-in.)·diaaeter pipeline with the pipe wall 6.4 .. (0.25

in.) thick, SMYS of 228 MPa (33,000 psi), and wa. operated at MAOP of 1.7 MPa

(250 p.i). It was daaaged at s.ven loeationa within the zone of lateral
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spreading along the east side of the Upper Van Norman Reservoir. The portion

of the line within the lateral spread was constructed with electric arc welds

applied at belled pipe ends, as described by Archer [1931] in Subsection 3.3.3

dealing with the 1952 and 1954 Kern County earthquakes. IQ Figure 3-5, the

location marking the division between the electric arc and oxy-acetylene parts

of Line 85 is shown. North of the division, the pipeline was partially recondi

tioned, as explained in Subsection 3.3.3. The pipeline was damaged at three

other locations north of the division, of which only two are shown in the figure.

All damage north of the division was at original oxy-acetylene welds, and no

repairs were made at joints in this area which were reinforced in 1932 with

electric arc welding procedures. No difficulties were experienced where thp. line

crossed the Kission Wells segment of the fault.

The utility corridor on the western side of the Upper Van Norman Reservoir was

subjected to as much as 3 m (9 ft) of lateral deformation caused by liquefac

tion; soil movements were distributed primarily across a 400- tc 500-m- (1,300

to 1,640-ft)-length of the corridor. Pipelines at this location were of modern

construction. One 560-mm- (22-in.)-diameter (Line 120) and two 760-mm- (30

in.)-diameter (Lines 3000 and 3003) gas pipelines, each constructed in 1966 of

X-52 steel, were not daIIaged. A more detailed description of the pipelines and

soil displacement patteto is given by O'Rourke and Tawfik [1983] and O'Rourke,

et a1. [1992].

The locations of soil liquefactlon and lateral spreads on both sides of the res

ervoir were in the toe areas of alluvial fans, deposited at the base of Grape

vine, Weldon, and Bee Canyons. Small streams and conspicuous deposits of allu

vium and debris can be seen at the base areas of these canyons in the 1929 aerial

photographs of the region. The relatively high water table adjacent to the

reservoir caused loose deposits of sand to be saturated, thereby creating an

envirollJlent conducive to liquefaction. Ground surface gradients and base incli

nations of soil deposits downslope toward the toes of the alluvial fans proaoted

a pattern of lateral ground deformation which was simUarly directed. The extent

of lateral spreading was confined to the width of the alluvial fan deposits, and

thus can be bracketed by tracing the shapes of these landforms from aerial photo

graph,.
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Breaks at oxy-acetylene welds occurred in Line 102.90 just south of the Mission

Wells segment of the San Fernando fault. This pipeline was constructed in 1920

21, with 300-ma- (12-in.)-diameter and 6.4-mm- (0.2S-in.)-wall thickness of un

known grade, and had an MAOP of 1.4 MPa (205 psi).

Lines 119 and 120 each sustained one break. The portion of Line 119 in which

the break occurred was constructed in 1937. It was a 550-..- (22-in.)-diameter,

Grade B steel pipe, with 7.9-mo- (0.3l2-in.)-thick wall. The line waa compoaed

of bell end seamless pipe, with electric arc welding at the joints. A part of

the 5S0-ma- (22-in.)-diameter Line 120 was replaced with X-52 grade steel pipe

adjacent to the Jensen Plant in 1966. The remaining portion, in which the break

occurred, was constructed in 1930 with 7.9-ma- (0.3l2-in.)-thick wall pipe of

Grade B steel. The pipe was fabricated with bells and was electric arc welded.

The line failed at a 15· elbow.

:1.5 1979 IHPDIAL VALLEY EAl.THQOAD

3.5.1 General Earthquake Characteristies

The 1979 Imperial Valley earthquake occurred on October IS, 1979 at 4:16 p.m.

PDT. It has been assigned a local magnitude of 6.6, and was felt over an area

of 128,000 kD2 (49,000 mi. 2) [Dobry, et al., 1992]. incl~ing southern Califor

nia, southwestern Nevada, western Arizona. and northern Mexico. Seismic inten

sities of MM VI to VII have been assigned to the area in the vicinity of £1 Cen

tro, CA. The epicenter was located about 10 km (6 mi.) east of Mexica1i, Mexi

eo, south of the United States-Mexico border, at geographical coordinates 32·

38.61'N latitude, 115· 18.53'W longitude. The focal depth of the earthquake was

approximately 9.7 kD (6 ai.) [Chavez, et aI, 1982].

3.5.2 Liquefaetion. Landslid.s. and Surface Paulein&

As a result of the 1979 Imperial Valley earthquake, there were numerous in

stances of liquefaction-induced ground behavior. including sand boils, cracked

ground, settlement, slumps, and lateral spreads. Youd and Bennett 11983] and

Youd and Wieczorek [1982) described the lateral apreading that occurred at the

Heber Road site. south of Holtville, CA. This site is located about 1.6 kD (1

mi.) northeast of the Imperial fault rupture. A significant lateral spread at

this site, 160 m (525 ft) wide and 100 • (328 ft) long, shifted the road and a
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parallel unlined canal as far as 2.1 m (7 ft) southward toward a 2-m-deep de

pression [Youd and Bennett. 1983]. which was part of a remnant stream channel.

Youd and Bartlett [1988] surveyed the site and detemined that the maxi_ mave

ment of the lateral spread was 4.24 m (13.9 ft).

Earth falls were reported along the bluffs of the New and Alamo Rivers. The

majority of these were located within 12 km (7.5 mi.) of the Imperial fault sur

face rupture, but several were as far away as San Felipe Creek, 35 ka (22 mi.)

from the rupture [Youd and Wieczorek, 1982]. Several small rock slides and

falls in both natural and cut slopes occurred in the Cargo Muchacho and Coyote

areas and along Interstate 8 at Devils Canyon in the Jacumba Mountains [Dobry,

et a1., 1992].

Sharp, et al. [1982] reported surface rupture of the Imperial fault along a

30.S-b- (19-mi.)-long segment. The maximum right lateral cumulative horizontal

movement, inclUding 160 days of post-event creep, was about 0.78 m (2.5 ft).

The point of maximum slip was located about 5.6 1aII (3.5 mi.) from the south end

of the Imperial fault rupture. Surface ruptures also occurred along the Brawley

fault zone and Rico fault.

3.5.3 Pipeline Perfora&nce

Three transmission lines operated by SoCalGas were affected by ground defor

mation along the Imperial fault as a result of the 1979 Imperial Valley earth

quake. Information about pipelines, including installation date, composition,

coating, joint type, depth of soil cover, and operating pressure has been co.

piled by Dobry, et al. [1992). and is presented in Table 3-11. Pipeline breaks

did not occur, and excavations were performed to inspect the pipe and relieve

stress generated by the ground movement.

To evaluate the full magnitude of fault displacement imposed on the pipelines

since their installation, it was necessary to calculate the total maveaent as

the sua of three components: preseismic creep, coseismic slip, and afterslip.

Dobry, et a1. [1990) developed a procedure for evaluating the.e component.,

which then were s~ed to yield the aaxi.. fault offset each pipeUne had been

subjected to, from installation to the tiae of it. excavation for inspection
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TABL! 3-II. Characteristics of Pipelines Influenced by Fault Moveaents During
the 1979 Imperial Valley Earthquake [after Dobry, et a1., 1992J

Charat;teristics

Installation Date

Nominal Diameter
Wall Thickness

Composition

Weld Type

Coating

Depth of Cover

Operating Pressure

SMYS

North Side
State Rt. S·80
Line No. 41-85

1948

100 .. (4 in.)
4.8 .. (0.188 in.)

A-25 Steel

Oxy-acetylene

900 11II (36 in.)
sandy backfill
dumped and rolled

2.8 MPa (400 psi)

170 MFa (25 kai)

Pipeline Location
East Side

Dogwood Road
Line No. 6000

1948

200 .. (8 in.)
7.1 .. (0.281 in.)

API Grade B Steel

Electric Arc

Somasticb

900 .. (36 in.)
sandy backfill
dumped and rolled

2.8 MFa (400 psi)

240 MPa (35 kai)

West Side
Dogwood Road
Line No. 6001

1966

250 .. (10 in.)
4.8 .. (0.188 in.)

Grade X-42 Steel

Electric Arc

900 .. (36 in.)
sandy backfill
dumped and rolled

5.0 Mra (725 psi)

290 Mra (42 kai)

aNo. 56 coating consists of successive layers of:
filled asphalt, 3) two spiral wrBpS of cellulose
and 5) paper wrapping

bSo..stic coating composed of asphalt, aggregate,

1) red oxide priaer, 2)
acetate, 4) filled asphalt,

and fiber aixture

after the earthquake. Along Highway 5-80, about 60 a (197 ft) north of the

westbound lane, a 100-..- (4-in.)-diaaeter ga. pipeline was intersected by the

Iaperial fault. heween the tiae of installation and inapection, approxiutely

600 .. (24 in.) of cuaulative fault displaceaent had occurred at the pipeline

by preseisaic creep, coseisaic slip, and after.lip. A detailed description of

the pipeUne inapection along Highway 5-80 is provided by McNorgan [1989]. Due

to the orientation of the pipeline with l:'espect to the fault mve_nt, net ten

.ile stresses within the pipeline were induced by the right lateral fault dis·

place_nt. Stresses in the pipeline were relieved by excavating the backfill.

Since no pipeline damage wa. observed, the excavation wa. backfilled without

further reaediation.
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Lines 6000 and 6001, 200 and 250 mm (8 and 10 in.) in diameter, respectively,

crossed the Imperial fault at two places along Dogwood Road, approximately 9.5

km (5.9 mi.) north of the city of El Centro. The locations of fault-pipeline

intersection are shown in Figure 3-6. Between the time of Installation and

excavatlon after the earthquake, approximately 400 mm (16 in.) and 315 mm (12.6

In.) of cumulative fault displacement had been imposed on Lines 6000 and 6001,

respectlvely. Vertical displacements also were imposed on the lines. Hart

(1981) measured 50 mm (2 in.) of vertical displacement twelve days after the

earthquake. Neither pipeline was damaged. Due to the compressive deformation

of Line 6001 generated by fault movement, SoCalGas personnel elected to relieve

stresses in the pipeline using a carefully planned procedure. Details of the

stress removal operation carried out in February, 1981 are presented in McNorgan

(1989). To relieve the compressive stresses, a 3-m- (lO-ft)-long section of

pipe was removed. After removing the pipe section and excavating 61 m (200 ft)

of the line, apprOXimately 120 mm (4.7 in.) of expansion were observed.

3.6 1994 NOR.'l'IDllOOE IWlTHQUAXE

3.6.1 General Earthquake Characteriatica

The 1994 Northridge earthquake occurred on January 17, 1994 at 4:31 a.m. PST.

It has been assigned a surface wave magnitude of 6.8 [Earthquake Engineering

Research Institute, 1994), and was felt over an area of approximately 230,000

km2 (89,000 mi. 2), including southern California, southwestern Nevada, western

Arizona, and northwestern Mexico [Dewey, 1994]. Maximum seismic intensities of

MK VIII to IX were assigned to areas totaling approximately 750 km2 (290 mi. 2)

in the San Fernando Valley, Sylmar, Santa Monica, and Fillmore [Dewey, 1994].

The epicenter of the main shock was located in the northve I tern end of the San

Fernando Valley at geographical coordinates 34 0 13'N latitude, 118 0 32'W longi

tude [Porcella, et al., 1994). The focal depth of the earthquake was approxi

mate ly 18 km (11 m1.) [Porcella, et aI., 1994]. Kaxlmwa horlzonal ground

acceleration exceeded 1 g in the epicentral area at several permanent stations.

Duration of strong ground shaking (peak horizontal acceleration greater than 0.1

g) in the epicentral area vas apprOXimately eight seconds.

3.6.2 Liquefaction, Landslid.s, and Surface Faule1D&

Evidence of liquefaction was reported in the northern San Fernando Valley near
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the Jensen Filtration Plant, Juvenile Hall, Sylmar Converter Station, and Los

Angeles Reservoir. These locations are approximately the same as those at which

liquefaction was observed during the 1971 San Fernando earthquake, although the

magnitude and extent of ground deformation triggered by liquefaction were con

siderably less than those in 1911. Liquefaction also was observed at Redondo

Beach, Karina del Rey, Long Beach, Santa Monica, northeast of Culver City near

the intersections of La Brea and La Cienaga Blvds. with Interstate 10, Potrero

Canyon, and the Santa Clarita Valley along Highway 126 east of Fillmore [e.g.,

Moehle. 1994 J•

There were thousands of landslides in the hilly and mountainous terrain north

and south of the epicenter, including the Santa Monica, Santa Susana, and San

Cabriel Mountains. The great majority of landslide. occurred in relatively

rellOte locations. Landslides, however, did contribute to daaage in .everal
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water transmission and trunk pipelines, highways in mountainous areas, and gas

storage field facilities.

The location of the causative fault, as inferred from the aftershock distribu

tion, does not correspond to a readily identifiable mapped feature. The pattern

of aftershocks has disclosed a rupture plane dipping 40· to 50· to the south

west. Extensive field surveys have not provided any confirmed evidence of sur

face faulting.

There was extensive ground deformation in the Potrero Canyon on the north side

of the Santa Susana Mountains near the northern edge of the aftershock zone.

A series of discontinuous vertical offsets, some as high as 0.6 m (2 ft), and

tensile cracks developed on both the north and south sides of the canyon, appar

ently in response to liquefaction-induced ground displacement towards the stream

within the canyon.

Another area of prominent ground deformation cut across Balboa Blvd. between

Rinaldi and Lorlllard Sts. Ground movement at this location was responsible for

breaks in one gas transmission and two water trunk lines, as discussed in the

following section.

3.6.3 Sy.te. Perforaance

The system performance st~tistics provided in this report were obtained approx

imately three months after the earthquake. It should be recognized that some

changes in the statistics may occur in the future as additional information i.

collected and clarified by SoCalGas personnel.

There were approximately 151,000 gas outages as a result of the earthquake, of

which 123,000 were customer initiated. Service was restored to apprOXimately

84,000 customers within one week of the earthquake, and to almost 120,000 within

one month of the earthquake. Service could not be restored to 9,100 customer.

because of structural property damage.

There were approximately 209 instances of daaage to metallie distribution ..ina

and serviees where no eorrosion or eonstruction-related damage va. observed.
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There were 27 instances of damage to polyethylene pipes, the majority of which

were at couplings and transition fittings. In addition, there were 563 instances

of damage to metallic distribution piping where corrosion or material- and con

struction-related defects were observed, or where damage was of unknown origin.

There were 35 non-corrosion related repairs in the transmission system, of which

27 were at cracked or ruptured oxy-acetylene girth welds in pre-1932 pipelines.

Figure 3-7 shows a plan view of selected transmission pipelines in the area of

most severe ground shaking. Locations of daJIlage in the form of pipeline breaks

and leaking flanges are shown in the figure.

Figure 3-8 is a map of the area just north of the earthquake epicenter. showing

the Aliso Canyon Gas Storage Field and the locations of two gas transmission

line breaks on Balboa Blvd. The Aliso Canyon facility. which covers some 14.7

km2 (3.600 acres) and 56 km (35 mi.) of access road. is used to store gas in an

underground reservoir that once was used for oil production. Gas is injected

during low demand sUIIDer months and withdrawn during high demand winter months.

Earthquake effects in the facility included deformation of aboveground pipe sup

ports, displacements of runs of injection and withdrawal lines, and structural

damage to a fin fan unit used to cool compressed gas before its injection in

storage wells. The supply of gas from Aliso Canyon was interrupted for five

days.

As shown in Figure 3-7. there were 24 breaks at oxy-acetylene girth welds and

one location of buckled pipe in Line 1001, which conveys gas bet.ileen Newhall and

Fillmore, many of which were in Pico and Potrero Canyons. Line 1001 was con

structed in 1925, and was operated at the time of the earthquake at 1.7 MFa (245

psi) internal pressure. The pipeline is 300 am (12 in.) in diameter, with 5.6

ma- (0.22-in.)-thick wall of unknown grade steel.

Of the 25 repairs in Line 1001, 18 were made in Potrero Canyon. Six breaks in

oxy-acetylene welds were located in areas adjacent to the Santa Clara River east

of Piru and west of Potrero Canyon. One oxy-acetylene weld ruptured at the

eastern city limits of Fillmore, leaving a crater approximately 2.7 m (9 ft)

deep and 4.5 m (15 ft) by 6 • (20 ft) in area. Gas escaping at the location of

this break under Highway 126 was ignited by a downed power line.
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Flange leaks occurred at the four locations shown in Figure 3·7 at sections of

aboveground piping. There was also a break in an oxy-acetylene weld in Line 85

at a location approximately 39 km (24 mi.) northwest of Newhall, which is not

shown in the figure. Damage was mainly in the form of flange separation and

leaking gaskets. One of the flanges shown in Figure 3-1 was fractured. At the

damaged locations, Line 85 is a 650-mm- (26-in.)·diameter pipeline with a pipe

wall 6.4 mm (0.25 in.) thick, of Grade A steel, operated at MAOP of 2.2 KPa (317

psi). The ruptured oxy-acetylene weld and four leaking flanges occurred in a

partially reconditioned portion of Line 85, which is described in Subsection

3.3.3. The weld failure was at an original oxy-acetylene weld.

There was a break at a weld in Line 85 near Taft, approximately 120 km (75 mi.)

north of the epicenter. This section of the pipeline was constructed in 1931

with electric arc welds, as described in Subsection 3.3.3. The line had an MAOP

of 2.5 MPa (360 psi). There was a leaking flange at an aboveground section of

Line 119 north of the area shown in Figure 3-7. This section of the 550-mm

(22-in.)·diameter pipeline was constructed in 1931 with a wall thickness of 7.9

mm (0.312 in.). There is no clear record of weld type. The SMYS of the steel

and MAOP were 208 MPa (30,000 psi) and 2.5 MPa (360 psi), respectively.

A fractured oxy-acetylene girth weld was repaired in Line 122 at the location

shown in Figure 3-7. Although this pipeline is not operated as a transmission

line, it nevertheless is described in this report because of its relatively high

operating pressure of 1 MPa (150 psi). The pipeline was installed in 1927 with

oxy-acetylene girth welds, 6.4-..- (0.25-in.)-thick wall, and steel of unknown

grade.

As shown in Figure 3·7, there was a break in Line 104 inside the Aliso Canyon

Gas Storage Field. The pipeline is 250 .. (10 in.) in diameter and has an MAOP

of 1.6 MPa (228 psi), but it is operated at 1.4 MFa (200 psi). It was construct

ed with electric arc girth welds in 1941. The pipe has a 5.2-..- (0.203-in.)

thick wall of unknown grade steel.

Figure 3-9 shows a plan view of Line 104 in Aliso Canyon relative to the site

topography. The rock in the area covered by the figures i8 highly fractured,

friable .iltstone and .andstone with 0.6 to 3 • (2 to 10 ft) of silty sand cover
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in many places. Pipe dallage appears to be related to slope displace.ent perpen

dicular to the pipeline, which also caused an adjacent 100-....- (4-in.)-diameter,

steel fuel oil line to fail at an aboveground vertical bend. Slope displacement

adjacent to the access road in the northeast part of the figure threatened Line

104, and the pipeline was excavated in the slope area to free it fro. the adja

cent soil.

Three water tanks in the facility were damaged. The tank supplying water to the

main plant was not damaged, but pipelines conveying water from the tank devel

oped leaks, thereby cutting off supply. Of approximately 12 oil storage tanks

in the facility, six were damaged. One tank collapsed and another at the same

location sustained a split seam. Damage at other oil storage tanks was rela

tively minor and consisted of buckling and warping of steel plates. The fuel

gas syste. used for heaters and plant instruaents was disrupted in several loca

tions. A number of transformers fell fro. poles, disrupting electrical service.

Because of failed water tanks and associated piping dallage, water supply inside

the facility was disrupted. Because of dallage to Los Angeles DepartJaent of

Water and Power trunk and distribution mains, water supply from outside the

facility also was disrupted. Vacuum trucks were dispatched to locations of leak

ing trunk lines outside the facility, where water was collected and brought back

for internal use.

There were numerous landslides throughout the facility. With the exception of

a leaking flange in an area of slope aovement, there were no leaks or ruptures

of aboveground withdrawal and injection pipelines. Serious dallage to aboveground

pipes was scarce. even though there were many deformed pipe supports and sections

of line undermined and distorted by local landslides. The presence of large

ground cracks and the potential for further ground IIOvement are likely to require

continuing remedial action to stabilize slopes and protect vulnerable pipes.

Gas pipeline dallage on Balboa Blvd. occurred in Line 120, a 550-..- (22-in.)

diameter steel pipeline constructed in 1930 with unshielded electric arc girth

welds. At the till8 of the earthquake. the line was operated at about 1.2 MPa

(175 psi). The pipe had a wan thickness of 7.2 .. (0.281 in.) and wa. coapo.ed

of Grade B steel. The pipeline failed in tension in a zone of tensile ground
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defon.tion about 300 m (900 ft) north of a zone of compressive ground deforma·

tion where the pipe failed by coapressive wrinkling. As shown in Figure 3·8.

the ground rupture zones occurred in the toe area of an alluvial fan and are

oriented subparallel to the surface elevation contour lines. The pattern of

ground deformation suggests that lateral spreading of the alluvial fan sediaents

took place. Nearby boreholes show loose silty sands at depths of 9 to 12 a (30

to 40 ft), although water levels are indicated at considerably greater depths

in dense materials.

Line 120 had been scheduled for replacement in the Granada Hills area. A new

600·mm- (24-in.)·diaaeter pipeline. with electric arc girth welds, X-60 steel,

and 6.4-ma- (O.25-in.)-thick wall, had been constructed parallel to the older

550-mm- (22-in.)-diaaeter line along Mclennan Ave. It had not been opened for

gas flow at the time of the earthquake. Even though it crossed similar zones

of tensile and compressive ground deformation, it was not damaged.

Figures 3-10 and 3-11 show maps of the pipelines in Balboa Blvd. near the zones

of permanent ground deformation. In addition to numerous distribution ..ins,

there were six transmission and water trunk lines at this site. There were two

750-..- (30-in.)-diameter gas transmission lines constructed of X-52 steel in

the 1950s which were not damaged. There was a 400-..- (16-in.)-diaaeter petro

leum pipeline. operated by the Mobil on Corporation, which was not dalIaged.

The pipeline was composed of X-52 steel and installed in 1991. Two water trunk

lines. the 1,240-..- (49-in.)-diaaeter Granada and the 1.730·..• (68·1n.)-diaae

ter Rinaldi Trunk Lines, failed in tension and compression in the tensile and

~apressive ~ones of ground deformation. respectively.

G~s escaping froa Line 120 was ignited by sparks from the ignition system of a

pickup truck that had stalled In the area of tensile ground deforaatlon flooded

by the ruptured trunk lines. The gas fire spread to adjacent properties, de

stroyi~ five houses and partially ~ging an additional structure.

A ISO-am· (6·in.)·diaaeter gas distribution pipeline along the eastern side of

Balboa Blvd. was ruptured in tension and compression in the tensile and cOllpres

sive ground deformation zones, respectively. This pipeline was operated at a
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pressure of approximately 0.3 MP. (45 psi). Cas .scaping from the tensile rup

ture caught fire.

The water trunk line dallage in the figure represents locations where excavations

were required for repair. In addition, there were three other locations where

internal inspection disclosed damage of the Rinaldi Trunk Line, primarily a.

separations at welded slip joints, within a distance of two blocks north of the

tensile ground deformation zone.

A detailed ex_ination of sections of Line 120 and the r.ranada Trunk Line. which

were removed fro. the coapressivtl ground deformation zone, each disclosed a COla

pressive shortening of approximately 250 .. (10 in.). In each case, the cOlllpres

sive shortening and line failure occurred at a welded joint. Observation. of

Line 120 In the tensile ground deformation zone showed a separation between the

failed ends of the pipe of approximately 250 .. (10 in.). Failure occurred at

a welded joint.

3 • 7 GDDAL PIPILID PIllPOIJIARCI PJ.IOR TO BORTllRIDCI ....TBQUAlI

Table 3-111 provides a su.aary of pre-WI1 trans.iuion and supply line response

to traveling ground waves during the 1933 Long Beach, 1952 and 1954 Kern County,

and 1971 San Fernando earthquakes. Failures in Lines 1001 and 85 at the Ki..ion

Wells segment of the San Fernando Fault and the Juvenile Hall lateral spread,

respectively, are not included in the data set. So.. breaks in Line 1001 and

115 were caused by permanent ground aoveaent, but could not be identified rela

tive to the large majority of break. generated by shaking effect•. Consequently,

the data for these line. do include so.. daaage associated with ground failure.

It .hould be recognized. however, that inclWlion of a relatively ...U, but in

deterainate, number of breaks cauaed by ground faUure does not affect signifi

cantly the statistics and trends derived froa the record of pipeline perfora-

ance.

The information fa organized according to pipeUne instaUation date, .tarting

with the oldest line.. Daaag. rat•• , .xpr••••d a. r.paira per lea and ai .• w.r.

evaluated by dividing the line repairs by the total distance of a given Une

withiI\ the area of highest seis.ic intensity. The review of gas transaission
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tABLE 3-III. Sua.ary of Pre-WWII Trans.ission and Supply Line Response to Traveling Ground Vaves

IlOlI1na1 v.u
SllYSh

Dlatanee
X...call.tloo LillO DI_ter tt1lc...... AfhcrlOCIa Mo. of ".palnlb

Date •• _ (In.) _ (In.) KI. (kal) Velda Kerth........ loa (m.) Repaln ("'paln/m.)

-
1'13 100 300 (1Z) 6.4 (0.25) ........ parUaUy b 1952 and 1'54 50.4 (31.3) 2c 0.04 (0.06)

ncDllllltlODlll ltena e-ty

19Z0-21 102.90 300 (1Z) 6.4 (0.Z5) ........ 0"'Y·.c:aty1.aa 1971 S.a rer· 2.' (1.1) 3 1.03 (1.65)
uado

1921 101 300 (12) 6.4 (0.25) ........ 0"'Y._.ty1_ 1952 .nd 1'54 41.3 (30) IC 0.17 (0.27)
ltena e-ty

19Z5 1001 300 (12) 5.6 (0.2Z) ........ ."'Y-.c.ty1.... 1971 Ian r.r- 1'.3 (1Z) ZI 1.45 (Z.33)d
llAndo

1926 115 400 (16) 7.' (0.312) ........ OKY·ac.ty1... 1'71 Ian r.r· 24.5 (15.Z) 53 2.16 (3.41)·
_ado

1930 10.90 550 (2Z) 6.4 (0.25) 240 (35) not recorded 1'52 .nd 1954 10.1 (6.7) 0 0
Karn CouDI:y

19:>', 120 550 (22) 7.' (0.312) 240 (35) .1ectrlc arc 1971 Ian r.r· 11.3 (7.0) 1 0.09 (0.14)
_ado

10> 1930 119 550 (22) 7.' (0.312) 201 (30) not roc:«ded 1952 .nd 1954 47.6 (29.5) 0 0
I Karn CouDI:y

10>
011 un 15 650 (26) 6.4 to 7.' 221 (33) .1ectric .rcl 1'52 .nd 1'54 51 (36) 0 0

(0.25 to Karn County
0.312)

1931 15 650 (26) 6.4 to 7.' 221 (33) parti.lly b 1'52 .nd 1954 36.7 (22.1) 0 0
(0.25 te rocDllll1tionad Kana e-ty
0.312)

1'31 15 650 (26) 6.4 (0.25) 221 (3) olectrlc .rel 1'71 .... ror- 1.7 (5.4) of u
..ado

1931 15 650 (26) 6.4 (0.25) 221 ()]) parti.lly b 1971 Ian r.r· 14.5 (9.0) 3 0.21 (0.33)
rocDllllltionad llAndo

1931 765 650 (26) 6.4 ro 7.' 207 and .1.etrle arcS 1933 Lone 16 (10) 0 0
(0.25 ro 221 (30 leach
0.312) .... 33)

1937 119 550 (22) 7.9 (0.312) 240 (35) .1oeule arcS 1971 Ian '.1'- 6.5 (4.0) 1 0.15 (0.25)
llAndo

1941 1134 450 to 6.4 (0.25) 240 (35) .1actde arc 1952 and 1954 24.3 (15.1) 0 0
SOO (11 lern County
ro 20)

...... 41ft ..... of .....ta., HI"'c 1_lty•• VIII or .....tar
~111..11)' ."'Y·.cotyl_: .any ..ida r.W.r" In 1932 with eloctrlc arc _lda and .1actde arc ..1dec1 banda .nd plataa
ceu.ii1.tl........... ae ..Ida for 1952 .... 1954 ..r~a
d.... f.U......t faalt er...l,. _t iael..... In ....aak rata
;lraak r.ta _ locally .. hip .. 6.04 ........./Ial (9.12 ........./Ill.) on 01_a I ...d. batwea lIcelay and roothill II•.
.... f.U.......t locati_ of later.l .... Oft Ian r ....... Id. not i""l...1OCI in braak raeo

=::111I balled ... ,I.. wltIa .......1'...taol dill
pacifl. 1Ilu- now Itt...



and supply pipeline performance for 10 southern California earthquake. pre.ented

in this section shows that pipelines have ruptured only in areas affected by MK

VIII or larger. Hence, MM VIII or larger was used to establish the approxi_te

limits of most intense shaking. The preponderance of damage to pre-~II pipe

lines occurred a. ~upture. at oxy-acetylene welda. Damage not a.sociated with

pipeline rupture, in the form of leaks at corrosion pits, was not included in

the data set.

In developing Table 3-111, the 1952 and 1954 Kern County earthquake. were lumped

as a single cause of damage. There are several reasons for this distinction.

The 1952 main shock may have weakened various welds, thereby contributing direct

ly to damage resulting from the 1954 event. Following the 1952 main shock, there

were many aftershocks affecting the gas transmission lines, of which the 1954

event was the last substantial aftershock. To avoid the arbitrary nature of

assigning specific levels of damage as consequences of one or more selected

aftershocks, the 1952 main shock and 1954 aftershock were collbined in an attellpt

to bracket the contributions to pipeline system damage of the Kern County earth

quake sequence.

The potential influence of the 1954 event was assessed independently by using

peak acceleration attenuation relationships propo.ed by Idriss [1985J to esti_te

the area potentially affected by MK VIII or greater through correlations between

MMI and peak acceleration proposed by Richter [1958 J. When the dallage .tatistics

for the 1954 event calculated with this esti_te of affected area were added to

the data set, there was little alteration in the overall statistics, with a aax

i~ change of only 12% in the pre-1930 break rate to a lower, le.s conaervative

number.

The infor-ation in the table can be used to point out so.. intere.ting trends,

as illustrated in Figure 3-12. In this figure, the repair rates are plotted

according to age of installation. Both earthquake. show si.Uar trends, in that

the damage rate for pipelines constructed bt:1.ore 1930 are approxiaately an order

of aagnitude higher than those constructed during or after 1930. In the Kern

County earthquakes, Line 100, reconditioned by electric arc welded banda at the

locations of original oxy-acetylene welds, experienced damage at a rate substan

tially reduced frca the rates of pre-1930 pipeline damage. In fact, one of the
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lIGURE 3-12. Damage Rates for Gas Trans.ission and Supply Lines Affected
Predo.inantly by Traveling Ground Vave.
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two breaks associated with the 1913 pipeline, which was reconditioned in 1932

(see Figure 3-12a), was at an original oxy-acetylene weld that had not been

reconditioned. If this incident of damage was reassigned or deleted, the repair

rate for the pipeline would be reduced by half.

Figure 3.. 13 shows the data for both earthquakes expressed as a pie chart in which

pre-lijO, pe,st-l929, and 1932 reconditioned pipelines are distinguished. It

should be recognized that virtually all pipelines in the post-l929 category are

known to have been electric arc welded, with the exception of Line 80.90 and a

portion of Line 119, for which no records could be found about the type. of

welds. Pre-1930 pipelines account for approximately 93% of all dallage associated

with traveling ground waves. Only 2% of the daIIage was in unreconditioned post

1929 lines. Moreover, there is a substantial difference in the overall average

repair rate associated with a given age category. The pre-l930 daIIage rate is

nearly 20 times larger than the 1932 partially reconditioned pipeline rate, and

nearly 100 times that of the post-l929 damage frequency.

A review of the repair records, and discussions with welders who repaired lines

after the 1971 San Fernando earthquake, indicate that the dallage listed in Table

3- III was predominantly at oxy-acetylene welds. This observation does not mean

that oxy-acetylene welds are intrinsically weak. On the contrary, the metallur

gical quality of an oxy-acetylene weld is not significantly different from that

of an electric arc weld, provided the work is performed by qualified welders

according to proven procedures. Well-made oxy-acetylene and electric arc welds

are about equal in strength, although the heat-affected zone adjacent to an oxy

acetylene weld is somewhat larger and the joint ductility somewhat less than

those associated with an electric arc weld. The reason for the higher incidence

of weld damage is associated with poor weld quality. As described by O'Rourke

and McCaffrey [1984], repair personnel reported that many of the welds on Line

115 had characteristics such as poor root penetration, undercutting and overlap

ping at the toe, and lack of good fusion between the pipe and the weld. These

types of features result in a flawed weld, and are not representative of the

welds achieved under the quality control standards currently in effect.

Electric arc welded pipelines have shown substantially better performance under

traveling ground waves than oxy-acety1ene welded 11n.s. Such perforaance 1.
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• Pre-1930
0.97 repairs/km

~ Partially reconditioned 1932
0.05 repairs/km

• Post-1929
·0.01 repairs/km

NOTE: Repair rates are the
overall overages for
a given age category

FIGURE 3-13. Pie Chart Showing Relative Proportions of Damage by Pipeline Age
Category

corroborated by the response of Line 85 to the 1971 San Fernando earthquake.

Although the electric arc welded portion of this line was damaged by permanent

ground deformation associated with lateral spread, no damage was experienced a.
a consequence of traveling ground wave effects. In the partially reconditioned

portion of this line, all repairs were made at original oxy-acetylene welds.

No repairs were made at welds reinforced with electric arc welding procedures.

In contrast to electric arc welded pipelines, the earthquake performance .tath

tics show that oxy-acetylene welded lines have been damaged at a relatively high

rate when subjected to seismic intensities exceeding MM VIII. Although .ast

damage was sustained in pre-1930 oxy-acetylene welded pipelines, it would be

prudent to regard all pre-Wn oxy-acetylene welded pipelines with caution. All

previously mentioned, approximately 30% of all oxy-acetylene welds on Line 85,

which was constructed in 1931, were reinforced in 1932 with electric arc welding
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procedures. Nevertheless, breaks were sustained at three original oxy-acetylene

welds as a consequence of the 1971 San Fernando earthquake.

Electric arc welding first was introduced during 1929 for SoCalGas transmission

lines. Between 1929 and 1931, both electric arc and oxy-acetylene welding were

used. Since 1931, electric arc welding has been used on 400-mm- (16-in.)- and

larger diameter pipelines. Furthermore, it appears as if such welding has been

used for lines equal to or larger than 250 am (10 in.) in diameter now incorpo

rated in the transmission and supply lines of the system.

Table 3- IV provides a summary of transllission and supply line response to perma

nent ground deformation generated by surface faulting and liquefaction. Only

pipelines with nominal diameters equal to or larger than 300 .. (12 in.) are

listed in the table. All damage occurred in pre-1930 oxy-acetylene we~ded and

1931 electric arc welded pipelines. No breaks nor disruption of supply has been

experienced in gas pipelines constructed with quality welds administered by

modern electric arc techniques, such as those consistent with API Standard 1104

[American Petroleum Institute, 1987]. The table indicates that breaks were not

sustaim.d in IIOdern, electric arc welded pipelines at locations of surface fault

ing and lateral spreads, even though the severity of ground defor.ation in these

instances generally was consistent with that causing rupture in pre-1930 and 1931

electric arc welded pipelines.

3.8 GENDAL PIPBLIRE PEUOIllWfCB DUl.IRG lfOl.Tlll.IDGB Id.TBQUAD

Table 3-V provideS' a s~ry of pre-WII transmission line response to traveling

ground waves during the Northridge earthquake. Only pipelines which required

at least one repair are included in the table. Sillilar to Table 3-111, the in

formation is organized according to pipeline installation date, starting with

the oldest lines. Repairs are reported separately for areas affected by .eismic

intensities greater than or equal to MK VIII and MK VII. Areas with MKI ~ VIII

were obtained froll preliminary intensity II&pS developed by USGS [Dewey, 1994].

It. single IIOdification was _de in the MKI ~ VIII aapping reported by Dewey [1994]

by extending the MK VIII zone at Potrero Canyon to include the area of recent

alluvial deposits along the Santa Clara River to just .ast of Piru. Field ob.er

vations in this area have disclosed evidence of sand boils and ground cracks
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TABU 3-IV. Summary of Transmission and Supply Line Response to Permanent Ground Deformation Triggered by
Earthquakes

Nominal Wall
lutaHation Line Di_ter Thicknesa SKYSb Pipeline Reaponae and

Date No. .. (in.) .. (in.) PlPa (kai) Velds Earthquake Ground Deformation

1925 1001 300 (12) 5.6 (0.22) unknown oxy-acetylene lO7l San Ferundo 1 break at fault cro.ains;
approx. 200 .. (8 in.)
thruat and 30 .. (1.2 In.)
lateral ofhet. Multiple
breaki at lateral apread on
San Fernando Rd.; approx.
2 • (6.5 ft) lateral dis-
place..nt perpendicular to
the line

1926 115 400 (16) 6.4 (0.25) unknown oxy·acetylene 1971 San Fernando Approx. 3 coapression and
~ltlple tenaion failure.
at fault croaslns; 600 ..

t.>
(24 in.) thrust and 1.9 •, (6.2 ft) lateral off.et,..,.. 1931 85 650 (26) 6.4 (0.25) 228 (33) electric arca 1971 San Ferundo 7 breaka at lateral apread
on San Fernando Rd.; db-
place_nt a... as above

1948 6000 200 (8) 7.1 (0.281) 240 OS) electric arc 1979 laperial Val lay No duase; approx. 400 ..
(16 in.) of c~latlve

lateral aov...nt at fault
crosalns

1966 120 550 (22) 7.1 (0.281) 360 (52) electric arc 1971 San Ferundo No duase; approx. 2 to 3
• (6 to 10 ft) of around
aove..nt at lateral apread
alona utility corridor on
west aida of Upper Van
Norman Re.ervolr

~.966 3000 750 (30) 9.5 (0.375) 360 (52) electric arc 1971 San Ferundo S...

1966 3003 750 (30) 9.5 (0.375) 360 (52) electric arc 1971 San Ferundo S_

1966 6001 250 (10) 4.8 (0.188) 290 (42) electric arc 1979 laperlal Valley No duase; approx. 315 ..
(12.4 in.) of cumulative
lateral aove..nt at fault
croaalns

ausina belled end pipe with undarlyift& ateel rins; bSpecified Minimum Yield Streas



TAiLI 3-V. S~ry of Pre-ViII Tran••i.sion and Supply Line Response to Traveling Ground Waves as a Result
of the 1994 Northridge Earthquake

HIlI ~ VIII
IllIItal- NOIalnal Dbtance HIlI ~ VIn
lation Lina Di... Wall Thickna.. SKYSf Affected IIItI ~ VIII llapalr.;a IIItI ~ VII
Data No. _ (in.) _ (In.) MPa (lull) Valet.. Ja. (a1.) Repairs (Repairs/ai. ) Repairs

1925 1001 300 (12) 5.6 (0.~2) 172 (25) oxy-acetylene 40 (24.9) 25 0.63 (1.0) 0

1927 122 380 (15) 6.4 (0.25) !filII oxy-acetylene 19.3 (12.0) 1 0.05 (0.08) 0

1930 119 550 (22) 7.9 (0.312) 207 (30) 1IIRe 3.2 (2.0) 0 0 Ib

1930 120 550 (22) 7.1 (0.281) 241 (35) electric aree 29.6 (18.4) 0 0 0

1930 121 650 (26) 6.4 (0.25) 241 (35) oxy-acetylene 1.1 (0.7) 0 0 0

1931 85 650 (26) 6.4 (0.25) 228 (33) partially 3.2 (2.0) 4b 1.56 (2.5) 1
reconditionede

Co»
I 1931 IS 650 (26) 6.4 (0.25) 228 (33) elactric arcc MAd MAd MAd 1.-
\II

1941 104 250 (10) 5.2 (0.203) !file electric arc 3.7 (2.3) 0 0 0

aorilinally oxy-aeetylene; aany welda reinforced ~n 1932 vith electric arc velded banda and plate.
bt..eakilll nanr"
CUdlll belled end pipe and underlyll11 .teel dill
dIot applicable beca~e thi. entire .ection of pipeline va. out. ide HII VIII ar.a
"ot recorded
'Specified Klnl.ua YI.ld Stre••



which are indicative of liquefaction and conaiatent with MM VIII intensiti.s.

An intensity of MK VIII has been assigned to the city of Fillmore in both this

report and the USGS mapping.

Table 3-VI summarizes the transmission line response to permanent ground defor

mation triggered by the Northridge earthquake. The table is organized in a for

mat similar to that cf Table 3·IV. Only pipelines which required repair are

included in the table.

In terms of general characteristics, the Northridge earthquake pipeline damage

is consistent with and predictable relative to the trends in damage summarized

in the previous section. The highest incidence of damage from traveling ground

waves was at oxy-acetylene girth welds, with the preponderance of this damage

occurring in a single pipeline, Line 1001. Approximately 91% of all traveling

ground wave daDage was in areas of MMI > VIII, as compared with virtually all

ground wave damage in previous earthquakes being assigned to areas of MK VIII

or larger. Given the approximate nature of MMI, it is not surprising that rela

tively minor amounts of damage would be assigned to areas with MMI ~ VII. Such

variations are to be expected because of the variability in interpreting and

mapping MMI. Moreover, some pipe components are likely to be relatively weak

within a given category of piping and especially vulnerable to the small loading

effects associated with lower earthquake intensities.

3.9 SUIOWlY

A detailed review of gas pipeline performance prior to the Northridge earthquake

indicates that, in general, transmission and supply lines have perfor.ed well.

Six serious earthquakes with local magnitudes equal to or greater than 5.8 and

epicenters within the region of the transmission system have not caused any daa

age or disruption of service in transmission and supply pipelines. Only the

1933 Long Beach, 1952 and 1954 Kern County, and 1971 San Fernando earthquakes

resulted in high pressure pipeline damage. In each of these .arthquakes, so..

pipelines have been affected adversely by both traveling ground waves and peras

nent ground deformation. In none of the earthquakes has there been ~ge by

traveling ground waves to steel pipelines in good repair, constructed with IIOdern

welding techniques and quallty control measures. PipellM difficulties were .ast
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TAiLE 3-VI. S~ry of Translllission Line Response to Permanent Ground
Deformation Triggered by the 1994 Northridge Earthquake

No.inal
lnataUation Line Di_. WaU Thickne.. SMYS· Pipeline Respons. and

Date No. _ (in.) _ (in.) l(Pa (kal) Welda Ground Deformation

1930 120 550 (22) 7.9 (0.312) 240 (35) Electric arc One compre.sion and
one tension failure
at ground deforaa-
tion on aalboa alvd.
in Grsnada Hill.

1941 104 250 (10) 5.1 (0.203) Unknown Electric arc One break consi.t·
ing of buckle .nd
.plit at weld at an
overbend in Ali.o
Canyon C.s Storage
FacUity

·Spacified Mlnimua Yield Str.ss

severe following the 1971 San Fernando earthquake, when ground IIIOvelll8nts fro.

surface faulting and liquefaction-induced lateral spreads, as well as strong

shaking, led to the highest incidence of gas pipeline dallage associated with any

southern California earthquake.

There i. a relll&rkable and consistent difference in the earthquake perforaance

of pipelines of different ages. Pre-WIl pipelines constructed before 1930 .how

a dalll&ge rate associated with traveling ground wave effects nearly 100 ti...

larger than that of post-1929 pipelines. Pipelines partially reconditioned by

electric arc reinforcelll8Dt at original oxy-acetylene welda ahow a daaage rate

nearly 20 tllll8S less than that of the pre-1930 pipelines. This dallage rate la,

nonethelesa, flve ti..s larger than the overall average rate for post-l929 pipe

Unes, which were not reconditioned.

A silllilar. conslatent pattern of perforuDce can be seen in the response of gaa

transllllasion and supply linea to aurface faulting and Uq\&8faction-induced ground

defOrJl&tioD. There has been no occurrence of pipe rupture or direct disruption

of gas trans.iaaion for post-WII pipelinea fra. earthquake-induced per.anent
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ground deformation. In contrast, pre-1930 oxy-acetylene welded and 1931 electric

arc welded pipelines have failed at locations of surface faulting and lateral

spreads.

Pipe damage from traveling ground waves and permanent ground deformation has

occurred predominantly as ruptures of oxy-acetylene welds. Poor weld quality

appears to have played a key role in the relatively high incidence of weld dam

age. Although substantially better than their predecessors. the partially recon

ditioned oxy-acetylene welded pipelines appear to be more vulnerable to earth

quake effects than post-1929 pipelines that did not require reconditioning.

The general trend shown by performance statistics in 11 major earthquake:., in

clUding the Northridge earthquake, is that the preponderance of gas transmission

line damage from traveling ground waves is likely to occur in areas of MKI ~

VIII. For planning dnd replacement decision purposes, the earthquake data sub

stantiate MK VIII and higher as intensities at which the risk of damage to gas

transmission piping with oxy-acetylene welds increases significantly.

Pipeline response to permanent ground movement during the Northridge earthquake

is similar to that experienced in previous earthquakes. No breaks nor disruption

of supply has been experienced in post-WII gas pipelines constructed with

quality welds.

Given the relatively high rate of earthquake damage associated with oxy-acetylene

welded lines, it would be prudent to regard with caution all pre-WWII oxy-acety

lene welded pipelines potentially subject to seismic intensities of HM VIII or

larger. In contrast, pre-WWII electric arc welded pipelines have shown rela

tively low rates of damage in response to traveling ground wave effects.

The data associated with pipeline performance during past earthquakes are helpful

because they point out that the predominant failure mode has been rupture at oxy

acetylene welds. They provide for an assessment of the relative vulnerability

of pipelines constructed at different times to both transient and permanent

ground movement, and thus can be incorporated directly into a risk assessment

methodology for repair/replacement decisions.
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SECTION 4

CUlUlENT PIPELINE REPLACEMENT PROCEDOU

The current procedure for replacement of transmission and distribution supply

lines has evolved from two proprietary studies undertaken by SoCalGas. In the

first study [Strang, 1986), five families of pipe were identified as posing the

most serious risk, and 12 pipe classifications were defined and ranked according

to their relative hazards. The ranking set priorities for replacement, and a

plan was developed for removing the highest through lowest priority piping in

sequential order. In the second study, a procedure referred to as Value Chain

Analysis (VCA) was used to refine the first program of replacement [Kansdorfer,

et al., 1991). This section reviews the two studies, and summarizes the current

replacement procedure for transmission and supply lines. The section ends with

a brief discussion of the replacement/repair decision model which has been devel

oped for the distribution pipeline system.

4. 1 I.EPLA.CEHENT ASSESSMENT

An assessment of the entire underground piping system (transmission and distribu

tion) was undertaken in an effort to control and manage system deterioration,

which is an inevitable consequence of aging and time in service [Strang, 1986).

Five fBmilies of pipe were identified as posing the highest risk:

• Cellulose acetate butyrate (CAB) plastic services

• Copper mains and services

• Cast iron mains

• Bare steel mains installed inside older mains

• Pre-WV11 transmission lines and distribution supply lines located
in urban areas

In identifying these families, emphasis was placed on public safety. The pipe

faailies of CAB plastic and copper involved materials which were known to dete

riorate at a relatively rapid rate. aepair stati.tics for cast iron and bare

steel mains 1n older aains showed high leak dsvelopDent rate.. So.e pre·~II

urban supply line. were known to have poor girth welds, _kina the. vulnerable
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to earthquakes.

j oint rupture.

should shutoff

replacement.

The potential for substantial gas relea... should a welded

and the diffLcul ties in maintaining local cOlllJ1luni ty supply,

occur, were factors which made these lines prime candidates for

From the five families, 12 priority categories were identified after considering

statistical performance data and eliciting the engineering judgment of gas com

pany personnel. The priority categories were organized in order of descending

risk, with the greatest risks as~igned to CAB services, copper mains and ser·

vices, and bare steel in conduit in Class 4 locations. Replacement of the first

three categories associated with CAB and copper piping was completed in 1987.

Continued replacement of pipelines and above-ground facilities associated with

the remaining categories is pursued under a program known as the Special Pipe

line Replace~ent Program (SPRP).

In the 1986 study, it was noted that both welding And coating practices had

evolved to reliable. consistent procedures by about 1940. Accordingly, this

date was suggested for replacement planning. It was recognized further that

these older pipelines had experienced difficulties during earthquakes in the

form of ruptured oxy-acetylene girth welds. As a result of this assessllent. all

pre-WYII transmission and supply lines were considered as replacement candi

dates. Pipelines of this virtage, operating at a hoop stress exceeding 20% SHYS

in ClaF.s 3 and 4 locations, were assigned the highest priorities for replace

ment.

4.2 VAtU! CHAIR ANALYSIS

The purpose of the Value Chain Analysis (VCA) study [Mansdorfer, et al., 1991]

was to determine how to provide the best value to the customer by minimizing

both the risks associated with remaining pipelines and the costs of replac.ment.

The study was focused on pre-YVII transmission lines, but because of their simi

larity to pre-WYII distribution supply line., the results of the VCA are consid

ered to be relevant for both [Gailing, 1992].

Evaluation criteria were based on ~onsideration of public safery, reliability

of energy delivery, and tt'tal cost to customer. Risk was assessed, prt-arlly
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on the b.sh of .xp.rience .nd judgment ••• the product of the probability .nd

cons.quence of failure. The mechanisms influencing the prob.bility of f.ilure

in pr.-VWII pip.line. were considered to be corrosion-induced loss of pip. wall

.nd weld-related rupture. The consequences of failure were r.garded as loca

tion-rel.ted and pipeline-relat.d. Consideration also was given to reli.bility

of energy delivery .nd potential inereas•• in cost to eustomer.

The study [Kansdorfer. et al .• 1991] pointed out that the Transmission Depart

..nt had emphasized cathodic protection of its pipelines, with the result that:

" ... for the eight-year period ending in 1990. the number of l.aks
on the whole Transmission system .veraled 24 p.r year. With re
placement of some of the pre-VWII pip. in the late 1980s, the leak
age rate d.e lined to only 14 in 1990. Moreover, not an of the
leaks were on pr.-~II pipe. The average number of leaka on pre
ViII pipelines that still will be in s.rvice as of Dec.mber. 1991
was 7.9 leaks per year for the p.riod 1983-1990. This amounts to
a leakage rate of only 0.0165 leaks per mile per year (0.0102 leaks
per km per year)."

The potential corrosion-related failure modes of l.akage and rupture were

asseased, and it was concluded that rupture constitutes a very low risk for the

system because virtually all pre-VWII tran.mi.sion pipeline. are operated at

hoop stre.s below or very near 50X SKYS. Re.earch sponsored by the Rriti.h Gas

Corporation [e.g .• Shannon. 1974J was cited as substantiating the conclusion

of low rupture risk. The low le.kage r.te and the fact th.t none of the pre

WWlI transmission lines in populated .re.s are op.rat.d at hoop .tres. likely

to cau.e rupture. l.d to the additional conclusion that the threat to public

.afety from eorrosion-rel.t.d failure is very low.

Weld-rel.ted ruptures were •••••••d by r.viewing s.veral loading conditions,

such as th.rmally-induced tension from .xpo.ur. to the atao.ph.r•• h.avy loads

froa construction .quipment. train deraU_nt•• and earthquake .ff.ct.. Of

th•••••arthquake .ff.et. were r.garded a. po.ing the Ireatest threat to girth

weld integrity. The perforaanc. of oxy-acetyl.ne welded, pre-WII pip.line.

during the 1971 San Fernando .arthquake w•• review.d. The conclusions put for

ward regarding oxy-ac.tylene girth weld int.grity ar. as follows:

"hcause the probability of faUure of velds on pre-VWII pipeUnes
during an .arthquake is such an unknown, the VCA te.. wa. forced to
rely on intuition in evaluating alternative. in regard to this. W.
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assumed that these pipelines are likely to fail within seis.ic haz
ard area. during a great earthquake, and that failure outside the.e
are•• is much le•• likely, but i. a definite pos.ibility."

Locations where pipeUne failures would t.....,e the greatest con.equence. on pubUc

.afety were identified as "high consequence areas." They include: 1) pipelines

in major thoroughfares, and 2) pipelines adjacent to schools, hospitals, high

density housing, shopping centers, and other locations where high densities of

people frequently congregate.

The influence of larger diameter, higher pressure pipelines was considered with

regard to flame radiation potential. Nominal pipeline diameters of 400 am (16

in.) and larger were considered a. having a high fl..e radiation potential.

On the basis of an assessment using weighting criteria for public safety, relia

bility, and cost, various replacement scenarios were examined to establish pri

orities. It was concluded from this examination that the pre-WWII pipelines

with highest priority for replacement are those in high consequence areas, seis

mic hazard zone. in Class 3 locations, and in Class 3 locations with high fl...

radiation potential. Seismic hazard zones are regarded as locations where pipe

line. cros. active faults, liquefaction zones, and landslide areas [Gailing,

1992). All transmission and supply lines outside these categories, therefore,

are no longer in the SPRP. Instead, they ar~ evaluated as part of the Routine

Pipeline Replace.ent Program (RPRP).

The nine replacement classifications in the SPRP as of 1992 were consolidated

into five, following the reco...ndations of the VCA study. Three of the reuin

ing categories pertain to cast iron, bare steel ..ins in conduit in Class 4

locations, and steel uins in conduit in annual leakage survey areas. The

first two of the.e three are acheduled for full replacement in 1993, and the

third category will be similarly disposed as of 1996. The highest priority pre

WII pipelines idenCified above make up the two remaining categories of the

five-eatelory prolr...

The VCA study also encouraged consideration of al ternative system planning that

could eliminate the need for some pre-WWII pipeUnes by upgrading or extending



distribution supply lines, increasing pressures in other pipelines, and addi

tional compressors. It was recommended that teams be a.sembled from various

departments to pursue these alternatives.

4. 3 ROUTINE REPLACEMENT PROGlWI

The Routine Pipeline Replacement Program (RPRP) involves relocation due to

development, upgrades, abandonments, and class location changes. These replace

lIents are lIade in close coordination with personnel responsible for system

planning. As lIentioned above, the low leak rates associated with the trans

lIission system are not regarded as a significant risk to public safety. From

an economic perspective, repair rathe~ than replacement is IIOSt advantageous

under such conditions.

The replacement of distribution piping is based substantially on economic con

siderations in conjunction with the results of annual leak surveys. In the

past, the decision to repair or replace was made at the division level, primar

ily on the basis of the judgment and experience of division personnel in inter

preting trends indicated by the records. Currently, a computerized, economical

ly-oriented model for replacement/repair decisions is being tested in the com

pany divisions.

Statistical analy.es of leak records and the choice of appropriate models for

incorporation in replacement/repair decisions is the subject of a cOllpanion

report by Eguchi, et al. (1993). Establishing an optimal basis for collecting

and interpreting repair records is an illportant aspect of a pipeline replacement

program, and is a key feature of the work being conducted by EQE researchers as

part of the overall research program on steel pipeline replacement procedures

sponsored by SoCalCas and NCEER.
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SECTION 5

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVED R.lPLACEHENT PROCEDURES

This section provides recommendations for improved replacement procedures by

first examining the VCA approach and using the stru:ture of this process to

derive a flow chart for general retain/replacement decisions. The damage .ta

tistics associated with earthquake effects on oxy-acetylene lines, as developed

in Section 3, are used to set priori ties for replacing the most vulnerable lines.

A semi-empirical method for assessing the cratering potential of a ruptured line

is presented and used to provide additional guidance for setting replacement

priorities. Earthquake hazards are evaluated in terms of traveling ground wave

effects and permanent ground deformation. Kadel. are proposed for identifying

locations where traveling ground wave effects may damage the most vulnerable

lines, and permanent ground deformation sources of potential pipeline damage are

evaluated in terms of surface faulting, landslides, and liquefaction. Replace

ment priorities are recommended for pre-WWII oxy-acetylene pipelines.

5.1 REVIEW OF VCA

The VCA approach is illustrated in Figure 5-1 in the form of a flow chart. The

procedure involves initial consideration with respect to system planning, fol

lowed by a risk assessment with evaluations of 1) damage exposure, 2) damage

susceptibility and potential, and 3) proximity to buildings and places of public

gathering. In the VCA approach the relative exposure to damage is judged in

terms of earthquake hazards, with emphasis on potential .ources of permanent

ground deformation. The pipe susceptibility to damage and the potential for

damage and injury in areas adjacent to the pipe are taken into account by identi

fying pre-WWII pipelines with diameters larger than or equal to 400 .. (16 in.).

The proximity characteristics of the pipeline are judged relative to cla.s loca

tion and nearne.s to high consequence are...

Aa described in Section 4, the VCA approach wa. developed after considering the

leakage hlatory of transmla.ion pipeUne. and concluding that le.kage rates were

so low that economics would support repair rather than replace.ent in virtually
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all circumstances. Accordingly, economic estimates ba.ed on repair statistics

are not included in the procedure.

5.2 IECOKKENDED IEPLACEKENT PROCEDURE

After considerable discussion with SoCalCas personnel and a thorough review of

the VCA approach, a general replacement procedure is recommended in the form of

the flow diagram in Figure 5-2. Although the flow chart has been developed so

it is amenable to either transmission or distribution pipelines, its primary

advantage for SoCalGas will be its application to the company's supply line sys

tem.

The flow chart shows a three-step process in which a system planning assessment

is made, followed by a repair record cost assessment, with a risk assessment

completing the evaluation. At each stage in the evaluation, a decision to

replace or retain is made. If the pipeline is to be replaced at any of the three

stages, the flow chart shows, by means of dashed lines, a return to specifying

new pipeline characteristics and repeating the three tier decision process.

As illustrated in Figure 5-3, risk assessment is performed in a three-step

process, similar to the procedure followed in the VCA approach. Damage exposure

represents the major hazards which need to be considered, including third party

damage, corrosion, earthquake hazards, and natural hazards, such as flooding and

landslides. Third party damage is defined as damage compromising pipe wall,

welds, coating, connections. attachments, and associated devices, and is the

result of forces and deformations imposed on the pipe by external activity, such

as construction, agricultural work, subsurface exploration, and abnormally heavy

surface loads. Some of the best measure. to reduce third party damage involve

clear surface markings to identify the paths of potentially hazardous pipelines

at transportation crossing. and the loeating of pipelines near site. of intended

construction or exploration by .eans of a one call systell. Effective .asur.s

against third party damage ..y also involve protective concrete slabs installed

above sections of pipe at risk from surface loads or direct hits by construction,

asricultural, and subsurface exploration equipment. Pipeline replac••ent ..y

be warranted in areas of future construction, provided tha~ .ignifican~ 10•• of
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cover, risk of dir.ct hit. or incr••••d lo.ding i. lik.ly to r ••ult fro. the

construction activity.

After the potential hazards have been considered. an evaluation of vulnerability

is made by weighing the factors which r.duce pipeline capacity to sustain int.r

nal and external loads, as well as those which increase the pot.ntial for damage

and/or injury in the area surrounding the pip.line. The factors influencing

damage .usceptibility and potential have b••n di.cuss.d in Section 2, and are

listed within the diagram.

The final evaluation in a systematic ri.k ••••••••nt involves consider.tion of

how many people are exposed to injury in the ev.nt of pipeline damage. The

highest relative risk associated with proximity is .ccorded to pipeline. in

Class 4 locations and high consequence areas.

Some important factors of the proposed methodology are discu••ed under the fol

lowing .ubheadings:

5.2.1 aepair aeeord Co.t As••••m.nt

It is recommended that .n economic as.e••ment .bout the desirability of r.p.ir

and retention versus replace.ent be ..de for .teel pipeline.. As discus••d pre

viously. the low l.akage rat••ssociat.d with the tran••ission .yet•• may obviate

the need to make such an evaluation for pip. in the trans.ission network. It

is not clear, however, if a similar conclusion can b. drawn for the .upply line

syste.. It .ay be advantag.ous to apply the .cono.ically-b•••d IIOdel discus.ed

in S.ction 4.3 (or derivative th.reof) to the .upply lin... Making.n .cono.ic

a•••••ment ba••d on repair records fit. logic.lly within the procedur.. 8y

predic.ting pare of the ••••••ment on • r.view of the r.p.ir r.cord, the proce

dura prollOtes ••y.te..tic collection .nd analy.i. of r.pair .tati.tics which

can h.v. b.n.fit. 1n det.rmining ••diwa .nd long-t.ra trends in p.rformanc•.

5.2.2 DamaS. Ezpo.ure

It is proposed that damage expo.ure b••valuat.d with ..jor .aph••is on .arth

quake hazards, which is consist.nt with VCA conclusions, a. w.ll a. consideration

of natural hazard. involving l.ndslide., floocUns. and .ro.ion/undermining.
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Reeent flooding and landslide activity in southern California encourage a lIore

systematic review of natural hazards. and the general procedure recommended for

earthquake hazard assessment in Section 5.5 includes some discussion of appropri

ate risk assessment methods for natural hazards.

5.2.3 Damage Susceptibility and Potential

Consistent with VCA recommendations, the damage susceptibility of older pipelines

with oxy-acetylene welded joints is emphasized. The pipeline performance review

in Section 3 provides statistics that are used to establish priorities for re

placement, as diseussed in Section 5.3. Pipeline pressure and diameter influence

both the cratering potential, disregarding ignition, and the heat radiation dis

tance, should ignition occur. These matters are discussed with reference to

pipeline behavior during previous earthquakes in Section 5.4.

It is recommended that susceptibility to damage from external mechanical inter

ference be considered with regard to pipe wall thickness. As indicated by the

general statistical trends in Section 2.5, pipelines with wall thickness less

than 5 mm (0.20 in.) are most prone to puncture, whereas pipelines with wall

thickness exceeding 10 mm (0.40 in.) show high resistance to puncture.

5.2.4 Proximity

Consistent with the Code of Federal Regulations [Office of the Federal Register,

1990). the consequences of damage should be regarded as increasingly lIore aevere

as the class location number increases. High consequence areas, defined in the

VCA, are locations in which pipeUne damage would have the highest potential for

ham, based on density of people and traffic. Class 4 locations and high conse

quence areas are to be given the highest priority with regard to the potential

effeets of pipeline damage.

5 . 3 OU-ACETYLENE WELDED PIPELINES

In the 1986 replacellent study [Strang, 1986) , all pre-WII transmission pipeUnes

were regarded as candidates for replaeellent. Subsequent refinements in the VCA

study [Mansdorfer, et al., 1991] have focused attention on pre-WII pipelines

in high consequence areas, seismic hazard z~nes in Class 3 location., and Class

3 locations with high flame radiation potential. Seis.ic hazard zon•• are taken
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as locations where pipelines cross active faults, liquefaction zones, and

landslide areas [Gailing, 1992J. Considerable uncertainty was expressed in the

VCA study about the potential for failure from earthquake effects outside the

seismic hazard zones.

On the basis of the earthquake performance review in Section 3, it is possible

to clarify two issues regarding 1) pipelines which have failed most frequently

during past earthquakes. and 2) earthquake effects which have caused damage.

The repair statistics summarized in Section 3.6 show that pipelines constructed

before 1930 have a damage rate nearly 100 times higher than that of post-1929

pipelines, with the exception of partially reconditioned lines. The daaage rate

for partially reconditioned lines is five times larger than the overall average

rate for post-l929 pipelines. Virtually all pipelines in the post-l929 unrecon

ditioned category are known to have been electric arc welded. Most traveling

ground wave damage was sustained at oxy-acetylene welds at locations assigned

a seismic intensity of KK VIII or higher.

As discussed in Section 3.7, a consistent pattern of performance can be seen in

the response of gas transmission and supply lines to surface faulting and lique

faction- induced ground defot'1lation. There has been no occurrence of pipe rupture

or direct disruption of gas transmission for post-WWII pipelines from earthquake

induced permanent ground defot'1lation. In contrast, pre-1930 oxy-acetylene welded

and 1931 electric arc welded pipelines have failed at locations of surface fault

ing and lateral spreads.

Given the statistical evidence, it is recommended that pre-WII pipelines with

oxy-acetylene welds, including partially reconditioned oxy-acetylene welded

lines, be considered a relatively high priority for replacement when located in

areas potentially vulnerable to earthquake effects. The earthquake effects

should include permanent ground deformation and traveling ground waves. The

highest priority for earthquake-related replacement should be pre-WII oxy-acety

lene welded pipelines in areas of potentially large pet'1lanent ground defomation,

including locations of surface faulting, landslide zones. and area. of liquefac

tion. The next highest priority should include pre-wII oxy-acetylene welded

pipelines in areas of potentially strong traveling ground wave effects. Evidence

from previous earthquakes suggests that such area. include locations of KK VIII
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or larger. The next highest priorities for replacement should include recondi

tioned oxy-acetylene welded pipelines in the following order: 1) areas of poten

tial surface faulting, landslides, and liquefaction, and 2) areas of MM VIII or

larger.

The proposed strategy for replacement places strong emphasis on pre-VWII oxy

acetylene welded pipelines and reconditioned oxy-acetylene welded lines. In

contrast, earthquake repair statistics show a dramatic drop in damage for post

1929 pipelines which have not required substantial reconditioning. Most post

1929 pipelines and all post-193l pipelines, 400 am (16 in.) and larger in diame

ter, were constructed with electric arc welds. The relatively low rate of repair

of the pre-WWII electric arc welded pipelines implies that they represent a sig

nificantly lower risk than the above-mentioned facilities.

As previously mentioned, electric arc welding was first introduced during 1929

for SoCalGas transmission lines. Between 1929 and 1932, both electric arc and

oxy·acetylene welding were used. Since 1931, electric arc welding has been used

on 400-mm- (16-in.)- and larger diameter pipelines. Furthermore, it appears as

if such welding has been used on lines equal to or larger than 250 .. (10 in.)

in diameter now incorporated in the transmission and supply lines of the system.

It is interesting to note that the steel pipeline replacement program of the

Pacific Gas and Electric Company has emphasized replacement of pre·1931 pipelines

[Day and Peck, 1991]. The decision to identify these lines as a high priority

for replacement was based, in part, on repair records which indicated a relative

ly high incidence of repair to pre·1931 oxy-acetylene girth welds [Savage. 1993].

5.4 CIATDIRG POTDTIAL

When a high pressure pipeline is ruptured, there may be a significant energy

release, which will cause eratering in the absence of ignition. eratering was

observed after the 1971 San Fernando earthquake at locations where oxy-acetylene

welded transmission and supply lines failed by girth weld rupture [O'Rourke and

McCaffrey, 1986]. The potential for eratering is related to the amount of energy

or work expended by rapidly expanding gas. As explained in Section 2.7 and

Appendix A, an equation has been derived for the energy per unit length of
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pipeline under adiabatic gas expansion. This expression is for a gas expanding

under ideal conditions, and is used in this work as an index for the potential

energy release of pipelines with different diameters and internal pressures.

Figure 5-4 presents a family of curves developed from Equation 2-2 which show

how the energy per unit pipeline length varies as a function of pressure for

various nominal diameters. Five points are plotted on the figure, which repre

sent pipeline diameters and operating pressures associated with the girth weld

rupture of transmission and supply lines during the 1971 San Fernando and 1994

Northridge earthquakes. Cratering after the 1971 San Fernando earthquake was

observed at locations of girth weld failure in Line 115 [400-mm- (16-in.)-diam

eter) and Line 85 [650-mm- (26-in.)-diameterl, whereas heaved and shattered soil

and pavement were observed at locations of failure in Line 1001 [300-mm- (12

in.)-diameterj. No surface manifestations of rupture were reported for Line

102.90 [300-mm- (12-in.)-diameter). Records exist for the MAOP and actual

operating pressures in ~97l and 1994, respectively. It is recognized that using

the MAOP may result in a somewhat higher operating pressure than that at the time

of the earthquake. This simplification, however, does not affect the conclusions

drawn, nor the method proposed here for relative risk assessment. Cratering

after the 1994 Northridge earthquake was observed at multiple locations of failed

oxy-acetylene girth welds along Line 1001, including the large crater and ensuing

fire at Highway 126 at the eastern outskirts of Fillmore. Evidence of cratering

was not used for the rupture of Line 120 on Balboa Blvd. because it is not

possible to determine the extent to which water trunk line failures at these

locations contributed to soil and pavement disruption.

The incidents of cratering associated wi th the San Fernando and Northridge earth

quakes apply primarily to pipe buried between 1.2 and 1.5 m (4 and 5 ft) below

ground surface. The cratering ir. San Fernando and Fillmore is associated with

pipelin~s buried beneath paved roadways with underlying compact base course and

subgrade soils. Cratering could occur at pipelines with lower pressures and

smaller diameters for shallow depths of cover and loose backfill conditions.

Accordingly. the scenario adopted in this report' 5 evaluation of cratering

applies to burial in compact soil beneath paved roadways at depths generally

equal to or exceeding 1.2 m (4 ft).
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The figure allows fur the superposition of energy associated with various pipe

lines and the occurrence of cratering or severe surface disturbance in the field.

The onset of cratering and shattered soil correlates approxilUte1y with an energy

of 276 m-kN/m (62.1 ft-kips/ft). This value is used as a reference energy, WN'

in Figure 5-5, which shows a family of dimensionless curves in which energy is

noraa1ized with respect to the reference value.

Figure 5-5 is expressed in a matrix foraat in Figure 5-6. This latter figure

shows the normalized values of energy according to a row and column structure,

organized with respect to nominal pipe diameter. as given by API 5L [API. 19871,

and level of operating pressure. The matrix shows the energy levels for various

pressures and diameters scaled according to the reference energy that correlates

with cratering and severe surface disturbance in the field.

The diagonal of the IUtrlx includes values c1os. to one. naB part of the aatrix
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above the diagonal represents combinations of pressure and diameter with decreas

ing energy and potential for cratering. Similarly, the part of the matrix below

the diagonal represents an increasing potential for cratering.

In Figure 5-7, the matrix of normalized energy is re-expressed in terms of rela

tive potential. Cratering potential is given as moderate, high, and very high

with r~spect to the potential for cratering should a girth weld rupture occur.

Various studies have been conducted to determine the radius of a given heat flux

rate from an ignited ruptured pipeline (Knowles, et a1., 1978; Fearnehough,

1985). In British codes of practice, such as BS 8010: Part 2, Section 2.8 [Brit

ish Standards Institution, 1992) and IGE/TD/l: Edition 2 [Institution of Gas

Engineers, 1984], the consequences of pipeline failure and the ignition of escap

ing gas are accounted for by estimating the distances at which the heat radiation

is equal to or less than 10,000 BTU/ft2 hr (32 kW/m2 sec). As Fearnehough [1985J

points out. this heat flux has been correlated with 1% fatalities of those so

exposed for 10 seconds. The distances associated with this heat flux are plotted

by Fearnehough for various combinations of pressure and nominal pipe diameter.

In Figure 5-6, various combinations of pressure and nominal pipe diameter with

the potential for cratering can be identified by values of WfWN close to one.

As such, it is possible to determine the distances associated with a heat flux

of 10,000 BTU/ft2 hr (32 kW/m2 sec) and relate them to the diameters and pres

sures at which cratering may be anticipated. In general, the lowest levels of

pressure and nominal diameter with potential for cratering have heat flux dis

tances of approximately 21 to 26 m (70 to 85 ft), based on the threshold value

10.000 BTU/ft2 hr (32 kW/m2 sec). The heat flux distances increase for WfWN

greater than one. For relatively low W/WN associated with the moderate cratering

potential zone of Figure 5-7, the heat flux distance will decrease. Because

cratering is not anticipated in the low to moderate risk category, not only is

the opportunity for ignition diminished. but any ignition which does occur will

not burn from direct exposure of the pipe.

5 . 5 EARTHQUAltE AND NATURAL HAZARDS

Figure 5-8 presents a flow chart of the methodology followed in this report to
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550 (22)
600 (24)

650 (26)

700 (28)
750 (30)

800 (32)

850 (34)
900 (36)

0.69

Internal Pipeline Pressure.

FIGURE 5-7. Cratering Potential as a Function of Nominal Diameter and Pressure

assess earthquake hazard effects on steel pipelines. The use of the methodology

is demonstrated in Section 6 by means of its application to two existing supply

lines. It is recommended that the general approach outlined in Figure 5-8 be

followed in assessing the relative seismic risk to other transmission and supply

lines. The methodology is based largely on reconnaissance inforaation. The

synthesis and interpretation of such information should be performed by one who

is experienced and qualified to make geotechnical engineering evaluations.

The procedure begins with a comprehensive review of pipeline characteristics,

routing, and repair records. Next. the regional geologic conditions are

assessed. In southern California, it is helpful to evaluate regional conditions

as they pertain to various groundwater basins, and reference should be made to

publications of the California Department of Water Resources, such as bulletins

[e.g .• DW, 1961) and Watermaster reports. Maps of surficial geology and region

al hazards also are valuable at this stage. The characteristics of select
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10catio~~ near the pipeline route are evaluated by air photo interpretation and

collection of existing soil borings. Soil borings are available from various

public agencies, such as Caltrans and municipal governments. Information often

can be obtained from consulting reports for public utility companies, property

owners, and companies which have constructed buildings in the vicinity of a pipe

line route. It may be advantageous to make direct observations at select sites

along the pipeline.

Given the preceding sources of information, earthquake hazards are assessed for

traveling ground waves, surface faulting, landslides, and soil liquefaction.

Information pertaining to regional geologic and site conditions is very important

for evaluating liquefaction and landslide hazards, and provides useful background

data for judgments about traveling ground wave effects and surface faulting.

As discussed in Section 5.3, repair records show that pre-WWII oxy-acety1ene

welded pipelines have been damaged by traveling ground waves in areas which

experienced a seismic intensity of MK VIII or higher. Accordingly, the identi

fication of lines at risk with respect to traveling ground wave effects should

be based on the prediction of MK VIII or higher for future earthquakes on various

active faults in the Los Angeles area. For example, the IIaxiJIUII credible earth

quake on a particular fault could be chosen, and the areas of MK VI~I or greater

evaluated by lIeaDS of existing models, such as the one developed by iv.roden,

et a1. [1981]. The Evernden model has been used in a comprehensive study spon

sored by the Federal EIIergency Managellent Agency (FEMA) of the vulnerability

and potential seisllic disruption of lifeline systems in the coterminous U.S.

[Applied Technology Council, 1991], and has been applied for general hazard

assessilent in the Los Angeles area [iveroden and Thomson, 1985]. Work sponsored

by FENA on the potential consequences of lifeline collocation [Lowe, et al.,

1991] indicate that the Everoden lIodel may underestillate MKI near the seismic

source. Computer output based on the Everoden model should be scrutinized for

intensities near the causative fault.

Areas of potential surface faulting can be evaluated by means of State of Cali

foroia Special Studies Zones maps. The maps delineate traces of hazardous faults

to establish Alquist-Priolo Special Study Zones [Hart, 1978]. The ..ps provide

inforaatlon which affects the construction of buildings for huaan occupancy, and
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represent a well known and easily accessible source of information regarding

zones of potential soil and rock deformation along major active faults.

As pointed out by the Co..ittee on Gas and Liquid Fuel Lifelines [1984]. quanti

fying the hazards associated with earthquake-induced landslides generally begins

with the identification of slopes which are potentially unstable under static

cond1.tions. The assessment of earthquake- induced landslides, therefore, involves

a systematic consideration of landslide potential unde~ nonseismic conditions.

Records of previous landslide activity, air photo interpretation, and regional

landslide hazard maps prepared by state or federal agencies are sources of infor

mation illportant for the evaluation of both nstural and earthquake hazards. In

caseS where there is potential for mud and debris flows triggered by intense

rainfall, procedures relating rainfall and landslide initiation [e.g .• Keefer,

et al .• 1987) should be incorporated into the overall approach for natural hazard

asseSsllent.

A Ilethod for estimating the effects of earthquake-induced landslides on buried

pipelines was presented by the Applied Technology Council [1985] in a document

referred to as ATC-13. The method was derived from slope failure intensity

matrices, developed originally by Legg, et a1. (1982), in which the probabilities

of v.rious slope failure states are correlated with HMI. The method character

izes the dynamic slope stability with respect to the critical acceleration of

a slepe, which is defined according to the dynamic stability models and field

assessllent procedures summarized by Wilson and Keefer [1985]. An advantage of

thi,; .sChod is that it provides an assessllent of potential slope defomation

rels~ive to ~I, which can be predicted by the Evernden 1I0del, thus providing

a co~1stent basis for evaluating traveling ground wave and landslide effects.

Sillil'~ procedures for assessing liquefaction hazards for lifelines have been

propesed [Lowe, et al., 1992] which are based on a regional assessllent of poten

tial liquefaction severity. In this work, a lIethodology is described for evalu

atin8 the potential for large liquefaction-induced deformation on a lIore local

bashl, a8 required for a specific pipeline route. The methodology is explained

by __ans of its application to two supply lines in Section 6.
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5.6 RECOMMENDED REPLACEKEHT PRIORITIES

Based on the review of factors affecting steel pipeline performance in Section

2, the earthquake performance statistics in Section 3, and the foregoing material

in this section, it is possible to refine and enhance the VCA approach to provide

an improved ranking of pipelines having the highest priority for replacement.

As discussed in Section 4, pipelines identified for replacement in the SPRP in

clude cast iron mains and bare steel mains in conduit. These pipelines should

remain in the highest priority categories without modification. The highest

priority candidates for replacement among pre-WWII pipelines, however, should

be modified to take advantage of the database on earthquake response and recom

mended risk assessment procedures developed in this study.

The earthquake performance review in Section 3 indicates that the highest risk

of girth weld failure is associated with pre-WWII oxy-acetylene welded and par

tially reconditioned oxy-acetylene welded pipelines. Previous earthquake beha

vior indicates that these lines are especially vulnerable to permanent ground

deformation from surface faulting, landslides, and soil liquefaction. These

pipelines also are vulnerable to traveling ground wave effects in areas of MK

VIII or higher. Consistent with the VCA approach, primary emphasis should be

placed on the potential consequences of failure, particularly with regard to

pipeline proximity to buildings and places where people congregate frequently.

Pipelines vulnerable to damage in Class 4 locations and high consequence areas

should be assigned the highest priority on the basis of potential for harmful

effects on people. Similar pipelines in Class 3 locations should be assigned

the next highest priority for replacement.

The highest replacement priorities identified in this study pertain to pre-WWII

oxy-acetylene welded and partially reconditioned oxy-acetylene welded pipelines.

It would be advantageous to rank the replacement of these pipelines according

to their location with respect to human occupancy and congregation, as well as

their susceptibility to damage and potential for harmful consequences. Accord

ingly, the ranking for replacement priority is as follows: 1) Class 4 locations

and high consequence areas, 2) Class 3 locations and zones of seismically-induced

permanent ground deformation or intensity of MM VIII or higher, and 3) Class 3

locations with very high and high cratering potential (see Figure 5-7).
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TABLE 5-1. Comparison of Replacement Priorities from Value Chain Analysis and
This Study

Value Chain Analysis
Approach for

Pre-WWII Pipelines

• High consequence areas1

• Class 3 locations and zones
of seismically-induced
permanent ground deformation2

• Class 3 locations with hi~

flame radiation potential

Highest Replacement Priorities
Identified in This Study for

Pre-WWII Oxy-Acetylene,
Including Partially Reconditioned
Oxy-Acetylene, Welded Pipelines

• Class 4 locations and high
consequence areas1

• Class 3 locations and zones of
seismically-induced permanent
ground deformation,2 or HK VIII
or higher seismic intensity

• Class 3 locations with very high
and high cratering potential, as
given in Figure 5-7

IHigh consequence areas: major thoroughfares and areas adjacent to
schools, hospitals, high density housing, shopping centers, and
other locations where high densities of people frequently congre
gate. There were no transmission or distribution supply lines in
Class ~ locations at the time of the VCA study
2Zone~ of seismically-induced permanent ground deformation: areas of
su~!ace faulting, landslides, and liquefaction

3High flame radiation potential: pipeline with diameter ~ 400 am
(16 in.)

Table 5-1 provides a comparison between the replacement priorities from the VCA

approach and this study. Whereas the VCA approach targeted all pre-WWII pipe

lines as potential replacement candidates, this study recommends focusing on pre

WWII oxy-acetylene welded pipelines. The VCA approach linked earthquake hazard

with zones of potential surface faulting, landslides, and liquefaction. This

study identifies earthquake hazards as all of the foregoing zones plus areas

likely to experience HK VIII or higher. The VCA approach drew attention to pipe

lines with diameters equal to or larger than 400 am (16 in.), whereas this study

utilizes the very high and high cratering potential categories established in

Section 5.4 to identify various combinations of nominal diameter and operating

pressure as the primary candidates for replacement.
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SECTION ,

APPLICATION OF PIPELINE lEPLACEHENT PROCEDURE

In this section, the pipeline replacement procedure proposed in the previous

section is applied to two transmission lines, Lines 121 and 123. These pre·WWII

pipelines represent a good opportunity for evaluating the benefits that are

derived by using a more refined and geotechnically-oriented methodology, which

then is evaluated with respect to the costs required to obtain and interpret the

additional information needed for implementation.

The section begins with a description of Lines 121 and 123, and then provides

information regarding the geologic conditions which influence the pipelines.

The traveling ground wave, landslide, surfac~ faulting, and liquefaction hazards

in the vicinity of the pipelines are discussed. Special attention is focused

on the liquefaction hazards, with a review of soil boring data and stereo pair

aerial photographs. The information and data are used to assess pipeline risks

and to recommend a course of action in the form of retention or replacement.

The costs and benefits of the procedure are summarized.

6.1 CHARACTERISTICS OF LINES 121 AND 123

Lines 121 and 123 were commissioned in 1930. The lines were originally con

structed with 650·mm-(26·in.)·diameter, Grade 8 steel [SMYS - 241 MPa (35 ksi»)

pipe, with oxy-acetylene welds and wall thickness of 6.4 IBID (0.25 in.). Replace

ment pipe installed in the 1950s through 1970s has introduced diameters as large

as 750 mm (30 in.) in several locations. The current HAOP of both lines is 1.6

Mfa (228 psi), which results in maximum hoop stresses from internal pressures

of 34% SHYS. The routings of both lines are shown in Figure 6-1.

Line 121 is 11.41al (7.09 mi.) in length and runs from about 122 II (400 ft) north

of Rimerton Rd. on Sepulveda Blvd. to the inters.ction of Tennessee Ave. and

Sepulveda Blvd. The coating of this line i. reported to b. generally poor, and

the depth of cover varies from apprOXimately 0.75 to 1.2 II (2.5 to 4 ft). No

leaks have been reported for this line. Line maps provided by SoCalCas show

cathodic protection on t.~lis line beginning about 1000 II (3400 ft) north of
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Wilshire Blvd. and continuing through to the end.Line 123 is 14.6 km (9.07 ai.)

in length and begins at the end of Line 121. The line proceeds down Sepulveda

to Lucerne Ave., and then along Lucerne Ave., Sawtelle. Hannum. Slauson. Buckler.

59th, Arlington, and 60th Sts., and ends at Slauson Station. The coating on this

line is reported to be poor, and records indicate a relatively high leak rate.

The depth of cover varies approximately from 0.75 to 1.2 m (2.5 to 4 ft). The

line maps show the first cathodic protection anodes are located where the line

crosses Ballona Creek. These continue at irregular spacing to the end of the

line at Slauson Station.

Several sections of Line 123 have been replaced since 1930. Table 6-1 lists the

replaced sections according to key dimensions, year. length, and approximate

location of replacement pipe. Roughly 4.3 km (2.7 mi.), or approximately 28%,

of Line 123 has been replaced with higher strength pipe constructed with modern

electric arc welding procedures. Figure 6-1 shows the approximate locations of

replaced lina in conjunction with the numbering system listed in Table 6-1. At

MAOP. the replaced sections of pipelines operate with maximum hoop stress from

internal pressure between 15 and 28% SKYS.

6.2 GEOLOGIC CONDITIONS

The geologic conditions affecting Lines 121 and 123 are described in this work

with reference to the groundwater basins in the Los Angeles area and the surfi

cial geology. The groundwater conditions in the basins have an influence on the

potential for soil liquefaction, and the surficial geology provides information

pertaining to the nature and age of the soils in which the pipelines are con

structed.

6.2.1 Groundwater Basins

Figure 6-2 i8 a aap of the groundwater basins in the Los Angeles area. on which

are superimposed the approximate locations of Lines 121 and 123. Lines 121 and

123 11. mainly within the Santa Monica Groundwater Basin. with portions of Line

123 located across the western and southern liaits of the Baldwin Hills and the

West Cout and Central Groundwater Basin. A brief co....ntary about each basin

i. provided. The groundwater basins and prominent physiographic feature. were

described by the California Department of Vater Resourc.s (DUR) (1961). and the
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TABLE 6-1. S~ary of Replaced Seetion. of Line 123

Wall Replaced
Dialleter Replacement Thickness Approximate Length Section

Year IIIIIl (in.) Steel IIIIIl (in.) Location .. (tt) Nwaberc

1949 650 (26) X-42a 7.9 (0.312) Slauson Ave. 599 (1964) 1

1953 650 (26) X-42a 6.4 (0.25) Lucerne Ave. 483 (1583) 2

1954 650 (26) X.52b 7.1 (0.281) Sepulveda Blvd. 149 (488) 3

1958 750 (30) X.52b 9.5 (0.375) Hannwa Ave. and 2007 (6584) 4
Sawtell. Blvd.

1967 750 (30) X-52 8.7 (0.344) Sepulveda Blvd. 627 (2C39) 5

1973 750 (30) X·52 8.7 (0.344) Slauson Ave. 415 (1350) 6

·SIITS - 290 KPa (42 ksi)
bSMYS - 359 KPa (52 ksi)
CReter to Figure 6-1 where number shows approximate location of replaced section

information related to these subjects in this work is taken aainly fro. this

source.

Santa Monica ',ain. All of Line 121 ,nd half of Line 123 lie within this ground

w,ter basin, which is bounded by the Santa Honica Hountains to the north, the

Sallona Escarpment to the south, the P,ciflc Ocean to the west, and the Newport

Inglewood fault to the east. In the vicinity of the pipeline, there are two

prominent physiographic features I the Sawtelle Plain and &allona G,p. Holocene

alluvium covers the Sawtelle Plain with a thickness of 10 to 13 • (30 to 45 ft).

In aallona Gap, the alluvium attains a aaxiaua thickness of 30 • (90 ft).

There are three principal .edimentary units underlying the pipeUnes: the Bell

flower aquiclucle I the Ballona aquifer, and the Silveraclo aquifer. The Bellflower

and aallona units are recent Holocene alluvium, which extend to clepths as great

IS 30 m (90 ft). Near Line 123 in aanona Gap, maps prepared by DW (1961] show

the lellflower aquiclucle to be the shallowest deposit, underlain at a depth of

approximately 6 to 9 m (20 to 30 ft) by the Ba110na aquifer. The deeper Silver

aclo aquifer, which consists of .and and gravel with small .-ounts of clay, is
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30 to 85 m (100 to 280 ft) thick at depths as great as 140 m (450 ft) below

ground surface.

It has been reported [OUR, 1961) that water levels in the Holocene alluvium of

the Sawtelle Plain are much higher than water levels which penetrate the older

sediments, suggesting that perched or semi-perched groundwater exists in the

Ra110na aquifer in this area. Maps prepared by OUR also show that the Ballona

and underlying Silverado aquifers merge west of the Charnock fault, approximately

1 km (0.62 mi.) west of the location where Line 123 crosses Ba1lona Gap.

The Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (LADWP) (1991) reports that the

City of Santa Monica pumps municipal water from the Silverado aquifer through

several wells at depths of 25 to 170 m (80 to 544 ft). The contact between the

Ba110na and Silverado aquifers implies that pumping from the Silverado could

influence water levels in the shallower alluvium.

The City of Beverly Hills had municipal production wells in the Hollywood Basin

until1976 [LADWP, 1991), when pumping was discontinued. Since that time, there

has been an increase in the level of the phreatic surface, with noticeable

effects near abandoned wells [Lund, 1992). Any recharge associated with the

termination of this pumping should have no effect on water levels within the

Santa Monica Basin.

West Cout Basin. Line 123 cuts through the extreme northeast c~rner of the West

Coast Groundwater Basin. This basin is bordered by the Bal10na Escarpment to

the north, the Newport-Inglewood fault to the east, and the Pacific Ocean to the

west and south. Reports prepared by DUR [1970; 1972; 1982; 1991) were examined

for this basin. The elevation of the pipeline route at the edge of the Baldwin

Hill. is too high to be affected by the groundwater.

C,ntral Basin. As indicated in Figure 6-2, only about 1 km (0.6 mi.) of Line

123 i. in the Central Basin. This part of the pipeline is in the Central Basin

Pressure Area, which receives its name from the fact that the aquifers in the

basin are confined by relatively illlpervious layers of clay and silt over moat

of the area [OUR, 1961]. Measurements at select observation well. indicate a

rise in water level from approximately 85 to 75 m (280 to 250 ft) below the
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ground surface since 1976 IDWR, 1990) near the location where the Santa Monica

Freeway crosses the Los Angeles River. A similar rise in groundwater elevation

from 60 to 50 m (190 to 160 ft) was observed during the period of 1981 to 1987

at the eastern boundary of the Central Basin near the intersection of Century

and Western Blvds. In the vicinity of the pipeline, the groundwater in the sur

ficial alluvium appears to be generally deep [depth greater than 16 m (50 ft»).

It is unlikely that variations in the water levels of the deep aquifers has had

a significant effect on the groundwater in the surficial alluvium.

6.2.2 Surficial Geology

Figure 6-3 shows a surficial geology map on which are superimposed the locations

of Lines 121 and 123. Approximately half the length of Line 121 is in the Santa

Monica Mountains and foothills, which are shown on the map as the Santa Monica

Slate and the Modelo Shales. Between the Santa Monica Hountains and the Baldwin

Hills, virtually the entire length of the pipeline (including Lines 121 and 123)

is in Holocene alluvium. To the southeast of the Baldwin Hills, most of Line

123 is in Pleistocene deposits.

It is well known that liquefaction susceptibility is highest in saturated late

Holocene deposits of fluvial origin [Youd and Perkins, 1978; Tinsley, et al.,

1985). Accordingly, those portions of the pipeline in Holocene sediments with

the potential for a relatively high water table require special consideration.

As discussed in the previous section, perched groundwater has been observed in

the Sawtelle Plain, and a relatively high groundwater level would be anticipated

in the vicinity of Ballona Creek.

6 •3 EAllTHQOAlE HAZAlU>S

In thb section, earthquake hazards are treated with respect to traveling ground

waves, landslides, surface faulting, and liquefaction. Each hazard is discussed

under a .eparate subheading which follows.

6.3.1 Travelfng Ground Vavaa

By a.suming a 7.2 magnitude earthquake, as recollllllenc1.)d by Toppozada, et al,

(1989], on the portion of the Newport-Inglewood fault nearest Lines 121 and 123,

peak ground accelerations between 0.4 and 0.5 g are estimated using attenuation
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relationships commonly applied for California earthquake. [e.g., Idrisa, 1985;

Joyner and Boore, 1988). These estimated levels of acceleration are consistent

with strong ground motion measurements and estimated HHI in the areas most

severely affected by ground shaking during the 1933 Long Beach, 1952 and 1954

Kern County, and 1971 San Fernando earthquakes. Accordingly, pipeline perform

ance as summarized for these earthquakes in Section 3 offers a reasonable sce

nario from which the response of similar pipelines to traveling gro.J.nd wave

effects can be extrapolated.

6.3.2 Landslides

The routing of Line 121 proceeds through the Santa Monica Mountains by way of

Sepulveda Canyon. The Santa Monica Mountains are an anticlinal fold that consist

primarily of two formations in the vicinity of the pipeline: Santa Monica Slate

and Modelo Formation Shale. The floor of Sepulveda Canyon consists of Holocene

alluvium originating in the Santa Honica Hountains [Dibblee Geological Founda

tion, 1991; DWR, 1961].

Santa Monica Slate is a dark blue to black Jurassic, met~~rphosed rock. The

aection of the Modelo formation near the pipeline, also known as the Monterey

Formation, is a thin bedded, platy siliceous shale of Hiocene Age.

The walls of Sepulveda Canyon were significantly laid back during the construc

tion of the San Diego Freeway (1-405). Discussions with California Department

of Transportation (Caltrans) personnel indicated that there have been no major

landslides in Sepulveda Canyon in the vicinity of the pipeline (Lis1ewicz, 1993].

Heavy rains in February, 1993 caused aoil and debris to wash off exposed slopes

near the construction site of the Getty Museum. Although the debris was washed

onto a part of the freeway, this type of ground movement is representative of

shallow displacement and did not involve deep·seated displacements which influ

ence the pipeline. In addition, SoCaleas repair records do not indicate any

repair .to Line 121 that would have been required as the result of landslide·

induced damage.

Shallow disrupted failures (soil slides, rock falls, and rock slid.s) are the

predominant landslide types predicted for the Santa Monica Mountains in the event
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of an earthquake with 1I0ment magnitude of 6.5 along the northern part of the

Newport-Inglewood fault zone [Ziony, et al., 1985]. It is unlikely that such

shallow failures will result in ground deformation which actually intersects the

pipeline.

6.3.3 Surface Faulting

The potential for damage to Lines 121 and 123 caused by surface faulting was

evaluated using State of California Special Studies Zones maps. Figure 6-4 shows

a map of these zones superimposed on a map of Line 123 along Slauson Ave. and

59th St. These zones, also called Alquist-Priolo Special Studies Zones, first

were established in 1972 and delineate traces of hazardous faults [Hart, 1978].

Regulations prohibit construction of structures for human occupancy within the

zones. Zone boundaries on early maps were positioned about 60 m (200 ft) from

fault traces to accollllodate imprecise fault location and the possibility of

unknown active branch faults. Later maps show zone boundaries as close as 60

to 100 II (200 to 300 ft) from the fault trace [Hart, 1978].

Line 123 crosses one of these zones on its routing along Slauson Ave. between

Fairfax Ave. and Overhill Dr. Another Alquist-Priolo Zone reaches to within two

blocks of the pipeline on its routing along 59th St. between Edgemar and Alviso

Aves. Toppozada, et a1. (1989) predicted that for an earthquake with an approx

imate magnitude of 7.2, the maximum surface displacement would be 2 m (6 ft),

and the average displacement would be half of that, or 1 II (3 ft). Toppozada,

et al. [1989] assumed the displacement would be predominsntly right lateral and

would occur along the Alquist-Priolo fault traces. For an earthquake with moment

magnitude of 6.5, Ziony, et al. [1985] estimate fault movements from a few to

a few tens of centimeters on the main strand of the Newport-Inglewood fault.

6.3.4 Liquefaction

Figure 6-5 shows Lines 121 and 123 superimposed on a liquefaction susceptibility

lIap prepared by Tinsley, et al. [1985]. The routing of the pipeline through

Ballona Gap is within an area defined by Tinsley, et al. as having "moderate"

susceptibility to liquefaction. The other sections of the pipeline are in areas

rated as "low" or "very low", with the exception of a small "moderate" zone near

the end of Line 123. This rating is based upon age and type of sedimentary
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deposit, penetration resistance, and depth to groundwater. A ·moderate· rating

is due to the presence of Late Holocene sediments and a depth to groundwater of

between 3 and 10 m (10 and 30 ft). A ·low· or ·very low· rating indicates either

groundwater levels lower than 10 m (30 ft) or Pleistocene or older sediments.

In an effort to provide a more comprehensive assessment of liquefaction and large

ground movement potential, soil borings and air photos were collected for the

pipeline in areas of moderate liquefaction susceptibility. The next two sections

focus on the results of the soil profile and air photo interpretation.

6.4 INTERPRETATION OF SOIL BORINGS

Based on geologic cross-sections provided by DWR (1961), two locations of possi

ble high groundwater were identified in the Holocene alluvium of the Sawtelle

Plain and Ballona Gap. Soil borings were collected from CalTrans that were com

pleted in 1959 for the construction of the San Diego Freeway (1-405), which runs

parallel to Sepulveda Blvd. in the area of interest. Over 250 borings with

depths of 14 to 28 m (40 to 80 ft) were examined. Two areas of relatively high

groundwater table were identified from the soil borings. These areas are shown

in Figure 6-3, and include borings WC-l, 2, and 3, located in the Sawtelle Plain,

and borings BC-4, 7, and 8, located in Ballona Gap.

Ftgure 6-6 shows simplified soil profiles representative of the soils encountered

in the Sawtelle Plain and Ballona Gap. The borings used to draw the representa

tive profile for Sawtelle Plain are located at the crossing of the San Diego

Freeway and the Westwood Flood Control Channel near Paills Blvd. The soil profile

in this area consists of an upper 3 to 4 m (10 to 12 ft) of clayey silt, with

an underlying 4-m- (12-ft)-thick stIff clayey silt layer that contains slate

and shale fragments. The bottom 5 m (15 ft) of the borings reveal a dense to

very dense light brown very fine sand. Groundwater was encountered at depths

of about 12 II (36 ft), with artesian pressures at a level of 8 to 9 II (25 to 27

ft) below the surface.

The borings used to draw the representative soil profile for Ballona Gap are

located across Ballona Creek. The soil profile here consists of an upper 1- to

2-m (3- to 6-ft)-layer of compact clayey silt fill underlain by an 8- to 10-11-
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(24- to 30-ft) -layer of interbedded clay, sUt, and fine sand combinations. Maps

prepared by DWR [1961] indicate that this layer is most likely the Bellflower

aquiclude. The groundwater table was encountered within this layer at depths

~f 6 to 8 m (18 to 24 ft) below the ground surface. Below the interbedded lay~r

is a 2- to 3-m (6- to 9-ft)-layer of compact to dense, poorly graded, gravelly

and silty sand. The bottom of borings BC-4 and BC-8 indicated a very dense layer

of very fine poorly graded beach sand. Standard penetration tests (SPTs) [ASTM,

1991] were performed in the borings at this location. As shown in the soil pro

file, the uncorrected SPT values are 50 to 60 in the gravelly, silty sand and

90 to 100 in the underlying beach sand.

Another set of borings was obtained from Southern California Edison (SCE). Bor

ing SeE-I, shown on Figure 6-3, is located near LaBrea and Slauson Aves. It was

completed for SCE in 1969 during construction of a high voltage transmission

line. The soil encountered was predominantly stiff to very stiff sandy clay and

clayey sand. The boring extended to 8 m (25 ft) below the surface and no ground

water was encountered.

6 •5 AlUlIAL PHOTO INTERPRETATION

Two sets of aerial photos were obtained and examined in relation to this project.

The two sets were the: 1) 1928 C-300 series aerial photos of the Los Angeles

Basin from the Fairchild Aerial Photo Collection held at Whittier College, Whit

tier, CA, and 2) 1938 U.S. Department of Agriculture aerial photos held by the

National Archives-Center for Cartographic and Architectural Archives, Washington,

D.C. These photos were used to evaluate the landforms and probable depositional

environments along the route of Lines 121 and 123. The scales for the 1928 and

1938 photos are about 1:18,000 and 1:20,000, respectively.

The aerial photos were studied to identify landforms, soU types, vegetative pat

terns, variations in topography, and other features which would help in assessing

the potential for liquefaction and associated large ground deformation. For

example, aerial photo analysis of areas in the Sawtelle Plain disclosed a loca

tion along the pipeline route of potentially high water table, as evinced by sur

face drainage features and concentrations of vtigetation. This area was very

close to the location of the soil profile in Figure 6-6a, which shows soils that
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are fine grained in the upper portion of the profile, and dense to very dense

granular material in the lower portion. Although the water table indicated by

the borings was among the highest encountered in all the Caltrans borings eval

uated in this study, it was still 8 to 9 m (26 to 30 ft) below ground surface.

Figure 6-7 presents a view from a 1938 aerial photograph of Line 123 in the area

where it crosses Ballona Gap. Various physiographic features are labeled rela

tive to the pipeline. A zone of special interest is identified in the southeast

portion of the figure, which is shown in expanded form in Figure 6-8.

Figure 6-8 presents a 1938 aerial photograph of the area where Line 123 crosses

Ba110na Creek and enters through a small canyon at the bottom right of the photo

into the Baldwin Hills. The location of this photo is shown in Figure 6-5. The

alluvial valley of Ballona Gap, the western boundary of the Baldwin Hills, the

alluvial fan underlying the pipeline, and the alluvial fan of Centinela Creek

are labeled in the figure. The surficial boundaries of the alluvial fans have

been outlined, based on stereographic interpretation of the photos. The loca

tions of Cal trans soil borings, denoted as Locations A and B, are marked. Loca

tion A pertains to the soil profile illustrated in Figure 6-6b.

The toe areas of alluvial fans have been identified on the basis of experience

during past earthquakes [e.g., Youd and Perkins, 1978J as areas where liquefac

tion-induced lateral spreads can occur. Movements at these locations are likely

to be oriented in the downslope direction. Because the pipeline is constructed

with two prominent bends in the area of the alluvial fan identified in Figure

6-8, any downslope soil movement will tend to concentrate pipe deformation at

these locations.

Soil borings at Location B disclose about 3 to 5 • (10 to 16 ft) of fine grained

overbank deposits underlain by 3 to 6 m (10 to 20 ft) of what appears to be

alluvial fan deposits with rock fragments, debris, and some loose sand lenses.

The water table indicated by the borings was between 6 and 9 • (20 to 30 ft)

below ground surface, such that some loose sand lenses apparently were submerged.

An examination of aerial photos at other locations along the pipeline route in

Ba110na Gap and the Sawtelle Plain did not disclose features which were
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conspicuous as locations of potentially large ground deformation in the event

of soil liquefaction. General topographic and landform patterns nonetheless were

easily recognized, and considerable detail in drainage patterns and surficial

geologic formations could be perceived.

6.6 RELATIVE RISE OF P!RKAH!NT GROURD DEFORMATION

On the basis of the assessments explained under the previous headings of this

chapter, the relative risk associated with seismically-induced permanent ground

deformation is summarized for Lines 121 and 123 in Table 6-11. In making an

assessment of locations subject to permanent ground deformation, one must be

mindful that the goal is to evaluate relative as opposed to absolute risk. The

use of reconnaissance information, by nature, is not intended to provide site

specific data, but to promote systematic judgments about the general pattern of

landforms, topography, soil deposits, and groundwater. The integration of this

information improves one's understanding of geotechnical hazards and gives one

a logical basis for discriminating locations where damaging ground movements

are more probable than at other sites.

Two locations have been assigned a relatively high risk of permanent ground def

ormation associated with a future earthquake. One location extends from KP 123

116.90 to 123-118.22 and ~orresponds to those portions of line adjacent to and

passing through the alluvial fan identified in Figure 6-8. n.~ other location

extends from MP 123-120.00 to 123-121.10 and corresponds to those portions of

line adjacent to and passing through the Alquist-Priolo Zones for the Newport

Inglewood fault, as shown in Figure 6-4.

As mentioned previously, the toe areas of alluvial fans are known to be locations

which are especially sensitive to permanent ground deformation in the event of

liquefaction. Whether or not liquefaction will occur depends heavily on the

depth of the water table, and it should be recognized that no soil borings have

been acquired in the alluvial fan. Rorings at Location R in Figure 6-8 indicate

that there are some loose sand lenses below the water table, which is at a depth

of 3 to 6 m (20 to 30 ft) below the ground surface. It is assumed that similar

conditions exist in the alluvial ran in the vicinity of the pipeline route. Spe

cific information could be obtained by means of borings located in this area to
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determine the depth of the water table and the presence or absence of loose

granular deposits. It lIay be advantageous to collect such information to provide

a better delineation of subsurface conditions which, if lIore favorable than

estimated, will lead to a downgrading of the relative risk.

6.7 IECOKMENDATIORS

Lines 121 and 123 are composed lIainly of ~re-WWII oxy-acetylene welded pipe and,

as such, qualify for a high priority of replacement if potentially subject to

MM VIII seisllic intensity, as explained in Section 5.6. Seisllic intensities,

estimated by Ziony, et al. (1985) for an earthquake with IIOlIent lIagnitude of 6.5

on the northern part of the Newport-Inglewood fault zone, are predollinantly MM

VII in the vicinity of Lines 121 and 123. It is possible, however, that inten

sities of HM VIII would be experienced on a local basis for such an earthquake,

especially along Line 121, which crosses the fault.

An assessllent of potential earthquake hazards did reveal two locations of rela

tively high risk regarding permanent ground deformation during an earthquake.

It should be recognized that the portion of Line 123 adjacent to and passing

through the alluvial fan shown in Figure 6-8 has been replaced with sections of

X-42 and X·52 steel pipeUne constructed according to lIodern electric arc welding

procedures. Accordingly, the pipeline in this area should be characterized by

strength and ductility consistent with pipelines IIOst resistant to earthquake

induced ground lIovellent. FurtherllOre, the introduction of higher strength steel

piping in this area has resulted in hoop stresses under MAor less than 30X SMYS.

It is not likely, therefore, that extensive ductile rupture would occur even at

the pipeUne bends, where high strains could be concentrated by lateral spreading

in a downslope direction.

The original 1930 pipeline is located froll MP 123-120.00 to 121.10 in the Al

quist-Priolo Zones of the Newport-Inglewood fault. &ecause this area could be

subjected to a aaxillUll right lateral strike sUp a few tena of centi..ters

[Ziony, et al., 1985] to 2 II (6 ft) [Toppozada, et al., 1989) and is located

within a heavily populated neighborhood, it would be prudent to place this sec

tion under special consideration. Additional investigations by qualified engi

neering geologists and selsllOlogists would help clarify the potential for
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TABLE 6-11. Relative Risk Assessment for Seismically-Induced Peraanent Ground
Deformation Affecting Lines 121 and 123

Line and
H11a Post

(KP)

Lin. 121
KP 121-106.50
to 121-UO.46

Line 121
KP 121-UO.46
to 121-113.59 End

Line 123
KP 123-U3.59
to 123-U4.85

Lin. 123
KP 123-U4.8S
to 123-U6.90

Line 123
KP 123-U6.90
to 123·118.22

Lin. 123
KP 123-U8.22
eo 123-120.00

Line 123
KP 123·120.00
to 123-121.10

Line 123
Kl 123-:&.21.10
to 123-122.17

Line 123
Kl 123-122.17
to 123-123.18 End

Principal
Ground

Defonation
Hazard

Landalide

Liquefaction

Liquefaction

Liquefaction

Liquefaction

Liquefaction

Surface
Fau1titll

Liquefaction

Liquefaccion

Relativa
R18lea

Lov

Low

Low

Koderate

Rich

Low

High

Low

Koderate

PipeUna
Cbuactar18tics

650 and 750 _
(26 and 30 in.)
1930 oxy-acatylene valda

650 _ (26 in.)
19]0 oxy·acatylane valda

650 _ (26 in.)
1930 oxy-acaty1ene valda

Saa Figure 6-1 and
Table 6-1

s•• Fieur' 6·1 end
Tabla 6-1

Sa. Figura 6-1 and
Tabla 6·1

650 _ (26 in.)
19]0 oxy-acaty1ane valda

650 _ (26 in.)
1930 oxy-acaty1ena w.1da

650 _ (26 in.)
1930 oxy-acaty1ena valda

IffOTE: Relative r181t 18 axpressad aa low, .cdente, and hiah in accordance
with the fo11owiDJ descriptions:

1QI:: ConditioDl elotll the pipeline rout. ara unlikely to result in
per.anant around defonation .ufficient to cause pipelina ~e.

Ip4true: Conditions el0tll the pipeline route indicate there 18 s_
poaaibil1ty of Iround defonation aufflcient to cause pipeline dallale.
Data co11ecced fr_ racormabsenca sources augesC thet portlona of cha
pipeline routa so labeled shoulcl not be ,iven the s_ priority with
reapect to raplaca..nt considerations .. other portions of the syste.
asailftld a hich risk.

11Ib: there are vall·identifiad conditiona elotll the pipeline rouCe
which are consi,cent with relativaly lar,e around diaplac...nc, capa
ble of pipeline daaaae.
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concentrated ground deformation in this area. A probabili.tic as.essment of the

potential for surface faulting relative to various time periods of remaining

service life would allow for a more detailed assessment of risk. Alternatively.

this portion of the line could be ranked as a high priority for replacement

without pursuing additional investigations.

A detailed review of thp. repair record for Line 121 was performed, including an

examination of leak repair records over 40 years old. There were no records of

cracked oxy-acetylene girth welds. Only two leaks were reported at oxy-acetylene

welds, both of which were attributed to corrosion activity. There were, however I

records for 24 corrosion leak repairs in Line 123, which is relatively high.

Some of these records indicate the absence of coating and presence of a pitted

and rusted pipe surface.

Given the seismic hazards and condition of Line 123. it would be prudent to con

sider this pipeline as a high priority for replacement. Its location in a heav

ily populated area, repair history, fault crossing, and potential exposure to

an intensity of MH VIII recommend it for replacement. The low incidence of

repair on Line 121, its greater distance from the fault, and the apparent absence

of moderate to high risk ground deformation hazards along its route (see Table

6-11) indicate that it represents a lower risk than Line 123 and need not be

considered a high priority for replacement.

The seismic intensity assessments for Lines 121 and 123 are based on modeling

reported by Ziony, et al. [1985]. It would be advantageous to perform additional

assessments to cover variations in ground conditions and a range of potential

earthquake magnitudes on the Newport-Inglewood fault in a future system-wide

evaluation of the transmission and supply pipelines.
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SECTION 7

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1 OVERVIEW

A study has been undertaken by Cornell University and EQE Engineering and Design

to develop a methodology to replace or retain current and future steel pipelines

within the Southern California Gas (SoCalGas) system. The pipeline system exists

in an area of high seismic activity. Since 1933 there have been at least 11

major earthquakes of local magnitude 5.8 or larger, with epicenters inside the

region of the gas delivery system. Earthquake effects need to be considered in

the management of such a large, diverse pipeline network, but the risks associa

ted with earthquakes also need to be evaluated in light of the many other factors

affecting performance. Expenditures need to be managed prudently, and, at the

same time, need to be allocated in such a way that the risks of damage and dis

ruption are minimized throughout the system.

A feasibility study has been performed in which a general methodology was devel

oped for evaluating the integrity of steel piping within the SoCa1Gas system

and for setting priorities regarding the repair and repl8cement of such piping.

Select aspects of the methodology were applied to a small portion of the supply

line network to test the feasibility of assessing seismic risk for pre-World War

II (pre-WWII) oxy-acetylene welded pipelines and judging the potential costs

and benefits which accrue from the process.

Five research activities were pursued during the study, as follows:

• Existing methodologies were reviewed, with emphasis on the
replacement procedures currently followed by SoCalGas.

• Economic and risk assessilent lIodels were refined to reflect
more accurately the risks and benefits associated with dif
ferent hazard mitigation and pipe replacement strategies.

• Improvements were recommended in existing replacement meth
odologies and applied to the SoCalGas systell.

• Seismic hazard models were refined, with emphasis on the
assessment of liquefdction prone areas, and applied to a
select portion of the SoCalGas system.
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economics of pipeline replacement. The first of these activities involves the

Seismic Hazards Happing Act which requires maps to be developed by the Cali

fornia State Geologist to identify seismic hazard zones. These lIaps will affect

land use plans and may influence future pipeline replacement and construction

require.ents. The second activity involves the Pipeline Safety Act of 1992

which requires the u.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) to promulgate regula

tions requiring the periodic inspection of transmission lines in high-density

population areas. During the course of this ru1ellaking, DOT will examine the

issue of wh"ther to require smart pig use. The extent to which replacement

transmission facilities are required to be designed and constructed to accommo

date smart pigs affects cost and therefore, the order of replacement priority

assigned to various pipelines.

Environmental factors also are important for consideration in a steel pipeline

replacement program, and these factors have been examined in the feasibility

study. It will be advantageous to evaluate both environmental and regulatory

activities as part of system planning input to the replacement methodology.

Because of the change inherent in regulatory issues, it is advisable to prollote

close communication with regulatory affairs personnel.

A detailed and systellatic review of the seismic performance of gas transmission

lines prior to the 1994 Northridge earthquake shows that all repairs in pipe

lines affected by traveling ground waves occurred in areas which experienced

seismic intensities of HKI ~ VIII. A review of gas transmission line perform

ance during the 1994 Northridge earthquake discloses a similar pattern of seis

lIic response. Approximately 91% of all pipeline damage caused by traveling

ground waves in the 1994 event occurred in areas with HKI ~ VIII. The earth

quake-related damage has been predominantly in the form of ruptures at oxy

acetylene girth welds. The potential for damage in such welds a~pears to in

crease considerably for seismic intensities equal to and &~eRter than HK VIII.

Table 7-1 summarizes all gas transmission pipeline repairs which can be related

to earthquake effects, covering more than 60 years of earthquake experience in

southern California, froll the 1933 Long Beach to the 1994 Northridge earthquake.

Figure 7-1 presents similar information in the form of a pie chart. During this

time, there were 11 earthquakes with local magnitudes equal to or greater than
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TABLE 7-1. Summary of Earthquake-Related Cas Pipeline Repairs

Type of Daaage

Break in pre-WWll
oxy-acetylene girth
welded pipeUne

Break in pre-WWII
electric arc girth
welded pipeline

Leakage at locations
of corrosion

Leaking flanges

Traveling Cround
Wave D8JIIlge:

Number of Repairs

2c

Permanent Cround
Deformation Damage:

Number of Repairs

aRefer to Tables 2-111 and 3-1. Note that repairs to partially
reconditioned Line 85 during the 1971 San Fernando earthquake
were at oxy-acetylene welds and one of the repairs in Line 100
was at an oxy-acetylene weld. Repairs include eta.age to Line 122
during the 1994 Northridge earthquake.

bRefer to Tables 2-111 and 3-1
clncludes leaks detected in Lines 80.90 and 1134 during the ..in

1952 Kern Cou~ty earthquake
dRefer to Table 3-1
eRefer to Tables 2-IV and 3-11

A Pre WW'1l. oxy-ocetylene
B Pre wwn electric arc
C Leokin~ flon~n

o Corrosion related
E Pre WWJI. electric arc

F Pre wwn oxy-oC8tylene

~ Oomo~ed by troYelin~
ground wayes

D Damaged by permanent
ground deformation

83.0%
2.7 -/_
3.4-4
1.4-4
2.7%
6.8-4

90.5%

J'IC1JI.E 7-1. Pie Chart Showina Relative Proportiona of Earthquake-Related
Repairs Associated with Various Categories of n...ge
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5.8 with epicenters inside the area of transllladon facilities operated by

SoCalGas. Evidence of transllission line daIIage could be found for only four of

these events, includlng the 1952 and 1954 Kern County, 1971 San Fernando, and

1994 Northridge earthquakes. The table includes daIIage froll traveling ground

waves and permanent ground deformation. Dallage is listed for breaks in both

pre-WVII oxy-acetylene and electric arc welded pipelines, leakage at locations

of corrosion, and leaking flanges.

To provide a comprehensive data set, leakage at locations of corrosion are in

cluded. It is interesting to note the relatively low incidence of cQrrosion

related earthquake dallage in transllission lines, representing only 1.4% of the

total number of repairs. The data set also includes the repaired oxy-acetylene

weld in Line 122 after the Northridge earthquake. Even though this line was not

operated as a transllission pipeline, its relatively high internal pressure is

consistent with that of IIBny transllission lines. Moreover, risks associated

with daIIage to this type of facility are sillilar to that associated with trans

lIission piping.

Table 4-1 and Figure 4-1 have been developed on the basis of existing repair

records. It should be recognized that the oxy-acetylene welded Line 1001 was

so heavily d~~ged by the 1971 San Fernando earthquake that over 8 ka (5 ai.)

of the line were abandoned. Hence, an accurate account of repairs to this sec

tion of pipeline could not be included in the data set.

The type of pipeUne aost vulnerable to earthquake effects is the pre-WlI oxy

acetylene welded pipeline. Eighty-three percent of all earthquake-related re

pairs were caused by traveling ground wave effects in oxy-acetylene girth welded

lines. The preponderant form of dallage was rupture at the oxy-acetylene welda,

which often are characterized by defects such as poor root penetration, lack of

good fusion, and overlapping and undercutting at the toe. The worst performers

8IIong the oxy-acetylene welded lines have been those constructed before 1930,

salle of which have experienced dallage at a relatively high rate of over 1 re

pairfka (1.61 repairS/III). Oxy-acetylene welding for IIBjor trans.ission lines

appears to have been discontinued by SoCalCas after 1931.

In contrast to oxy-acetylene welded piping, pre-WlI pipeUnes with electric arc
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welds have fared lIuch better when influenced by traveling ground waves. D...ge

under these conditions accounts for only 2.7% of the total repairs, which is 30

times less than the traveling ground wave damage in oxy-acetylene welded lines.

Prior to WWII, welding practices often involved the use of unshielded electric

arc techniques, which exposed the molten weld directly to the atmosphere. Gas

inclusions and uneven heating associated with this technique tended to produce

a weld of inferior quality relative to the shielded electric arc welds produced

according to standard procedures adopted during the WWII period.

Damage from permanent ground deformation associated with surface faulting,

liquefaction-induced lateral spread, and landslides represents only 9.5% of the

total repairs. This relatively low portion is associated with the relatively

slIall percentage of surface area influenced by ground failure during an earth

quake. Damage from permanent ground deformation can nonetheless be severe,

resulting in some of the 1I0st conspicuous damage during a seismic event. Pipe

line ruptures on Balboa Blvd. during the 1994 Northridge earthquake, and along

Glenoaks Blvd. during the 1971 San Fernando earthquake, are examples. Permanent

ground deformation damage during previous earthquakes has been confined entirely

to oxy-acetylene and pre-WWII electric arc welded pipelines.

Post-~II electric arc welded pipelines in good repair have never experienced

a break or leak as a result of either traveling ground waves or permanent ground

deformation during a southern California earthquake. A very slUll amount of

damage can be attributed to leaks st pipe walls thinned by corrosion, such as

the corrosion-related leakage detected after the 1952 Kern County lUin earth

quake. Modern electric arc welded pipeUnes have been subjected to severe per

m~lnent ground displacement which has damaged adjacent welded water trunk lines,

such as those subjected to 2.7 m (9 ft) of lateral spread next to the Jensen

Filtration Plant during the 1971 San Fernando earthquake. Likewise, ground

movement on Balboa Blvd. during the 1994 Northridge earthquake ruptured the pre

WWII electric arc welded Line 120, but did not damage two adjacent post-WWlI

electric arc welded transmission lines.

The lack of damage to post-WII electric arc welded pipelines does not mean they

are illllWle to permanent ground defonution. On the contrary, there 18 substan

tial experience with modem pipeline failures in areas of severe landslides.
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The repair record shows that modern electric arc welded gas pipelines in good

repair are the most resistant type of piping, vulnerable only to very large and

abrupt ground displacement, and generally highly resistant to traveling ground

wave effects and moderate amounts of permanent deformation.

The data associated with pipeline performance during past earthquakes are help

ful because they point out that the predominant failure mode has been rupture

at oxy-acetylene welds. They provide for an assessment of the relative vulner

ability of pipelines constructed at different times to both transient and penaa

nent ground movement, and thus can be incorporated directly into a risk assess

ment methodology for repair/replacement decisions.

Refined risk assessment models also were developed to account better for the

influence of pipe internal pressure and di~eter. Risk is strongly influenced

by the consequences of damage, and the consequences for transmission and supply

lines will depend on the eratering potential of the pipe. The eratering poten

tial, in turn, depends on the energy stored in the compressed gas. Should a

rupture occur, either by longitudinal fracture propagation from a pipe wall

defect or by a circumferential break at a girth weld, the sudden release of

energy from the pressurized gas can cause eratering and substantial outflow of

gas.

By relating the energy released per unit length of pipeline through pipe rupture

with the internal pressure and diameter of the pipe, a model was developed on

the basis of previous earthquake performance of transmission lines to evaluate

the relative potential for cratering. The cratering potential is judged by

means of a matrix relating pipe diame~er and internal pressure with categories

accounting for low to moderate, high, and very high cratering potential. The

matrix provides for a rational and relatively quick assessment of the potential

consequences of damage, should rupture occur in a buried transmission or supply

line.

7 •4 DlPl.OVEllD'lS IR UISTIRG Pl.OGlWIS

The highest replacement priorities identified in this study pertain to pre-WWII

oxy-acetylene welded and partially reconditior-sd oxy-acetylene welded pipelines.
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It would be advantageous to rank the replacement of these pipelines according

to their location with respect to human occupancy and congregation, as well as

their susceptibility to damage and potential for harmful consequences. Accord

ingly, the ranking for replacement priority is as follows: 1) Class 4 locations

and high consequence ar~as, 2) Class 3 locations and zones of seismically-in

duced permanent ground deformation or intensity of HM VIII or higher, and 3)

Class 3 locations with very high and high cratering potential (see Figure 5-7).

Table 5-1 provides a compsLison between the replacement prioritieB from the VCA

approach and this study. Whereas the VCA approach targeted all pre-WWII pipe

lines as potential replacement candidates, this study recommends focusing on

pre-WWII oxy-acetylene welded pipelines. The VCA approach linked earthquake

hazard with zones of potential surface faulting, landslides, and liquefaction.

This study identifies earthquake hazards as all of the foregoing zones plus

areas likely to experience HM VIII or higher. The VCA approach drew attention

to pipelines with diameters equal to or larger than 400 mm (16 in.), whereas

this study utilizes the very high and high cratering potential categories estab

lished in Section 5.4 to identify various combinations of nominal diameter and

operating pressure as the primary candidates for replacement.

7 . 5 IMPROVED SEISMIC IIAZAlU) MODELS

A general procedure for evaluating the relative risks from earthquake hazards

to steel pipelines was developed. The procedure accounts for the influence of

traveling ground waves, surface faulting, landslides, and soil liquefaction.

The procedure utilizes information, acquired primarily through reconnaissance

studies, on regional geology, groundwater conditions, aerial photos, and site

specific soil borings obtained principally through public agencies.

The research has taken advantage of the substantial case history data and new

findings resulting from research sponsored by the National Center for Earthquake

Engineering Research (NeEER) on soil liquefaction, large ground defoI'lll&tion, and

effects on lifeline facilities. Specifically for the SoCalGas system, stereo

pair eerial photos have been used to identify local geomorphological features

which provide evidence for liquefaction potential and the likely patterns of

ground deformation in the event of 5011 failure. This information has been used
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to ascertain whether or not. and with what pattern, ground deformation. such as

lateral spread, might develop during a future earthquake. Aerial photo inter

pretation. in combination with geologic maps. groundwater studies. soil surveys.

and select soil borings have been used to refine existing knowledge about the

susceptibility of soil to liquefaction.

Two transmission pipelines. Lines 121 and 123. were selected for the feasibility

study. Both lines were constructed in 1930. and therefore represent older. more

vulnerable portions of the system which are joined with oxy-acetylene w~lds.

Emphasis in this work has been placed on characterizing the geotechnical and

earthquake hazards to these pipelines, especially the potential for surface

faulting and large ground deformation caused by liquefaction.

The feasibility study for Lines 121 and 123 demonstrates a logical, consistent

methodology for collecting and assessing existing geotechnical data for a re

fined and improved evaluation of seismic risk to transmission and supply lines.

Of particular importance is the use of aerial photo stereo pairs to locate spe

cific areas where there is potential for large ground deformation caused by soil

liquefaction. The study revealed two locations of relatively high risk regard

ing permanent ground deformation during a future earthquake. At one location,

Line 123 crosses an alluvial fan where evidence suggests that significant lique

faction-induced ground movement is possible. At the other location, Line 123

crosses the Newport-Inglewood fault zone. The conditions at these locations are

described, and measures to clarify and reduce risk are discussed.

Given the seismic hazards and condition of Line 123, it would be prudent to con

sider this pipeli.ne as a high priority for replacement. Its location in a heav

ily populated area, repair history, fault crossing, and potential exposure to

an intensity of HH VIII recommend it for replacement. The low incidence of re

pair on Line 121, its greater distance from the fault, and the apparent absence

of moderate to high risk ground deformation hazards along its route (see Table

6-11) indicate that it represents a lower risk than Line 123 and need not be

considered a high priority for replacement.

7 •6 OVEllALL METHODOLOGY

A general replacement procedure is reco_nded in the form of the flow diagr..
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in Figure 7-2. Although the flow chart has been developed so it i. amenable to

either transmission or distribution pipelines, its primary advantage is likely

to be realized for the distribution supply line system.

The flow chart shows a three-step process in which a systems planning assessment

is made, followed by a repair record cost assessment, with a risk assessment

completing the evaluation. At each stage in the evaluation, a decision to re

place or retain is made. If the pipeline is to be replaced at any of the three

stages, the flow chart shows, by means of dashed lines, a return to specifying

new pipeline characteristics and repeating the three tier decision process.

It is recomaended that an economic assessment about tile desirability of repair

and retention versus replacement be made for steel pipelines. As discussed pre

viously, the low leakage rate associated with the transmission system may obvi

ate the need to make such an evaluation for pipe in the transmission network.

It is not clear, however, if a similar conclusion can be drawn for the supply

line system. It is recommended that the economically-based model (or derivative

thereof), which has been developed in-house for distribution piping, be applied

to the supply lines. Making an economic assessment based on repair records fits

logically within a comprehensive procedure. By predicating part of the assess

ment on a review of the repair record, the procedure promotes a systematic col

lection and analysis of repair statistics which can have benefits in determining

medium and long-term trends in performance.

As illustrated in Figure 7-2, risk assessment is performed in a three-step pro

cess, similar to the procedure followed in the VCA approach. Damage exposure

represents the major hazards whl~h need to be considered, including third party

damage, corrosion, earthquake hazards, and natural hazards, such as flooding and

landslides. Third party damage is defined as damage compromising pipe wall,

welds, coating, connections, bttachaents, and associated devices which is the

result of forces and deformations imposed on the p.'l,e by external activity, such

as construction, agricultural work, subsurface exploration, and abnormally heavy

surface loads. The procedure developed in this study for evaluating the rela

tive risks from earthquake hazards should be used In this part of the risk

assessment process.
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After potential hazards have been considered, an evaluation of vulnerability i.

made by weighing the factors which reduce pipeline capacity to sustain internal

and external loads, as well as those which increase the potential for damage

and/or injury in the area s'Jrrounding the pipeline. The refined models devel

oped in this study for evaluating the susceptibility of pre-~~II pipeline. with

oxy-acetylene welds to earthquake damage and for judging the cratering potential

of a buried steel pipeline should be used in this part of the risk a••e....nt

process.

The final evaluation in a systematic risk assessment i~volves consideration of

how lIany people are exposed to injury in the event of pipeline damage. The

highest relative risk associated with proximity is accorded to pipelines in

Class 4 locations and high consequence areas.

7 . 7 UCOHHENDATIONS 'Oil DlPLEMERTATION

The procedure developed in this study for evaluating the relative risks of steel

pipelines to earthquake hazards has been shown to provide a logical and system

atic approach, which derives considerable benefit from the interpretation of

aerial photos to delineate areas of potentially large ground deformation. It

would be advantageous to apply this procedure to other portions of the pipeline

system. A system-wide assessment of potential liquefaction, surface faulting,

and landslide risks associated with transmission and distribution supply pipe

lines would result in a better process for establishing replace..nt priorities

for both pre -and post -WII s tee1 pipelines. Moreover, this type of progr..

would be responsive to regulatory trends. Current activities .tillUlated by both

the 1990 Seismic Hazards Mapping Act and the California Sei.mic Safety Council

are likely to promote a greater sensitivity to the risk of ground failure, and

hence, encourage additional vigilance with regard to the consequence. of this

kind of earthquake-induced deformation.

It is reco-.ended that a system-wide assess..nt of principal seisaic hazarcb for

transmission and distribution supply pipelines start with portiona of the net

work where the potential is highest for large liquefaction- induced ground defor

mation. Considerable mapping already has been accoaplished to delineate Al

quist-Priolo Special Studies Zones, which serve as a reference for potential
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surface faulting. A sillilar exercise has not been performed for hazards asso·

ciated with liquefaction-induced ground deformation, such that liquefaction

hazards are often identified over broad areas which imply greater risk to system

performance than is consistent with the actual hazard. If the aethodology

developed in this study is applied to the gas pipeline system, the next areas

for study should include those with relatively shallow water tables and high

susceptibility to liquefaction. Portions of the pipeline systea in the River

side and Irvine, CA areas lIay be regarded as good candidate locations.

As indicated in the general aethodology, the use of pipeline repair statistics

is encouraged for incorporating an economic evaluation in the decision process

for pipe replacellents. Repair statistics also can be used to augment risk

assessment aodels. The review of factors influencing steel pipeline replacement

undertaken in this study suggests that the aost lIeaningful correlations involv

ing incidence of damage are likely to be established relative to corrosion

activity, age of pipe, and pipe wall thickness. For the supply systea, it would

be advantageo\td to collect and summarize data pertaining to these characteris

tics. Information should be acquired and systematically evaluated regarding

location, frequency, and characteristics of corrosion; presence or absence and

condition of protective coating; and supplellental information pertaining to

cathodic protection. where available. The systematic and statistically correct

acquisition and interpretation of information froll repair records and field

inspections is important for establishing both the relative risk and economic

advantages of replacing or retaining various sections of pipe.

The mechanical properties of existing pipelines should be determined at select

locations to provide information about quality of welds, wall thickness.

strength and deformation characteristics, and brittle-to-ductUe transition

temperature of steel transmission and supply pipelines currently in service.

These data can provide a better quantitative understanding of older pipelines

in the system, and be used to augment the statistical trends frail repair records

with specific mechanical strength and condition information.

It is reco...nded that a progr_ of select sampling and testing of both weld .nd

pipe specimens be considered. The data collect.d would b. used to establi.h a

more accur.te data base on quality of welda. wall thickness, .tr•••·.tr.in
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properties of the .teel, .nd brittle·to·duetil. tr.naition t-.p.r.tur•• which

would iaprove ch.r.cterization of the .y.tea and enhance st.tistic.l ri.k

........nt model••aployed for .etting replac...nt prioritie•.
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APPENDIX A

ENERGY EXPRESSION

In this appendix, an expression is derived for the work performed by an ideal

gas which expands so rapidly that there is virtually no time for heat transfer.

In classical thermodynamics. a reversible expansion of this kind is referred to

as adiabatic:. Adiabatic expansion is taken as being analogous to the rapid gas

expansion that would occur if the girth weld of a high pressure pipeline was

ruptured. It is important to recognize that adiabatic expansion is analogous

to, but not the same as, gas expansion from a ruptured pipeline. Accordingly,

the work or energy performed during adiabatic expansion must be regarded as an

index for the actual energy released by pipeline rupture. It is assumed that

this index can be used to scale the relative levels of energy that would be

liberated by pipeUnes with different diameters containing natural gas at

different pressures.

For adiabatic expansion, the pressure, P, and volume, v, are related to some

initial state as:

in which PI and Vl are the initial pressure and volume, respectively, and ~ 

Cp/Cv, which is the ratio of the specific heat at constant pre.sure and the

specific heat at constant volume.

The work, W, performed during gas expansion is:

(A-2)

Combining Eqns. A-I and A-2, we obtain:

A-l
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